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Abstract
This qualitative dissertation examined links between Reconstruction and Civil Rights Era
educational policies and practices and the impact of Eastern Michigan University’s (EMU)
institutional policies and practices on black students. This historical case study delineated the
experiences of black EMU students who attended the institution at the end of the Civil Rights
Era and during the first two decades of the 21st century. The study is significant because,
despite landmark Civil Rights Era legislation whose objective sought to narrow the
achievement gap, the retention rates of black students at EMU remain disproportionate to
those of white students in the 21st century. The literature on the black/white achievement gap
at America’s predominantly white institutions (PWIs) employs often a deficit framework that
justifies the disparity. EMU’s Degree Completion and Retention Plan of 2014 aimed to
improve black student retention while placing the onus of their persistence chiefly on
students. To answer research questions related to links between Reconstruction Era and Civil
Rights Era legislation and links between Civil Rights Era legislation and EMU institutional
policies, existing literature and other archival data were reviewed. To examine the
experiences of eight black EMU alumni from two eras, semi-structured interviews with openended questions were utilized. Grounded in the symbolic interactionism conceptual
framework, four themes emerged. First, college attendance and completion were expected by
the families and communities of participants in both generations. Second, participants
learned to navigate the racial climate on campus, which was at times hostile and
unwelcoming. Next, participants credited the good and bad interactions they had with their
black and white professors with the shaping of their academic experiences. Finally, student
organization leadership roles and activism instilled in participants a sense of purpose greater
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than themselves during their undergraduate years. The findings of this research confirmed
that the experiences of black students in the 21st century were not much different than those
of black students who attended the institution 50 years prior. Civil Rights Era legislation
provided greater access to education, but it failed to redress racist education policies that
have, since the Reconstruction Era, placed black students at an educational disadvantage.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Education… always has had, and always will have, an element of danger and revolution...
— W.E.B. Du Bois

Introduction
In September 2016, students sitting in the courtyard of King Hall at Eastern Michigan
University (EMU) discovered a graffito. The letters “KKK” were spray-painted on the brick
and mortar in red, white, and blue letters. The phrase “Leave Niggers” was written nearby
(Barnes, 2016). Understandably, such a discovery caused widespread tension on campus.
EMU boasts a rather diverse student population; however, the university has had its share of
racial tension in its long history (Smith & Heaton, 1999). Many predominantly white, yet
diverse institutions hold a somewhat naïve and deluded belief that its diverse campus
community of students, faculty, administrators, and support staff is one as well of equity and
inclusion (Chesler et al., 2005; Harper, 2012). EMU appears to be one such institution. An
unspoken rule, one which indicates that if racial problems are not discussed they will
miraculously disappear, permeates the campus. The discovery of the racist graffito woke the
sleeping bear.
As the student community responded swiftly, universally condemning the hate
speech, EMU’s president and his cabinet worked diligently to circumvent the campus unrest.
President James Smith had only recently become the head of the institution and his objectives
for averting a campus crisis appeared to be two-fold: He vowed a resolution to the crime, and
he pledged total transparency in the process (Smith, 2016). Before the campus community
could catch its breath, however, another racial slur was discovered the next month outside of
Ford Hall (Nimeth, 2017). That discovery caused a groundswell. Black students and their
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allies responded with protests almost instantly, while campus leaders and law enforcement
worked vigorously to solve the crime and bring the perpetrator to justice.
Those incidents and a different incident the next spring took nearly a year to solve,
but it was, and the person charged in the case was an unlikely suspect: an African American
former student who law enforcement officials believe acted alone (Nimeth, 2017). Much of
the campus community felt a sense of relief. While the suspect has asserted his innocence,
many members of the EMU and surrounding Ypsilanti community were convinced that the
suspect’s objective was to cause racial tension on campus or, even worse, start a race war.
Most felt vindicated by the arrests, and they waited patiently for the bear to return to its cave
and resume its hibernation.
There was only one problem with this sentiment: African American students were
convinced that the arrest would quell the tension on campus, but it would do very little to
address the long-standing progeny of institutional racism at EMU. When asked about the
arrest, one African American student responded: “There’s too much stuff beyond just this.
Administrators are just going to sweep this under the rug and say all the race problems are
solved” (Jesse, 2017).
Background of the Study
In 1849, the Michigan State Normal School (MSNS) was established by the Michigan
State Legislature as the first institution in the state to train teachers to teach in the nation’s
public schools. It was only the sixth normal school in the nation and the first outside of New
England (Isbell, 1971). Prospective teachers from all over the Midwest trained at MSNS in
the middle to late 19th century; even today, the institution, named Eastern Michigan
University in 1959 (see Figure 1), is recognized nationally for its Teacher Education Program
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in the College of Education. With a history so deeply rooted in primary and secondary
education, and later postsecondary education, the polity of EMU as a whole is reflective of
its cultural antiquity and that of its surrounding community.

Figure 1. Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, MI.

As a result, EMU, like many other predominantly white higher education institutions
(PWIs) throughout the United States, has been ill-exempt from the establishment of policies
and practices that potentially promote the retention and persistence of some students while
obstructing the persistence and matriculation of other students. For many black students in
the 19th century and early 20th century, access to higher education was not within their grasp.
For example, in 1900, just one year after the institution was renamed the Michigan State
Normal College (MSNC), black students comprised a mere 7% of the student population
(Smith & Heaton, 1999). By that time, black families had been documented to be living in
the Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor communities for well over 60 years. Their meager presence at
MSNC was not representative of their more abundant presence in the community. At the turn
of the 20th century, about 600 blacks lived in the area, which was heavily segregated despite
its history as a town that embodied upward mobility and social equality in the 19th century
(Larrie, 1975; Marshall, 1993).
Perhaps, such conviviality was the reason that free blacks, fugitive slaves, and
eventually freedmen flocked to the area during both the antebellum and postbellum years.
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Before the Civil War, Ypsilanti was known as a final stop in the Underground Railroad, and
many prominent black and white families aided slaves in their pursuit of freedom. Until the
Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, escaped slaves often made the Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor
community home (Larrie, 1975; Walker, Wilson, & Cousins, 2001). Only after 1850 did
many fugitive slaves seek freedom in Canada when they feared for their safety in the region.
Gibson and Jones (2006) stated:
It is no coincidence that the Ann Arbor/Ypsilanti area should be populated with
achievers. Historically, the region was inhabited by risk-takers who felt the
imperative to live free. They would not accept the constraints of slavery or a society
closed to opportunity. Instead they chose to walk endlessly, north, south, and west,
converging in Michigan, the center of the free Midwest. (p. 8)
Despite reports to the contrary, Gibson and Jones (2006) stated as well that when the
founders of the Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti community arrived, blacks were already living in
the surrounding region that is today called Washtenaw County (p. 8). It is not unreasonable
to assume, then, that the history of blacks in the region may even predate that of whites.
However, educational equality eluded the black families that settled in the village of
Ypsilanti, a burgeoning suburb about 35 miles west of Detroit. Historian A. P. Marshall
(1993) stated: “In 1904, the Vinson Nathaniel Starks family moved to Ypsilanti, bringing two
daughters and a son. Both girls completed training at Michigan Normal, but blacks were
systematically discouraged from the teaching profession, and certificates were never issued”
(p. 74). Also according to Marshall, while black families’ taxes help to pay for the
construction of the new school for white children, black children attended First Ward (later
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named Adams School), a nearly dilapidated school for colored children that taught students
only up to sixth grade.
Siegfried (2018) expressed a similar sentiment. Although the region exhibited
friendliness to blacks before and after the Civil War, by the turn of the century, segregation
was at the forefront of every aspect of life in Ypsilanti. He stated:
Ypsilanti was not immune to the white supremacist reaction to black liberties won in
the Civil War and Reconstruction. Toleration receded and hostility increased in the
1880s and 90s. In a few short years, segregation became so complete that even
service work blacks did for whites as barbers, domestics, and laundresses was no
longer available. Blacks were increasingly shut out of institutions and public
discourse. (p. 9)
If the State of Michigan and its Southeast region lauded a legacy of equality and proclaimed
proudly to be a major player in the abolitionist movement, how could its communities and
educational institutions continue to be so segregated? The answer, perhaps, lies in the
pragmatic racial and political beliefs held by many white Michigan citizens that translated
into legislation and practices reflective of those attitudes. Although Northerners admonished
slavery as an institution, many in Michigan did not deem black citizens worthy of social
equality. Walker, Wilson, and Cousins (2001) stated: “Widespread ‘Negrophobia’ over
[suffrage] and other issues was the reason that ‘many whites regarded the existence of a
colored population as unfortunate, wished it would go away, and fervently hoped it would
not multiply’” (p. 15). Woodson (1918) concurred with this premise. He stated: “Many of the
Northerners who sympathized with oppressed blacks in the South never dreamt of having
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them as their neighbors” (p. 3). The views of the Ypsilanti community at large likely seeped
into the ethos of MSNC, its beloved institution.
Although MSNC was worlds away from the Civil War battles and the subsequent
Congressional Reconstruction efforts in the South, the effects of the social, racial, and
educational policies borne out of the Reconstruction Era could be felt at the emergent normal
college in Southeast Michigan and within its surrounding community. Brosnan stated:
“Northern common school textbooks were equally committed to perpetuating racial
inequalities” (p. 720) Further, de jure segregation was not active legislation within the brick
and mortar of Michigan’s public primary, secondary, and postsecondary institutions, but de
facto segregation was entrenched within their institutional culture and expressed in myriad
ways. Marshall (1993) stated:
The University of Michigan employed many black Americans in various positions,
such as cooks and maids in fraternity and sorority houses and janitors [at the
university]. Michigan Normal employed a few cooks, janitors, and firemen. Though
both institutions permitted enrollment of Negroes as students, hiring them in
professional and teaching positions was beyond consideration at that time. (p. 76)
The attitude of the Ann Arbor community was nearly synonymous to that of the Ypsilanti
community during the same period, so the experiences of black Ypsilantians were not merely
isolated incidences.
Blacks in the community responded to segregation by establishing and maintaining
their own educational, social, and civic institutions. Schools, churches, fraternal
organizations, and philanthropic and community organizations were the nucleus of the small
black community that was effectively shut out of the larger Ypsilanti community (Larrie,
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1976). Prominent black leaders shielded as best they could the black community from the
bigotry of whites by whom they were surrounded. As Ypsilanti, like other Michigan cities,
experienced the immigration of both black and white citizens by the early to middle 20th
century, the racist attitudes of the community and its higher education institution persisted.
For example, Theophilus Hamilton, former MSNC student, was one of only four
black freshmen in his 1941 cohort. He was also only one of 16 blacks in a total student
population of nearly 1,100. Hamilton recalled the persistent racism that he encountered from
not only his peers, but from the faculty as well (Smith & Heaton, 1999). His experiences
were doubtfully isolated incidents and were likely an accurate reflection of typical
interactions between black students and their white professors. If diversity had been a
normative mission for the institution since its adolescence, such diversity was not reflected
empirically within the student body or in the faculty. By the time MSNC was renamed
Eastern Michigan University in 1959, Mr. Hamilton had transitioned from a student to an
administrator. He witnessed changing times, but he acknowledged as well that more work
needed to be done to ensure educational equity for black students (Smith & Heaton, 1999).
The Great Migration brought scores of African Americans from the South to the
North in search of better educational and economic opportunities (Fligstein, 1981; Tolnay,
1998; Wilkerson, 2010). As primary and secondary schools sprouted up in Detroit and its
surrounding suburbs to accommodate the burgeoning black population, EMU admitted more
African American students, many who sought careers as teachers, educational leaders, and
other professionals (Fligstein, 1981; Mirel, 1993). Even still, those students felt strongly that
their concerns and their interests were largely ignored. They felt as well that the institution
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lacked black faculty and other mentors to whom those students could relate (Smith &
Heaton, 1999; Wilkerson, 2010).
EMU was not exempt as well from the cacophony of the Civil Rights Era and
subsequent unrest that cropped up at colleges and universities across the country. More
specifically, black students at EMU felt very little representation of their culture on campus
and little interest from educational leaders in accommodating them to it. The role that federal
and state policy implementation played in this unrest is debatable. Smith and Heaton (1999)
indicated that one incident reported in 1968 by EMU’s student newspaper, Eastern Echo,
stood out. When the Black Student Association (BSA) requested a $400 allocation from the
Student Senate, the request was denied. A new allocation request for $300 was then
submitted. Smith and Heaton (1999) stated: “During the discussion, the suggestion was made
that the BSA should collect pop bottles to earn the money. BSA representatives protested that
the same suggestions were not made to other student organizations seeking allocations from
the Student Senate” (p. 246). Although the original amount was awarded eventually, that
exchange left a stain on race relations within the student body.
According to Smith and Heaton (1999), African Americans comprised only 2% of the
faculty in 1972. Even after a commission report published after a three-year study conducted
between 1970 and 1972 concluded that the university had failed to make EMU a viable
prospect for black faculty and other educational leaders, “no specific programs,
responsibilities, or goals emerged as a result of the report” (p. 247). A similar report five
years later reached the same conclusion, and the university’s response to that report was the
same as it was five years prior.
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EMU’s black collegians reported feelings of alienation from the college community.
In February 1969, the tension reached a fever pitch. Led by the BSA in conjunction with
other black student advocacy groups, a group of students staged a takeover of Pierce Hall,
which housed university administration offices. They hoped to force university
administration to listen to their demands for the hiring of more African American faculty
members and administrators, the creation of a black studies department, increased access to
financial aid, and more tutoring and mentoring opportunities (Larcom, 2018). Not all
students had knowledge of the takeover initially, but within an hour, a large crowd of close to
100 students had gathered outside of Pierce Hall and the police were called to restore order.
Numerous students were arrested (some were expelled from EMU), but their protest garnered
the attention of university administrators, who at least listened to the demands of the
students, if not met them. According to Larcom (2018), the Black Studies program arrived
five years later, yet the African American Studies Department would not be approved for
another 15 years.
In the 1980s when more black and other underrepresented minority students obtained
greater access to education and a large number of black students were enrolled at EMU
(Allen, 2007), the university graduated “only 210 of its 2,392 minority students” (Smith &
Heaton, 1999, p. 247). The 1990s ushered in little change in the attitudes of some white
students; in 1994, students boycotted the celebration of Martin Luther King Day, which was
by that time a federal holiday (p. 249). It is not surprising, then, that in the 21st century,
African American students report that they still feel the sting of discrimination at the
university (Jesse, 2017). While individual racist attitudes may have declined over the past
150 years, one is left to wonder whether the education policies and practices enacted during
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the Reconstruction and expanded during Civil Rights Eras have perpetuated today, even in
minutiae, the stratification of African American students at Eastern Michigan University.
Statement of the Problem
During the early 20th century, Michigan was regarded by many Southern African
Americans as the mecca of the North for its abundant economic opportunities (Tolnay,
2003). They hoped as well to escape the blatant racism that eroded all social, political, and
educations systems in the South (Tolnay, 1998). Ironically, the contagion of bigotry seeped
into various strands of Northern society, for the racial stratification observed at public
educational institutions in the Jim Crow South existed in the North as well (Mirel, 1993;
Wilkerson, 2010).
This study attempted to determine whether an experiential comparison exists between
African American students who attended Eastern Michigan University during the decade
after the signing of the Higher Education Act (HEA) of 1965 and African American students
who attended the university in the first two decades of the 21st century. This study sought to
gauge the degree to which their experiences aligned and determine the implications of such
alignment, if at all, on African American student attrition at EMU. Retention and attrition
rates of black students at EMU are juxtaposed often with retention rates at the state level or
nationally for this group or they are measured against the rates of their racial counterparts.
The disproportionality between groups is rarely explored in-depth. According to Fong,
McRoy, and Dettlaff (2014).
The term “disproportionality” refers to the ratio between the percentage of persons in
a particular racial or ethnic group at a particular decision point or experiencing an
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event (maltreatment, incarceration, school dropouts) compared to the percentage of
the same racial or ethnic group in the overall population. (p. 1)
Per the Degree and Retention Plan outlined by the Office of Academic and Student Affairs at
EMU, the retention rates of African American students, African American males specifically,
are disproportionate to those of other student groups. Figure 2 below outlines the disparity.
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Figure 2. Retention rates by race at EMU in 2014.

The report stated: “Rates for all Black/African American students decreased by 6%
from 77% to 71% since 2009” (Eastern Michigan University, 2014). By 2014, the retention
rate for African American students had decreased to 68%. As alarming as were these
statistics, the subsequent statement that “we have not learned how to ensure that these
students earn degrees at the same rate as their White/Caucasian counterparts” causes even
greater alarm (Eastern Michigan University, 2014). The report then recommended five key
actions to increase the retention rate of African American and other minority students. They
were as follows:
1. Appoint a person to lead the assessment of academic, personal development, and
social needs of students of color.
2. Attention should be given to (but not limited to) [reinforcement] services designed to
support men of color.
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3. Explore ways to connect and possibly grow current programs across the university
that serve this population of students.
4. Conduct a comprehensive needs analysis for programs and support services for men
of color on campus.
5. Construct an academic profile of men of color who succeed and do not succeed in
completing their education at EMU.
All five recommendations may effect slight calculable change in the long run, but all five
recommendations are problematic for two important reasons: They fail to address the reasons
for such a sizeable rate of attrition among African American students in general, more
specifically black males, and they fail to hold the university accountable for the retention and
matriculation of this demographic of collegians.
Allen (2007) indicated five factors that contribute to the enrollment decline at PWIs
in Michigan, including EMU. Most of the five address social, governmental, and institutional
barriers that stymy the progress of African American students, and all take into account the
effect of such barriers on these students:
1. The reduced availability of financial aid [scholarships, grants, and work study] from
government sources.
2. Weaker enforcement of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action regulations.
3. The redirection of university priorities from an emphasis on diversity to an emphasis
on more restrictive admission criteria.
4. The higher number of black family heads who are unemployed or outside of the labor
force.
5. The high number of black youngsters who fail to graduate and the high number who
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graduate with weak educational foundations.
EMU’s Degree and Retention Plan fails to acknowledge any such challenges. If the
institution is even willing to acknowledge the unique challenges facing many of its black
students, perhaps then educational leaders can begin the work of chiseling away bit by bit the
barriers that beset these students and offer necessary resources and accommodations to
ensure and even oversee their matriculation.
The literature on the persistence of African American students, African American
males, in particular, is gaining more national attention. However, insufficient literature exists
that is willing to tackle the culture of institutional racism at PWIs that function in their very
existence as obstructions to the persistence of their African American students (Harper &
Hurtado, 2007; Tienda, 2013). Further, Harper (2012) stated: “In short supply…are
sociological studies that take into account structural/institutional racism as an explanatory
factor for racial differences in various outcomes” (p. 10). He defined institutional racism as
follows:
Individual actions (both intentional and unconscious) that engender marginalization
and inflict varying degrees of harm on minoritized persons; structures that determine
and cyclically remanufacture racial inequity; and institutional norms that sustain
white privilege and permit the ongoing subordination of minoritized persons. (p. 10)
Such a culture of antipathy towards black students may be a distant descendant of
Reconstruction Era educational policies for the descendants of freedmen, yet such a culture is
adversative to higher education institutions and to the African American students they admit.
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Purpose of the Study
This study attempted to determine whether Reconstruction Era federal education
policies and practices for black students and those expanded during the Civil Rights Era
account in any way for any injurious educational or social experiences of black students at
Eastern during the Civil Rights Era and during the first two decades of the 21st century. The
goal was to compare the experiences between the groups who traversed EMU’s campus half
a century apart. The academic literature on potential links between legislation at various
levels and student retention is negligible, and this area of research should be explored more
in-depth. While data on the retention and matriculation of specific student demographics
have the potential to reflect negatively on a higher education institution, it is only a reflection
quantitatively; rarely, however, do such findings alone lead to the magnification and scrutiny
of institutional culture, campus and greater community culture, or other variables external to
the students themselves (Flowers, 2004). Such conversations occur often among sociologists
and intellectuals; however, those conversations seldom translate to institutional policy reform
(Brown, 2005; Harper, 2012). Perhaps, federal and institutional legislation since the
emancipation of slavery could be a key contributor to the disproportionality between African
American students and their white student counterparts.
Examples of links can include policies like taxation of education, both K-12 and
higher education, and lack of adequate funding for the education of black students in general
between the Reconstruction Era and the Civil Rights Era. Despite the best efforts of
Congressional Reconstruction policies to level the economic, social and political playing
field, racist practices in the North and the South continued to and throughout the Civil Rights
Era, like legal segregation in the South and inadequate funding for schools for blacks
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nationwide, which contributed to their lack of college readiness for black students. Greater
federal oversight of primary, secondary, and postsecondary education were necessary during
the Civil Rights Era because of corrupt educational practices for the past century.
Significance of the Study
This study could inspire EMU (and even other PWIs) to conduct self-studies on the
legislative and institutional policies and practices that, perhaps, have perpetuated a long-held,
but unspoken conviction that African American students are personally incapable of and
often are disinterested in higher education matriculation, a conviction that perpetuates deficit
perceptions of students themselves (Chesler et al., 2005; Harper, 2012). Such thinking may
be the brainchild of the Reconstruction Era education policies that stressed industrial
education over liberal education for black students due to perceived genetic inferiority (Du
Bois, 1935; Anderson, 1988; Bullock, 2010). Dunning School researchers and other
educational stakeholders have allowed this frame of thinking to persist well into the 20th
century, contributing to the belief that blacks were uneducable (Paige & Witty, 2010).
The results of this study can serve as a catalyst to steer the retention conversation
away from the students exclusively to the institutions at their core as culpable actors in the
high attrition of specific student groups, especially those from underrepresented populations.
The results of the study can also offer insight into any influences that legal and institutional
policies and practices may have on admission and retention of black students at EMU.
Perhaps, this and similar studies will address the concerns about the parallelism between
education policy and educational attainment for black collegians.
Perhaps, such a crucial conversation can begin to reverse the attitudes that may be so
deeply ingrained in the ethos of EMU that certain practices and interwoven beliefs about
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student groups at the institution are no longer, more or less, business as usual. The results of
this inquiry can provide for educational leaders at EMU a potential association between
education policy and educational equity. Perhaps, they could then alter policies and practices
as necessitated to minify the achievement gap between black students and white students. As
well, such alterations could increase the matriculation of black and other minoritized
students.
Conceptual Framework
In 1937 at the request of the Carnegie Corporation Board of Trustees, Frederick
Keppel, president of Carnegie Corporation in New York, summoned Swedish social scientist,
Gunnar Myrdal, to the United States. Keppel envisioned the completion of a holistic report of
the condition of the black race in America. He hoped that, as an outsider, the sociologist
could provide an objective, comprehensive view of the state of race relations in America and
offer viable solutions to a problem often described as “the Negro problem.” Keppel was
careful to select a social scientist who lived in a nation uninfluenced by racial hegemony.
Myrdal set about his work, along with his carefully selected team, and in 1944, he published
his widely lauded, yet controversial text titled An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem
and Modern Democracy.
While Myrdal and his team’s field research and observations occurred over five years
and encompassed many aspects of American society and life, his examination of America’s
greatest dilemma was rather succinct: race was America’s dilemma (Myrdal, 1944). The very
foundations, institutions, and governance of America thrived on racial inequality and a caste
structure of racial stratification. He acknowledged the rigid and inflexible caste line under
which the racial discord between whites and blacks in America existed. Myrdal
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acknowledged as well that the de jure racism in the South was quite apparent in de facto
forms throughout the North, even if it manifested only in Northerners’ blasé attitudes about
de jure segregation in the South. For that reason, the caste struggle about which he wrote is
based largely on race. In America’s caste system, race is interwoven deeply with class, and
class with race, placing at a disadvantage collectively black American (Myrdal, 1944).
Myrdal’s findings are relevant to this research study as his assessment of race
relations in America tend to collide with the policies and practices that resulted from such
relations. One micro-level social stratification theory aligns with his findings and thus, will
guide this research study. This theory, called symbolic interactionism, was developed before
Myrdal’s publication, and it is relevant to the concepts addressed in Myrdal’s work.
Symbolic interactionism will thus serve as the conceptual framework for this research study.
Social Stratification
Because a segment of my research centers on the Reconstruction Era and the Civil
Rights Era, two widely scrutinized and heavily documented American historical periods, a
comprehensive reflection of these eras is crucial to the establishment of links between
education policies and practices established in the South first during the Reconstruction Era,
those expanded at the federal level during the Civil Rights Era, and education policies and
practices still in existence today at Eastern Michigan University. Additionally, the
historiography of the Reconstruction and Civil Rights Eras will assist in the understanding of
the long-range implications of policies established for the preservation of the permanent
racial caste to which Myrdal referred.
The utility of the social stratification theory of symbolic interactionism can answer
the research questions about whether the experiences of black EMU students are similar,
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despite their attendance at the institution 50 years apart. This theory also helped to reveal the
personal impact of federal and institutional policies and practices on the lives of students
affected by them.
While social scientists and theorists tend to agree that some form of social
stratification exists in American society, their perspectives about the types, causes, effects,
and functions of social stratification vary considerably (Grusky, 2001). However, theorists
tend to agree that social stratification is based on four main principles:
1. Social stratification is woven into the fabric of a society; it is larger than one
individual or even a set of individuals.
2. Because social stratification is part of the fabric of society, it is passed down from one
generation to the next.
3. As it is passed down from one generation to the next, belief in inequality persists and
becomes rooted in the ethos of society.
4. It occurs everywhere in American society, but it is manifested in different forms.
Grusky (2001) described a stratification system as “the constellation of social institutions that
generate observed inequalities” (p. 2807). Stratification generates inequality and inequality
constructs stratification. This concept promotes divergent perspectives depending on the
theorists and the objectives they attempt to achieve. The three most widely recognized social
stratification perspectives are structural functionalism, which argues that inequality is
necessary in society; conflict theory, which supports the notion that inequality can lead to
social upheaval; and symbolic interactionism.
Symbolic interactionism. Herbert Blumer (1969) founded symbolic interaction
based on the teachings of George Herbert Mead. Blumer explained that symbolic
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interactionism neither endorses nor refutes its theoretical counterparts of structural
functionalism and social conflict; rather, symbolic interactionism is defined as the ascription
of meaning to symbols as they relate to people, things, and ideas as they interact with others
in everyday life and how they interpret interactions. He asserted:
The term “symbolic interactionism” refers, of course, to the peculiar and distinctive
character of interactions as it takes place between human beings… thus, human
interaction is mediated by the use of symbols, by interpretation, or by ascertaining the
meaning of one another’s actions. (p. 79)
Without the symbols to which people, things, and ideas are connected, those people, things,
and ideas alone carry little significant meaning independently. Meaning is assigned to people,
things, and ideas, and meaning shapes people’s perspective of each based on the emphasis
that other people place on them. Thus, meaning ascribed to people, things, and ideas is more
impressionable and interminable than people, things, and ideas alone.
In his seminal text Symbolic Interaction: Perspective and Method, Blumer (1969)
outlined the three tenets of symbolic interactionism. They are as follows:
1. Human beings act towards things on the basis of the meaning that the things have for
them.
2. The meaning of such things is derived from, or arises out of, the interaction that one
has with one’s fellows.
3. These meanings are handled in and modified through, an interpretive process used by
the person in dealing with the thing he/she encounters.
The interactions that people have with others throughout their lives cause them to evaluate
constantly their placements in their environments and adjust and readjust their beliefs, ideas,
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and perceptions as a result of those interactions: “Meaning [arises] in the process of
interaction between people” (Blumer, 1969, p. 4).
Symbolic interactionism contains six root images (see Table 1). According to Blumer
(1969), “These root images represent the way in which symbolic interactionism views human
society and conduct. They constitute the framework of study and analysis” (p. 6).
Table 1
Six Root Images of Symbolic Interactionism
Nature of

Description

Human Society or Group Life

“Human groups or society exists in action and must
be seen in terms of action” (Blumer, 1969, p. 6).

Social Interaction

Objects

Humans as Acting Organisms

Human Action

Interlinkage of Action

“The activities of the [group] members occur
predominantly in response to one another or in
relation to one another” (Blumer, 1969, p. 7).
“The “worlds” that exist for human beings and their
groups are composed of “objects” and that these
objects are the product of symbolic interaction”
(Blumer, 1969, p. 10).
“Like other objects, the self-object emerges from
the process of social interaction in which other
people are defining a person to himself” (Blumer,
1969, p. 12).
“Action on the part of a human being consists of
taking account of various things that he notes and
forging a line of conduct on the basis of how he
interprets them” (Blumer, 1969, p. 15).
“‘Joint action’–a societal organization of conduct of
different acts of diverse participants” (Blumer,
1969, p. 17)

Symbolic interactionism dictates the researcher’s immersion into the world of the study
participants. Blumer instructed:
To study them intelligently one has to know these worlds, and to know the worlds
one has to examine them closely. No theorizing, however, ingenious, and no
observation of scientific protocol, however meticulous, are substitutes for
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developing a familiarity with what is actually going on in the sphere of life under
study. (p. 39)
Researchers should seek to understand not only the experiences of the participants, but also
to pursue the meaning that they assign to those experiences. Such interpretation should never
be left unexplained or up to researcher interpretation. According to Blumer:
This is especially true in the case of human group life because of the persistent
tendency of human beings in their collective life to build up separate worlds, marked
by an operating milieu of different life situations and by the possession of different
beliefs and conceptions of handling these situations. (p. 38)
The symbolic interactionism framework allows the participants to guide the researcher
during the inspection and exploration phases, not vice versa. Blumer (1969) stated:
“Methodology refers to, or covers, the principles that underlie and guide the full process of
studying the obdurate character of the given empirical world” (p. 23). He asserted further:
Because of its flexible nature, exploratory inquiry is not pinned down to any
particular set of techniques. Its guiding maxim is to use any ethically allowable
procedure that offers a likely possibility of getting a clearer picture of what is going
on in the area of social life. (p. 41)
The qualitative and exploratory nature of this study required the utility of such a
methodological protocol.
Blumer (1958) was especially concerned from the sociological perspective with
matters of racism as a means to maintain social groupings. He explained: “Race prejudice
presupposes, necessarily, that racially prejudiced individuals think of themselves as
belonging to a given racial group” (p. 3). He explained further that through social
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interactions, members of each group learn that members of their group are different than
members of the other group. Such group interactions perpetuate social positioning by race.
One racial group is thus the dominant group with claims to property rights whereas the other
group, the one without claim to property rights, is relegated to the subordinate position. It is
through social interaction with members of their own group and members of the other group
that group positioning is preserved.
Research Questions
With symbolic interactionism as the guiding conceptual framework for this research
study, the following three questions emerged:
1. What federal education policies and practices for black students were enacted during
the Reconstruction and Civil Rights Eras?
2. Do the federal education policies and practices of the Civil Rights Era align in any
way with institutional policies and practices affecting black EMU students?
3. Were the experiences of black EMU students during the Civil Rights Era aligned in
any way with those of 21st century black EMU students?
Definition of Terms
(Definitions of terms are based on their intended use in this study.)

Achievement gap—Disparity in the academic access and performance and of two or more
groups of students based on race, gender, or socioeconomic class (Paige & Witty, 2010).
Antebellum—The period in Southern American history between the War of 1812 and the
Civil War.
Black codes—Draconian state laws passed in many Southern states after the Civil War that
restricted the movement, franchisement, and economic progress of black Americans, both of
whom were enslaved and free before the Civil War.
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Bourgeoisie—A social class of people who are both economically and politically powerful.
Civil Rights Era—The decade between 1955 and 1965 when black Americans and their allies
fought for social justice and demanded that the United States government hold legally
accountable individuals and municipalities that violated the civil rights of blacks and other
minoritized groups. Landmark federal legislation related to discrimination in housing, voting,
and education was passed during this period (Kennedy, 1997; Irons, 2002; Brown, 2005).
Contraband of war—The title assigned during the Civil War to escaped slaves who sought
refuge with the Union forces. The Union declared escaped slaves a commodity whose
confiscation could further cripple the Confederacy, and as a result, Union soldiers refused to
return escaped slaves back to their enslavers.
De jure—Policies mandated by federal, state, or local law.
De facto—Policies enacted not by written law, but by custom or common practice.
Dunning School—Columbia University students under the tutelage of historian and
professor, William Archibald Dunning (1857–1922). Dunning School ideology sympathized
with white Southerners under the authority of Congressional Reconstruction and regarded
Republican Congressmen as bloodthirsty radicals who desired to eradicate the autonomy of
state governments. The Dunning School also believed that blacks were genetically inferior to
whites and should be regarded by law as second class citizens (Du Bois, 1935).
Educational equity—A degree of equivalence in education attainment for all students.
Education policies—Laws, ordinances, and other dictates related to education entities.
Education practices—Actions or conditions related to education entities performed or are in
existence that may or may not align with actual laws, ordinances, or other dictates.
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Enfranchisement—Freedom granted to those for whom previously it had been forbidden and
the privileges that such freedom ascribes.
Free blacks—Black people in the North and South not enslaved before the Civil War.
Free labor—The freedom of laborers to negotiate with their employers the terms and
conditions of their employment. Free labor ideology emerged in the 19th century in protest of
slave labor.
Freedmen—Former slaves who were freed by the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863, by the
Union victory over the Confederacy in April 1865, or by the Thirteenth Amendment in
December 1865.
Freedmen’s Bureau (or Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands)—The federal
agency established in 1865 that was tasked with, among other authorities, acclimating former
slaves to free life. The Bureau was consistently underfunded and understaffed during its
tenure, and after pressure from Southern whites and apathy within Congress, the Freedmen’s
Bureau was disbanded in 1872 (Anderson, 1988; Foner, 1988; Kennedy; 1997; Dray, 2008).
Freedmen Schools—Schools established by the Freedmen’s Bureau to educate freedmen and
their descendants to integrate them into society with as little dependence as possible on the
federal government. Freedmen’s schools were run often by Northern missionary societies.
The Great Migration—The period in 20th century America during which nearly ten million
Southerners left the rural South and headed to the urban North. While just as many whites as
blacks migrated, this period is most often associated with the migration of black Americans
in their efforts to escape Jim Crow Laws, the unfair sharecropping and tenant farming
system, and the vigilantism of the Ku Klux Klan and other terroristic white supremacist
organizations (Tolnay, 2003; Wilkerson, 2010).
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Industrial education—Education designed to promote skilled trades and manual physical
labor. The curricula at schools for black students during the Jim Crow Era stressed industrial
education over liberal education, and institutions for black students were created solely for
that purpose.
Jim Crow Laws—A system of laws that mandated racial segregation in the South. Although
de facto segregation had occurred in the former Confederacy since as early as the end of the
Civil War, the Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court ruling in 1896 legitimized Jim Crow Laws
as a form of de jure segregation. The laws varied from state to state, but all laws held the
same purpose.
Ku Klux Klan—A white supremacist terrorist organization founded in Pulaski, Tennessee, by
former Confederate soldiers in 1865. In the first decade of its existence, the organization
terrorized, assaulted, and killed blacks and any allies who sought suffrage and education for
freedmen. The Klan disbanded 10 years later, but it re-emerged in 1915 in response to the
movie Birth of a Nation that was released that year. The organization has been in existence
since and is responsible to date for a great majority of atrocities against black Americans and
other minority groups (Kennedy, 1997; Martinez, 2007; Gates, 2011).
Liberal education—Education that prepares students for work that requires thinking,
reasoning, and decision-making. Liberal education prepares students for economic security
and equips them with the skills to adapt to change and expansion in society. Blacks in the
19th century and the early 20th century were denied admission to liberal arts institutions
reserved for white students.
Normal schools—Schools developed to train the nation’s teachers.
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Planter class—The minority class of elite whites in the South who owned slave plantations
and the lion’s share of slaves, controlled the local economy, and wielded political power as a
result.
Postbellum—The period in Southern American history after the end of the Civil War.
Reconstruction Era—The decade following the end of the Civil War during which the South
was reconstructed. Most Civil War battles occurred on Southern soil, and as a result, the
region was largely decimated. Congressional Reconstruction occurred between 1867 and
1877, and the South was divided into five military districts controlled by the federal
government. In addition to the rebuilding of the region, the government wanted to ensure that
the institution of slavery did not re-emerge and thrust the nation into another war.
Reconstruction ended after a heavily contested presidential election when Southern
Democrats agreed to allow Republican nominee Rutherford B. Hayes to ascend to the
presidency under the condition that he remove federal troops from the South (see Table 2A).
President Hayes obliged, effectively ending Reconstruction (Du Bois, 1935; Bullock, 1967;
Cruden, 1969; Foner, 1988; Dray, 2008; Butchart, 2010; (Franklin, 2013).
Redlining—A form of de facto housing segregation, during which invisible lines were drawn
between communities to disallow blacks and other minorities from purchasing homes in
white communities that they could otherwise afford. Redlining referred as well to racial
discrimination in mortgage lending practices (Mirel, 1993; Silverman, 2005; Wilkerson,
2010).
Slave codes—State laws and ordinances enacted to control the movement of enslaved people
before the Civil War. Although the codes varied by state, the goal of the codes was to
maintain control over the slave population that, in many Southern states, exceeded that of the
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white population. Slave codes forbade slaves from learning to read or write, disallowed more
than three slaves to congregate without the presence of a white person, and prohibited slaves
from striking a white person, even in self-defense.
Slave labor—A system of servitude during which an enslaved person has no control over the
terms or conditions of his or her employment, is not compensated for his or her labor, and is
owned by another person or family until his or her death or manumission.
Suffrage—A legal right and ability to vote (Dray, 2008).
Vagrancy laws—A subset of black codes that penalized freedmen who lacked the
employment with their former enslavers or another white employer. Vagrancy laws were
established in the mid-19th century as a loophole in the Thirteenth Amendment that relegated
persons convicted of a crime to legal servitude in Southern prisons. Vagrancy laws allowed
states the ability to lease imprisoned (mostly black) men and force them to work to rebuild
the South without monetary compensation for the duration of their imprisonment. Vagrancy
laws restricted the upward mobility and economic independence of freedmen since they were
required to seek employment from a white patron to avoid the entrapment of vagrancy laws
(Alexander, 2010).
Yeoman—Southern white slaveless, land-owning farmers. This group was more
economically powerful than the illiterate and despondent “white trash” population, but they
were less prominent and less economically and politically powerful than members of the
planter class (Foner, 1988; Isenberg, 2016).
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The treatment of the Negro is America’s greatest and most conspicuous scandal.
— Gunnar Myrdal

Reconstruction Era Education: Policies and Practices
By the middle of the 19th century, the United States was quite a paradoxical entity.
While the Northern states had made great strides toward industrialization by way of a free
labor market system, one that allowed workers to negotiate the terms of their employment
based on supply and demand, the South remained largely a Victorian-era agrarian aristocracy
that relied almost exclusively on a slave labor market system, one in which its workers had
neither physical freedom nor the ability to negotiate the terms of their forced employment
(Foner, 1988; Butchart 2020). Northern states had, by that time, abolished slavery and many
states had even granted some civil liberties to their black citizens (Kennedy, 1977;
Alexander, 2010). While segregation in the North persisted in many respects and acts of
discrimination against blacks were widely reported, the Northern states endured as a beacon
of liberation to enslaved blacks who dared escape (Haynes, 1969; Wilson, 1985; Marks,
1989). On the other hand, life in the South for both enslaved and free blacks was wrought
with intense physical cruelty, moral degradation, and ideological racism (Litwack, 1979).
Although free blacks were exempt from the grip of chattel servitude, they too were
subjected to the constant scrutiny and oversight of the white public. Free blacks in most
states were required to secure the patronage of a white person to maintain their free status
(Dray, 2008). They were required to carry in public documents that substantiated their free
status (Egerton, 2014). Also, their travel, business, and personal interests were limited
significantly, for such freedom of movement garnered the constant collective reconnaissance
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of local whites (Foner, 1988). Free blacks in the North were often afforded educational
opportunities that were not available to free blacks in the South, although that education was
substandard to the education Northern white students were afforded. An educated free
person, however, posed a major threat to white supremacy as he or she was often regarded
with suspicion. Blacks who obtained an education were careful not to flaunt their intellect
publicly (Butchart, 2010). The racial caste of the South was a perfect haven for the
preservation of white supremacy (see Figure 3). A senator from Illinois named Abraham
Lincoln would disrupt this system irrevocably. His ascension to the presidency, despite his
failure to be listed on any Southern ballot, led to the bloodiest war in America during which
the Union felled the Confederacy.

Figure 3. White population in the South before the Civil War.

During the Reconstruction Era after the end of the Civil War, the South was divided into five
military districts (see Figure 4), and federal troops policed the South for a decade between
1867 and 1877 (O’Connor, 1972; Foner, 1988). The efforts of the federal government to
decimate the institution of slavery and offer enfranchisement rights of life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness to all citizens in the South lasted just that long as well. As a condition of
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the much-contested election of President Rutherford B. Hayes in 1876, Republicans agreed to
abandon all Reconstruction efforts and pull the last remaining troops from the South by the
next year (Foner, 1988; Kennedy, 1997; Dickerson, 2003; Napolitano, 2009). This single
gesture paved the way for the draconian Jim Crow Laws that persisted for a century and
legalized unabashedly the separate, unequal treatment of black Americans in all social,
political, and educational institutions throughout the South.

Figure 4. Five military districts during Reconstruction.

Liberty, Citizenship, and Enfranchisement
The ratification of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the
Constitution were three of the most significant legislative efforts in American history, as
were the five Civil Rights Acts also passed during the Reconstruction Era. Although the Civil
Rights and Voting Rights Acts passed 100 years later were considered both historic and epic,
such acts would be for naught were it not for the Reconstruction Acts signed into law one
century prior.
While the Thirteenth Amendment abolished legal involuntary servitude save for
criminal conviction, freedmen existed in a perpetual state of purgatory as clandestine
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members of American society, with neither citizenship rights nor the means by which to
secure such rights. Without citizenship, they retained no rights to franchisement (Cruden,
1969; Dray, 2008; Carden & Coyne, 2013). Such rights would bequeath upon them the
influence to elect political representatives who could champion their interests and fulfill the
promises of emancipation. What the Thirteenth Amendment alone failed to bestow upon
former slaves, the Fourteenth Amendment brought to fruition. As citizens of the United
States, freedmen were afforded the same rights as all other citizens born or naturalized in the
United States, including the rights to education (Dray, 2008; Cobb & Jenkins, 2001).
After the passage of the Fourteenth Amendment, Southern yeoman responded with
sheer terror. Because the Southern states had been barred from the Constitutional Convention
of 1867 and the suffrage which had been guaranteed to white men was not only stripped from
them, but it was given to black men, whites were certain that freedmen would vote the
Republican ticket, one that supported the causes of emancipation, and potentially elect black
political leaders (Foner, 1988; Dray, 2008). The thought of black men exerting the same level
of political power, if not more, than even the poorest white man in the South made many
white men uneasy. Their greatest fears were realized. In 1870, the same year that the
Fifteenth Amendment was ratified, granting suffrage of men of all races, free black, Hiram
Revels, was elected to Congress. Blanche Bruce, born a slave, was elected five years later; he
was the first black senator to serve a full term (Dray, 2008). During Reconstruction, 16 black
men served in Congress, while over 1,500 served in various political capacities throughout
the South (Gatewood, 2000; Dray, 2008). These men operated as representatives of both
former free blacks and former slaves during their tenures, and they often supported
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legislative measures that promoted equity in education and other areas of life for African
Americans (Foner, 1988; Dray, 2008).
In response to the changing racial and political landscape, many Southern states
followed the lead of Mississippi, which in 1865 implemented statutes called black codes,
laws which resembled closely the slave codes in existence before the Civil War (Du Bois
1935; Kennedy, 1997). After the Civil War, free blacks, along with formerly enslaved men
and women, were compelled collectively to adhere to black codes. Such laws that at one time
had governed one’s condition of servitude had evolved over time into a set of laws that
assigned a person’s social position based solely on his or her race (Verdugo, 2014). The
privileges once ascribed to freed blacks before the Civil War were stripped from them.
Freedmen were not allowed to own land, work for themselves, or be unemployed without
facing legal censure. More specifically, black men who were not under contract with a white
patron could be arrested and forced into the prison labor system for violation of vagrancy
laws, a subset of the black codes (Foner, 1988; Kennedy, 1997; Alexander, 2010). These
laws locked African Americans into a permanent racial caste much akin to slavery (Verdugo,
2014).
The implementation of black codes was a definitive attempt to establish a race-based
system of stratification. Despite the best efforts of Republican Congressional leaders, the
Freedmen’s Bureau, and the oversight of the federal troops, the South once again became a
haven for bigotry and race-based social, economic, political, and educational exclusion. For
nearly a century, former slaves and their descendants were shut out of or relegated to the
peripheries of society. In all arenas, American blacks were forced to live separate and
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unequal (Foner, 1988; Verdugo, 2014). Such segregation had a significant impact on black
education for generations to come.
The Push for Universal Education
At the dawn of a growing plantation labor system in the early part of the 19th century,
many slaves from the Upper South were shipped to plantations in the Deep South to work the
cotton plantations. The 1793 invention of the cotton gin by Eli Whitney made the separation
of cotton from its seeds much easier and faster, and this invention increased the efficiency of
cotton cultivation in the early 19th century (Butchart, 1988; Gates, 2011). By 1860, one year
before the Civil War, slaves outnumbered whites in three of the five cotton-producing states
(O’Connor, 1972). Most of the slaves in those states were owned by an elite class of wealthy
landowners known as planters. Therefore, the dominance of the significantly larger slave
population was paramount to the success of the plantation system.
During this time in the antebellum South, slave codes were enforced inexorably. The
two codes that were most strongly enforced and whose infractions carried the greatest
consequences were the suspicion of rebellion by the slaves and the education of slaves. Laws
that prohibited the education of slaves were passed and enforced weightily. The reason for
such enforcement is that enslavers knew that literacy would make slaves knowledgeable of
the wretchedness of their servitude, and such erudition could lead to upheaval and unrest
(Douglass, 1845; Foner, 1988). Planters sought to maintain a compliant, docile slave
population. As a result of these regulations, only 5% of freedmen were literate at the start of
the Civil War (Anderson, 1988).
The widespread historical narrative of education for newly freed blacks consisted, in
large part, of the intervention of Northern benevolent societies and maiden or spinster New
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England abolitionist women who sojourned to the South to fulfill their Puritanical obligations
of helping the less fortunate Negroes to become civilized through literacy. While the efforts
of these entities contributed significantly to the education of freed blacks during and after the
Civil War, black schools throughout the South were established, funded, and operated
independently by blacks even before the Civil War. For example, a free black woman named
Jane Ann Deveaux operated in Savannah, Georgia, a school for slaves that existed elusively
as early as the 1830s (Bullock, 1967; Butchart, 2010).
Only recently have researchers begun to acknowledge the large number of white
Southerners who contributed to the educational endeavors of freed blacks. Butchart (2010)
stated:
The hundreds of Southern white teachers who taught the freed people were
themselves testimony to some level of support for black literacy, though many of
them made it clear that they taught black students out of economic desperation, not
out of any commitment to black intellectual emancipation. Yet even though some
southern whites supported black education, few were willing to speak up in its
defence [sic], itself a sign of the intensity of resistance among the majority of
Southern whites. (p. 46)
Furthermore, just as the attempts of black Americans to secure their freedom before and
during the Civil War have been ignored greatly in historical texts, so have the efforts of freed
men and women to acquire an education for themselves and their children upon their
emancipation (Bullock, 1967; Cruden, 1969; Anderson, 1988; Butchart, 2010).
The long-held belief that the Northern missionary societies and the Freedmen’s
Bureau chiefly established and funded schools for blacks during Congressional
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Reconstruction is convincing. The efforts of these collectives certainly contributed resources
that would be otherwise unattainable to poor blacks (Cimbala & Miller, 1999). Their charity
should never be minimized, for they provided much-needed capital that aided in the literacy
of blacks. The American Missionary Association (AMA) opened the first freedmen school in
1861, an institution under the headship of Mary Peake, a free black woman (Anderson, 1988;
Taylor, 2005). Without the infrastructure and the allocation of resources, literacy for former
slaves would have eluded them for much longer than it did. Even if the objective for such
agency from the government and Northern benevolent societies varied considerably from
those of the former slaves, their cooperative efforts effected change in the education of
blacks. Ultimately, the model of public education to which America is accustomed today was
replicated from schools established by and for African Americans (Bullock, 1967; Anderson,
1988).
The justification of literacy for freedmen was tied inextricably to economic necessity.
Illiteracy among black families would lead inevitably to their reliance on government
assistance (Frankel, 1999). Literacy was the gateway to economic independence for
freedmen and their descendants. The Civil War began with little thought of the slaves, their
newfound freedom, or their welfare (Egerton, 2014). Certainly, education for this group was
not a priority to the dominant society (Anderson, 1988; Butchart, 2010). Even identified by
Union soldiers as contraband of war, blacks who escaped to freedom were not returned to
their masters (Cimbala & Miller, 1999). In an attempt to cripple the Southern economy by
weakening the slave labor force, Union soldiers offered refuge to slaves who managed to
escape. During the war, refugee camps were set up throughout the South, and escaped men,
women, and children converged upon these camps in droves (Foner, 1988; Frankel, 1999;
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Dickerson, 2003). Freedmen set about working in various capacities for the Union army.
Able-bodied men enlisted in United States Colored Troops (USCT) regiments (Frankel,
1999; Franklin, 1970), and freedwomen worked as cooks and launderers for the Union
troops. In return, they received rations of food and clothing provided by the federal
government (Frankel, 1999).
The earliest examples of Southern universal education that were established under the
regulation of what would become the Freedmen’s Bureau after the war were developed in
these camps (Cimbala & Miller, 1999; Frankel, 1999). The implications of such structural
systems were great. Despite living on the fringes of society with neither land nor citizenship,
former slaves possessed a thirst for education and they sought aggressively to quench it
(Anderson, 1988; Butchart, 2010). After the emancipation of slavery in 1865, a series of
stringent policy implementations that same year, along with President Johnson’s Presidential
Reconstruction plan, placed freed men and women back on the plantations and, in many
cases, once again at the behest of their former enslavers (Alexander, 2010). While the
demography of each southern state, county, and planation varied considerably according to
external environmental factors like population, crop cultivation and distribution, and cultural
norms, the education of freed blacks and poor whites, by and large, was not a priority to the
planter class (see Figure 3). The major difference between the educational pursuits of the
former slaves and disenfranchised whites was that those of the latter group were virtually
non-existent (Isenberg, 2016).
Such educational pursuits were not limited only to primary schools. Higher education
attainment was also a priority for freed men and women. Butchart (2010) stated:
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The initial burst of black schooling was not confined to elementary literacy; a mere
decade after emancipation, the southern freed people and their supporters had
established well over one hundred secondary and postsecondary schools, most of
which continued to serve black students far into the twentieth century. (p. 4)
Kujovich (1993) agreed. He stated:
The Freedmen’s enthusiasm for learning stimulated the creation of the first black
institutions of higher education in the southern and border states. As increasing
numbers of blacks poured into the elementary schools, the need for additional
teachers became clear. As early as 1866, the Freedmen’s Bureau general
superintendent for education reported a need for 20,000 teachers and urged the
establishment of normal schools to train black teachers. Missionary groups and
religious organizations were the first to respond by founding private black
institutions. Colleges and universities grew up across the South. In them began the
most ambitious educational undertaking in American history. (p. 74)
Although black families were forced, due to black codes, into a new system of servitude
called sharecropping, their desire to educate their children never subsided (Bullock, 1967;
Butchart, 2010). Many families refused to allow their children to work in the fields; they
wanted their children to focus instead on their studies. This desire created a conflict for
planters. They could no longer force black children to work in the fields, so they needed a
new way to leverage control over them (Butchart, 2010). Only when the planter class, eager
to control the allocation of labor of freedmen, sought greater control over the school
operations, which consisted of teacher preparation, funding, and curricula, did blacks lose
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control of their primary, secondary, and postsecondary educational institutions (Bullock,
1967; Anderson, 1988; Butchart, 2010).
While poor whites were complacent in their subjugation and even, in some regards,
accommodating to the interests of the planter class (Anderson, 1988; Isenberg, 2016), blacks
were very vocal in their demands for literacy (Tyack & Lowe, 1986). The predominant belief
throughout the South before the Civil War was that only those who could afford an education
were entitled to an education (Franklin, 1970; Foner, 1988). The children of the planter class
aristocracy were afforded private schooling, but few of their children even attended brick and
mortar schools in the South. Some planter class aristocrats sent their children to wellestablished common schools in the Northeast. At this point, the Southern yeoman failed to
challenge this sentiment, and the push for universal education among this group did not begin
until the early part of the 20th century (Verdugo, 2014; Isenberg, 2016). Such aggressive
demands from former enslaved people immediately after the war, however, placed the planter
class on the offensive.
In the postbellum South, black codes restricted the physical, economic, and
educational mobility of blacks; as a result, Southern whites exploited their labor by forcing
black families into labor contracts that impeded severely the educational endeavors of freed
blacks and their children. Orphan children were forced into apprenticeships with their former
masters that were similar to slavery, and they were not educated during their time in the
custody of their former enslavers. In most cases, primary schools for black children did not
open until the end of November after harvesting of the crops and the school year ended in the
early spring at the start of the new crop season (Bullock, 1967). In other cases, the nearest
freedmen school was so far away that many parents refused to send their children to school at
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all (Anderson, 1988). In some instances, black families refused to work for planters who
would not offer provisions that allowed their children time off for schooling (Butchart,
2010). Those schools, along with Sabbath schools, were so crowded that hundreds of
students attended at the same time and were divided into only two or three classes, each led
by a single teacher (Bullock, 1967; Anderson, 1988; Butchart, 2010).
The negative effects of racial hegemony notwithstanding, African Americans
remained steadfast in their collective resolve to be educated. They willingly funded their
children’s education, despite a “double taxation” system, and they deferred their educational
pursuits to accompany their children to theirs (Taylor, 2005; Butchart, 2010). Taylor (2005)
stated: “Freedpeople were encouraged to support school organizations by raising funds
among themselves for school property and donating labor to build schoolhouses” (p. 126).
Some families sent only one or two of their children to school while the rest of the family
worked in the fields. Other sharecroppers demanded that planters provide schooling for black
children, even at the planter’s expense (Frankel, 1999). These demands may have been
deemed unreasonable to some planters; however, planters who obliged their tenant and share
farmers believed such an accommodation to be a worthy investment that could result in a
more productive labor force. Further, those landowners could hold total charge of the
curriculum (Perkinson, 1995).
Between 1865 and 1870, one thousand freedmen schools opened in the South for
nearly 100,000 formerly enslaved people (Bullock, 1967; Anderson, 1988). This presented a
problem for the racial caste and class structure in the South. Anderson (1988) stated:
The ex-slaves’ initiative in establishing and supporting a system of Sabbath and
secular schools and in demanding universal public education for all children
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presented a new challenge to the dominant-class whites—the possibility of an
emerging literate black class amid a largely illiterate poor white class. (p. 15)
Therefore, whites began to send their children to the freedmen’s schools; they were never
denied entrance. This soon presented a problem for the planter class and the white underclass
(Bullock, 1967; Anderson, 1988). The Klan terrorized black students and Northern teachers,
burned down schools, and threatened and even assaulted Freedmen’s Bureau agents
(Kennedy, 1997; Cimbala & Miller, 1999). Political leaders of both races were not exempt
from the Klan’s ire (Kennedy, 1997; Dray, 2008).
Meanwhile, Congress, blindsided by President Johnson’s ambivalence toward the
Confederate states with the lenient Presidential Reconstruction Act, convened to draw up its
own Reconstruction Plan. Part of the Reconstruction Act of 1867 was the ratification of the
Fourteenth Amendment, which President Johnson vetoed instantly. Johnson was opposed to
slavery, but he never intended to grant citizenship rights to former slaves (Graff, 2016).
Congress overrode his veto to emancipate slavery in America permanently and required
ratification by the Confederacy as a term of re-entry into the Union. Another stipulation of
Congressional Reconstruction placed Southern slaveholding states under military control.
Then ten former Confederate states were separated into five military districts led by former
Union generals (Kennedy, 1997; Dray, 2008). This placed the states at the behest of the
federal government, and the Southern states became breeding grounds for the resentment of
federalism that exists even today.
Finally, the most controversial provision shaped the future of the South and the nation
indelibly. The largely Republican government believed strongly that education was the surest
means to social progress. The vast majority of the four million freedmen were illiterate, as
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were the majority of Southern whites. As part of Congressional Reconstruction, Congress
voted to increase property taxes to fund schools, and State Boards of Education were
established (Bullock, 1967). At last, universal education for all Southerners finally came to
fruition.
While illiterate whites, at that time, had fought very little for universal education, they
were the greatest beneficiaries of it. Even the planter class relaxed its opposition to the
education of the masses and its focus shifted to acquiring control of the education system
(Perkinson, 1995). Although droves of white children attended freedmen schools during and
after the Civil War, many whites refused eventually to send their children to school with
black children, and their protests were accommodated with the development of segregated
schools (Cimbala & Miller, 1999). African Americans, gratified by their ability to receive an
education at all, acquiesced to the outcry of the white public and consented to school
segregation so long as they could maintain control of their institutions. They protested very
little that the quality of the curriculum taught to their children and the textbook contents were
a significant contrast to those of white children (Brosnan, 2016).
Black control was short-lived, however. External factors like the Panic of 1873,
coupled with the waning empathy of Northern whites for the plight of Southern blacks,
allowed the Democrats to quietly regain control of Congress the following year (Dray, 2008).
In response to the demands for tax cuts by the planter class and other wealthy citizens in the
South, Congress agreed to slash the state budgets and decrease taxes (Dray, 2008; Malott,
2010). These limitations had a damaging effect on public education. Also, the state Boards of
Education were dismantled, putting public education in the hands of local power brokers
(Anderson, 1988). Schools for black children felt the brunt of the cuts (Malott, 2010). Whites
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undermined all efforts for blacks to obtain upward mobility through education. Butchart
(2010) stated:
By the mid-1860s, it amounted to open terrorism aimed at destroying the black dream
of intellectual emancipation through education. The terrorism was directed at both the
black franchise and as well as black education, for on one level, the black vote and
black education merge. Each was an affront to white supremacy and racial
paternalism. (p. 37)
Butchart affirmed that a literate black citizenship in the South was a more informed and a
more politically powerful black citizenship. That level of power in the hands of blacks posed
a serious threat to white supremacy.
Public schools in the South remained segregated for nearly 100 years, and black
schools remained under-funded for just as long. For every dollar spent on the education of a
white child, only two cents was spent on the education of a black child (Gates, 2011).
Teachers of black students faced over-crowded classrooms, lower-quality training, scant pay,
outdated textbooks, and other limited resources for their students (Bullock, 1967; Foner,
1988). After the removal of the remaining vestiges of federalism from the South, de jure
segregation spread like wildfire. In 1896, the Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court ruling
declared that states held the authority to determine if their institutions and other public spaces
could continue to exist separately so long as they function equally. The ruling was
ambiguous in that equality was never defined by law (Irons, 2002). As a result, schools and
other public facilities certainly were separate, but equal they certainly were not.
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Higher Education for Blacks in the Reconstruction Era
Few higher education institutions in the North admitted black students. Black
Americans confronted widespread disenfranchisement wherever they lived, and the North
was no exception. According to Brown (2005),
Though blacks were not slaves in the North during most of the antebellum period, the
dominant beliefs about them there were also structured around an acceptance of their
second-rate nature. Blacks were locked into the bottom of the racial caste system by
custom, if not by explicit law. (p. 45)
If racist attitudes persisted in the North, they were blasé compared to the overt racism
displayed by Southern whites. Little thought was given to the primary and secondary
education of freedmen even after their emancipation, so the thought of allowing them to
obtain a college education was illusory (Butchart, 2010). Before the Civil War, the large
majority of people of African descent in the South were enslaved or were free blacks who
lived under the constant scrutiny and suspicion from whites. Most efforts of free blacks to
achieve an education were thwarted without incident (Dickerson, 2003). In 1865, only 5% of
blacks in the South were literate, and an even smaller number were proficient readers and
writers (Du Bois, 1935; Lovett, 2011). The idea of a literate black populace frightened even
some white Northern abolitionists who were vocal about their opposition to the institution of
slavery, but who adamantly opposed liberal education for blacks (Perkinson, 1995; Dray,
2008; Franklin, 2013).
Congressional statesman Justin Smith Morrill envisioned the expansion of public
higher education in the United States. In 1857, Morrill, a founder of the Republican party,
authored a bill, later named the Morrill Act, which would designate federal land for the
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creation of public postsecondary institutions in each state. The purpose of the Morrill Act
was two-fold: to cultivate unused and unattended federal land, and to extend higher education
opportunities to the yeoman. When the Morrill Act was signed into law by President Lincoln
in 1862, only three higher education institutions for blacks existed and not one was located in
a Southern state. The South was heavily opposed to the interference of the federal
government in education. Southerners regarded the education of children and even adults as
the responsibility of the family and not that of society (Anderson, 1988; Foner, 1988).
This belief contributed as well to a clearly-defined social class structure in the South,
one that favored the economically and politically powerful planter class. As such, when the
Morrill Act was first proposed in 1957, it was passed by Congress in 1959 but was vetoed
swiftly by Lincoln’s predecessor, James Buchanan, in an attempt to appease his Southern
Democratic base who detested the prospects of universal education in the South. Buchanan
explained that the country had more pressing issues than education with which to contend at
that time (Dray, 2008; Lovett, 2011).
During the brief secession of the Confederate states during the Civil War, Morrill reintroduced the bill, and Lincoln utilized that window of opportunity (the absence of a
Southern Congress) to sign several monumental land bills into law, one of which was the
Morrill Act. The language of the Act prohibited the Confederate states from receiving federal
lands or funds during the war. As part of the Reconstruction efforts, however, the former
Confederacy petitioned the federal government that they loathed for their share of the land
grant allocations (Foner, 1988).
Almost immediately after the Civil War, de facto segregation established a stronghold
in all areas of Southern life (Brown, 2005). Each of the states enacted black codes to which
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both the formerly free and the formerly enslaved must adhere. Education was but one of the
areas of life that became segregated. For 30 years following emancipation, former free blacks
and descendants of slaves were excluded from liberal higher education attainment in the
South and also in many states in the North where they migrated (Foner, 1988; Dray, 2008;
Wilkerson, 2010).
During this period, however, normal schools were established to train educators to
teach the 95% of freed blacks who were denied literacy by law during their enslavement,
along with the great majority of the illiterate white demographic in the South. Segregation
prohibited the integration of such institutions, and normal schools, common schools, and
industrial schools for blacks were opened. According to Chesler et al. (2005), “The
legislatures and governors of the states heavily influenced the financing of these higher
education organizations and often their educational policies as well” (p. 17). They remained
oblivious to the vigilantism inflicted upon black students and their teachers, for this
enforcement served as a constant reminder of blacks’ subordinate social position. Lovett
(2011) stated:
Many of the returning Confederate soldiers, former slave owners, vigilantes,
arsonists, nightriders, neo-Confederates, and others often destroyed freedmen schools,
scattered the students back to the farms, and denounced black education as Northern
meddling in Southern racial affairs. (p. 18)
Despite the threat of terror and the physical terror that was meted out against black students
and their allies, freedmen and their descendants were relentless in their pursuit of a formal
education. Political leaders, planters, and other power brokers ensured that students of the
normal schools and common schools for black students recognized, succumbed to, embraced
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even, their subordinate position in American life and as teachers, they would teach their
students to do the same.
Historically Black Colleges and Universities
To mitigate the widespread exclusion of blacks from higher education in the South
and to accommodate the demands of the black Southerners’ desires to obtain access to higher
education, Congress passed and President Benjamin Harrison signed the Morrill Act of 1890
(see Table 2A). This Act required the former Confederate states to either integrate their
higher education institutions or establish separate institutions for black students (Anderson,
1988). The Southern states chose to do the latter, and thus, the development of historically
black higher education land-grant institutions, today called Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs), began (Lovett, 2011). As competing interests converged, Congress
acquiesced to the demands of black Americans to be educated while appealing
simultaneously to the desires of Southern whites to segregate all of their education
institutions (Anderson, 1988; Evans, Evans, & Evans, 2002; Butchart, 2010; Lovett, 2011).
The Morrill Act of 1890 funds aided in the founding of the nation’s land-grant
HBCUs. Northern missionary societies, philanthropic organizations, and private donors
contributed to that effort. Not everyone was on board with the higher education of black
Americans. The establishment of postsecondary institutions for blacks interrupted the racial
and social order in the South and threatened the indoctrination by whites that blacks were
second-class citizens barely worthy of industrial education (Anderson, 1988; Foner, 1988;
Evans, Evans, & Evans, 2002; Lovett, 2011). The tenacity of black students and the diligence
of their Northern benefactors, however, led to the creation of nearly twenty black colleges by
the turn of the century (Lovett, 2011).
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Since their inception, black postsecondary institutions have been underfunded
(Anderson, 1988; Kujovich, 1993; Chesler et al., 2005, Lovett, 2011). In the late 19th century,
the funds that were allocated for black institutions were re-allocated routinely to maintain the
viability of states’ white higher education institutions (Paige & Witty, 2010; Lovett, 2011).
This occurred as the federal government rarely exercised oversight of the funds once they
distributed them to the state governments. The inadequate resource allocations contributed to
their insolvency, and as a result, many black colleges did not survive their infancy
(Anderson, 1988; Lovett, 2011). The colleges that did survive suffered tremendously from
underpaid and ill-prepared faculty, dilapidated buildings, and the lack of material resources
needed to educate their students (Tyack & Lowe, 1986; Fuller, 2011). They suffered as well
from the constant threat of vigilantism that contributed to a high turnover of the faculty and
other institutional leaders (Foner, 1988; Anderson, 1988; Lovett, 2011).
Much debate occurred about the role that HBCUs should play in the education of
black Americans. The Northern missionary societies envisioned a curriculum taught to black
students that reflected their educational philosophy and religious ideology. In their
estimation, black students should receive educational instruction in religion, morality,
patriotism, and civics (Anderson, 1988; Evans, Evans, & Evans, 2002). At the same time,
they worked diligently not to offend their Southern brethren with any notion that they sought
true equality and enfranchisement for their black students. They were aware that Southern
whites merely tolerated the existence of HBCUs as “holding institutions” with no desire to
ensure their success (Evans, Evans, & Evans, 2002). In the minds of the Southern white
majority, black institutions existed only so that black students would not seek admission to
their institutions (Perkinson, 1995; Isenberg, 2016).
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As it were, industrial education became the system of education at most HBCUs, and
Tuskegee Institute founder, Booker T. Washington, became its most prominent proponent.
He received support from Northern and Southern whites alike, as industrial education for
blacks did not threaten the Southern social order. W. E. B. Du Bois (1935) criticized this
system of pedagogy because it perpetuated a racial caste system deeply embedded in the
Southern psyche, and it did very little to challenge the status quo or promote social, racial, or
economic equality for the black race. Thus, black students who were fortunate enough to
attain a formal education became ultimately “mis-educated” with a Eurocentric philosophy of
education which likely warped their view of social equality and to whom it should be
afforded (Woodson, 1933).
During the 20th century, black colleges and universities suffered the consequences of
their racial, economic, and political environment. The federal government treaded lightly its
authority over America’s higher education institutions, careful not to impede the autonomy
of state governments, especially those that enforced segregated education. Southern states
systematically withheld federal resource allocations from the institutions for which they were
designated. Lovett (2011) stated:
W. T. Williams, a field agent for the Slater Fund, surveyed the black schools in 1912
and found that only twenty-three of them required fourteen Carnegie units of high
school work for admission; thirty-two HBCUs [of more than one hundred] did college
work, mostly private HBCUs; of the 13,474 students, only 1,131 students studied in
college classes. The Negro struggle to access higher education continued through the
twentieth century. (p. 57)
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Private philanthropic organizations like the Rosenwald Fund, the Jeanes Fund, Carnegie
Foundation, The General Education Board, and others helped to fill the financial void left by
the neglect of political leaders in the South. Table 2C displayed that the efforts of these
entities and their allies, along with more liberal funds assigned by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s New Deal legislation, reduced the rate of illiteracy among black children, teens,
adults, and college students (Anderson, 1988; Butchart, 2010; Lovett, 2011). Despite the
odds, black colleges and universities altered the trajectory of black life in the South, and
ultimately, in America as more families migrated northward and westward for better
educational and employment opportunities.
Additional legislation in the middle 20th century provided increased funding for
HBCUs, greater student access, the result of stricter primary and secondary preparation
standards, and satisfactory ratings from higher education accrediting bodies as both racial
and political attitudes averse to integration and educational equity softened. The enrollment
at black colleges increased significantly in the 1950s, but it experienced a slight decline after
the Brown v. Board of Education ruling declared segregation unconstitutional and many
black students integrated PWIs (Vance, 2009; Lovett, 2011).
In the 21st century, 103 HBCUs exist, over half of which are private, yet both public
and private HBCUs still struggle financially (Evans, Evans, & Evans, 2002; Lovett, 2011).
They rely heavily on student tuition and fees, federal and state allocations, and private
benefactors. Such challenges are not limited to HBCUs, however. Many public and private
PWIs face budget shortfalls and must pass the buck to their students. The state of higher
education in the 21st century in general remains uncertain. This is due, in large part, to the
shift in the perception that higher education attainment is a personal privilege to the student
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rather than a benefit to all of society. Unfortunately, this sentiment is similar to that which
was once held by poor, illiterate whites in the antebellum South. Access to higher education
remains the greatest barrier to America’s underclass, both black and white.
Plessy v. Ferguson Ruling
Segregation was a way of life in the South, and it went unchecked and unchallenged
often by both whites and blacks alike (Du Bois, 1935; Dickerson, 2003). Four years after the
establishment of the Southern land grant institutions, the United States Supreme Court
declared constitutional segregation in Southern states in the Plessy v. Ferguson case (Clark,
1973; Perkinson, 1995). The Justices indicated that public facilities, institutions, and
education centers in each state could be separate so long as they were equal. However, they
failed to define or even clarify the terms and conditions of equality (Kennedy, 1997;
Franklin, 2013). The former Confederacy then took immediate steps to enforce the separation
of blacks and whites in both public and private spaces (Foner, 1988; Kennedy, 1997; Brown,
2005). Essentially, the de facto segregation to which blacks had been subjected since the
Reconstruction Era became a form of de jure segregation and could be upheld in a court of
law (Foner, 1988; Brown, 2005; Franklin, 2013; Chesler et al., 2005).
For that reason, black primary, secondary, and postsecondary institutions remained
both segregated and underfunded (Butchart, 2010; Chesler et al., 2005). Despite the federal
mandate that required the equitable distribution of funds to all higher education institutions,
the government allowed each state the autonomy to distribute those funds to their respective
institutions as they saw fit. Kujovich (1993) stated:
Public higher education for black students was always racially separate but never
equal. The massive outlays of federal and state funds that made publicly subsidized,
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quality higher education available to the white citizens of the South and of the nation
were either denied to the subsystem of black public colleges or granted in such
insufficient amounts as to make a mockery of the promise of equality in the separate
but equal formula. (p. 76)
According to Kujovich (1993), quantitative state appropriations formulae for resource
allocations to colleges were disregarded often, and states allocated to the black institutions
funds that were not sufficient to cover textbooks, let alone maintain campus infrastructure.
Kujovich (1993) indicated as well that blacks were required to pay federal and state taxes,
but the laws that mandated segregated education placed education institutions for black
students at a great disadvantage.
Further, the curricula at HBCUs centered on industrial education that aligned with the
role that dominant white society was convinced that black people should hold in America.
Because an educated black was perceived as a threat to white superiority, the perpetual
indoctrination of his subordinate social position was regarded as imperative (Chesler, et al.,
2005; Wilder, 2013). HBCUs were headed by white presidents and taught by white faculty
members who sought to achieve that objective (Lovett, 2011). Even the textbooks that
students in these institutions used reaffirmed their subordinate social position (Brosnan,
2016). Black faculty members who did teach at these higher education institutions were
reprimanded if their pedagogy was even slightly liberal (Anderson, 1988). They were
intimidated professionally and threatened personally if they promoted social equality in their
instruction (Chesler et al., 2005). Southern society was relentless in their efforts to suppress
black uplift and independence of thought. Ultimately, this suppression would impact black
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Americans and their descendants until the revisitation of segregated education in 1954 and
the passage of additional federal legislation for education in 1965.
Civil Rights Era Education: Policies and Practices
At the dawn of the 20th century, the Jim Crow Laws had established a foothold in the
South. Although the Ku Klux Klan had disbanded two decades before the Plessy ruling, the
terror meted upon innocent blacks for their purported infraction of the laws became more
pronounced. Between the 30-year period of 1885 and 1915, two to three blacks,
overwhelmingly male, were lynched each week (Martinez, 2007). In addition to this terror,
many black families found themselves gridlocked in the sharecropping and tenant farming
system. The deception and sheer greed of landowners, coupled with a racist judicial system,
resulted in the relentless subjugation of black Americans and their continued economic
exploitation (Alexander, 2010). Finally, although the literacy rates of African Americans
increased to over 50% by 1900, the literacy rates of white Americans hovered at 95%, a
difference of 45% (Anderson, 1988, Butchart, 2010). The educational disparity between the
two races was present and clear.
In essence, the level of education that black children received at the turn of the
century was grossly subpar to that which white children received. Descendants of former
slaves found themselves locked in the same system of servitude from which their parents and
grandparents thought they had been freed decades before (Anderson, 1988; Gates, 2011). For
example, in 1865, eight million whites and four million blacks lived in the Southern United
States. The vast majority of both races lived in abject poverty. However, by the year 1900,
20% of poor whites and their descendants were able to move into the middle-class due to the
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benefit of white privilege alone (Gates, 2011). Such was not the case for blacks and their
descendants because they lived under the vice grip of Jim Crow.
About segregated higher education in the early part of the 20th century, Kujovich
(1993) stated: “The average black institution was valued at less than $700,000, while the
white land grant average exceeded $4.5 million” (p. 78). He stated as well: “At the white
institutions, the average per-student expenditure for resident [traditional student] instruction
was $234; at the black land grants, the average was $138” (p. 78). Many HBCUs did not
have blackboards or chalk for their classrooms. They lacked sufficient textbooks and writing
utensils. Such disparate conditions were an impediment to the education of black students in
their efforts to be educated.
The Great Migration
A series of circumstances beyond their control allowed Southern blacks to leave the
South, and many took the opportunity to uproot their families and traverse into the “promised
land” (Fligstein, 1981; Lemann, 1991). The migration of blacks from the rural South to the
urban North began as a trickle. Blacks who migrated touted the North as the mecca of
opportunity, and they summoned their loved ones to join them (Haynes, 1969; Trotter, 1991).
The trickle soon became a gushing waterfall. By 1950, more than 2.5 million blacks made the
trek from the largely rural South to burgeoning urban cities in the North (Tolnay, 2003).
Because the eradication of the sharecropping system in the South and the industrial boom in
the North occurred almost simultaneously, the out-migration of African Americans from the
South was inexorable (Fligstein, 1981; Lemann, 1991; Trotter, 1991). Black Americans were
locked out of the Southern economy, so northward migration was practical for many.
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The nail in the coffin for most Southern blacks was the re-emergence of the Ku Klux
Klan, in part, due to the release of the film titled Birth of a Nation in 1915, which led to the
frequent, unbridled lynching of black men and women without impunity (Gates, 2011) and to
the unjustified incarceration of their fathers, sons, brothers, and uncles due to an increasingly
profitable convict leasing system (Alexander, 2010). Even blacks’ attempts at educational
attainment were impeded due to the violence and the threat of violence by members of the
Klan. Their vigilantism was supported or ignored by many lawmakers and law enforcers, so
victims of their wrath received little justice (Martinez, 2007). Of the many reasons for
Southern out-migration, Klan intimidation and violence were at the fore for many.
As horrendous as can be the condition of war, it was this condition as well that helped
to spark the movement of blacks from the South to the North. As America entered what was
then called the Great War, black Americans participated in the largest historical exodus of a
single group of people in America (Fligstein, 1981; Wilkerson, 2010). With a halt in
immigration to the United States from other countries and the enlistment of white men in
World War I, a labor shortage in the North materialized. As word of the abundance in the
North spread throughout the South, over one million blacks made the journey in a single
decade (Gates, 2011). Black Americans were able to obtain jobs in the service industry in
New York, the automotive industry in Detroit, the locomotive industry in Philadelphia, and
the steel industry in Chicago (Wilson, 1985; Wilkerson, 2010).
The Great Migration contributed as well to the educational pursuits of blacks. The
children of migrants enrolled in public schools in these cities, and while many predominantly
white primary, secondary, and postsecondary schools did not admit black students in large
numbers in the early 20th century, the tide began to turn after World War II when black
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students became more vocal in their opposition to de facto segregation in the North (Marks,
1989; Mirel, 1993). The population increase had a positive effect on the economy in the
North as the various industries paid wages to Southern blacks that they could never earn in
the South (Marks, 1989). The Great Migration changed the landscape of the entire country,
and it improved the economic and educational conditions of many blacks as they emerged
from abject poverty in the South and settled into the working class and, in some cases, the
middle-class, in the North (Walker, Wilson & Cousins, 2001; Wilkerson, 2010).
Still, the Northern metropoles were not as welcoming to migrants as African
Americans had hoped. They faced housing discrimination and were often cramped in urban
ghettos and crowded tenement buildings and public housing projects (Marks, 1989; Walker,
Wilson & Cousins, 2001). They encountered redlining, a stratification subset that excluded
them from homeownership in more affluent white neighborhoods even when they could
afford to purchase homes in them (Mirel, 1993). As the black population in the urban North
increased, redlining emerged as a new form of de facto segregation. Silverman (2005)
defined redlining as “the denial of credit to [residents in] low-income and minority
communities” (p. 531). He stated: “The practice took its most overt form in the mid-1900s
when the National Association of Real Estate Boards (NAREB) and the Federal Housing
Authority (FHA) discouraged lending in urban communities with high concentrations of the
poor and minorities” (p. 531). Logan, Minca and Adar (2012) explained that redlining
resulted from protests by local whites to keep blacks from moving into their neighborhoods.
When weighing the benefits of northward migration against the risks, however, most
blacks were willing to tolerate housing segregation over the terror that accompanied
universal segregation in the South (Lemann, 1991). To soften the sting of discrimination in
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the North, they established kin networks that consisted often of other migrants from their
home states and towns (Stack, 1974). Such networks existed as a security blanket against the
racism that existed outside of their tight-knit communities.
Detroit and Southeast Michigan in-migration. In the early 20th century, black and
white Americans from the South were drawn to states, cities, and communities that offered
greater economic opportunities (Fligstein, 1981; Walker, Wilson, & Cousins, 2001). The
North was that place, and the Midwest region was, at one time, its nucleus, in part because of
the expansion of the automobile industry. The trek north was met with a greater sense of
urgency for African Americans due to the racial segregation, political and social subjugation,
and terroristic vigilantism they withstood in the South (Marks, 1989; Trotter, 1991). Many
were recruited by representatives from the auto companies and their relocation fees were at
times paid by the companies (Lemann, 1991).
Between 1915 and 1960, more than five million blacks left the mostly rural South and
migrated to the mostly urban North. Metropolitan Detroit received a lion’s share of the
migrants during and after World War I. In 1910, fewer than 600 of the 100,000 auto workers
in America were black. Just two decades later, there were 25,000, most who were employed
by Henry Ford, who paid a wage of $5 a day for jobs in his auto factories (Moon, 1994).
Mirel (1993) stated that “no other American city produced more military equipment during
the war than Detroit” (p. 153). First-generation migrants welcomed it as an improvement to
the work and social conditions to which they were relegated in the South (Wilkerson, 2010).
Although migration to Detroit began to wane by World War II as blacks inched farther west
in search of warmer weather and greater social equality, metro Detroit received the largest
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number of Southern African Americans except for only New York and Chicago (Marks,
1989; Mirel, 1993; Irons, 2002).
The migration to Detroit and its surrounding urban communities, as most soon
learned, was no panacea (Perkinson, 1995). Blacks faced discrimination in employment.
They were often assigned the most undesired jobs and were paid wages lower than those of
their white counterparts. They faced racist taunts and during the formation of collective
bargaining, they were denied union membership (Marks, 1989; Lemann, 1991). Ford,
however, was strategic in donating money to issues affecting his black employees. Doing so
helped to stave off a mutiny of his black workers, and it served, as well, as a moral equalizer
between the company and the black community (Marks, 1989). However, he did very little to
punish those in power who discriminated against black employees. Mirel (1993) stated:
“Like many of the blacks, many [whites] were recent migrants from the South, lured by jobs
in the booming defense industries” (p. 153). They brought with them the sense of entitlement
that their white status had afforded them previously in the South.
Because of rampant redlining in Detroit, most Blacks were cramped into four sections
of Detroit known as “Black Bottom,” which were designated for minority migrants. They
were surrounded in the rest of the city by an indignant white population (Mirel, 1993; Irons,
2002). The volatile relationship between a white police department and the black community
infused tensions that led to two rebellions within 24 years (Moon, 1994; Irons, 2002). During
the early 20th century, however, Detroit communities were integrated, and that integration
reflected in its school district (Haynes, 1969). Before the Great Migration, the presence of
blacks did not pose a threat to the white populace, so 19th century schools were integrated.
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In 1930, however, the tide began to turn, and the social climate changed seemingly
overnight. As housing became increasingly segregated, area public schools became
segregated as well. Mirel (1993) argued that strategic measures to ensure de facto school
segregation took root in the early 1930s. The school most synonymous with de facto
education segregation in Detroit was Miller High School. Mirel (1993) stated:
By the mid-1930s, there was growing evidence that the school system was again
becoming racially segregated. School leaders publicly maintained that there was no
official policy favoring segregation, yet, during the late 1920s and 1930s, many of the
schools that previously had been integrated became almost completely black.
Unquestionably, this trend was largely due to the changing racial composition of
neighborhoods and practices such as restrictive real estate covenants. Nevertheless,
the decision by the board to transform Sidney D. Miller Intermediate School into a
high school in 1933 provides strong evidence that the school board also played an
important role in segregating the city and the schools. (p. 188)
Segregation occurred when the Detroit Board of Education instituted a transfer policy that
allowed white students to leave Miller High School to attend the predominantly white
Eastern High School. Mirel (1993) stated that “the board justified the creation of the new
high school and the transfer policy as legitimate responses to overcrowding” (p. 188).
However, black Detroiters were not convinced. Mirel indicated that “they were equally aware
of the gross inequalities between Miller and the other high schools in the city in terms of
resources and facilities” (p. 188).
On June 20, 1943, right after the start of summer vacation, random groups of young
blacks and whites fought on Belle Isle, an island park between Detroit and Canada.
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Eventually, the group became larger and included adults of both races. A still unconfirmed
rumor that a group of rowdy white youth threw a black mother and her infant daughter over
the Belle Isle bridge spread swiftly around Black Bottom. Simultaneously, a still
unconfirmed rumor that a group of rowdy black youth raped and shot a white woman on the
Belle Isle bridge circulated the rest of the majority-white city as well (National Urban
League, 1943). Pure and utter chaos erupted in Detroit. Unfortunately, law enforcement
officials were equally blameworthy actors in the uprising, meting out punishments
overwhelmingly against the city’s black residents (Darden & Thomas, 2013). As a result, the
National Guard converged upon the city for the second time in history to restore order. When
the smoke cleared, 34 people were killed (most blacks who died were killed by police), over
600 people were injured (again mostly blacks), and nearly 2,000 people were arrested (also
mostly blacks), according to the National Urban League (1943). Frustrations over
segregation in housing, employment, and education, along with racist treatment from white
law enforcement officials, have been noted as root causes of the riot (Mirel, 1993; Darden &
Thomas, 2013). Unfortunately, this rebellion would not be the last for the City of Detroit.
In 1948, The Supreme Court ruled against restrictive covenants that contributed to the
rebellion in 1943, but this ruling did little to stave off the discriminatory treatment of blacks
in Detroit and other urban cities in the North. By the 1960s, segregation in housing and
education was virtually complete (Darden & Thomas, 2013). Because of scant federal
enforcement of matters of the State of Michigan and the City of Detroit, such illegal activity
often went unchecked despite the best legal efforts of the NAACP. Mirel (1993) stated:
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Indeed, in 1960, as a result of redlining, unavailable mortgages, harassment of blacks
who purchased homes in white neighborhoods, and white panic selling, blacks were
even more segregated in Detroit than they had been thirty years before. (p. 220)
Blacks living in smaller urban and rural communities in Southeast Michigan experienced the
same level of discrimination. In cities like Inkster, River Rouge, Ecorse, Ypsilanti, and Ann
Arbor, residents faced segregation as well in housing, employment, and education at primary,
secondary, and post-secondary levels (Marshall, 1993; Gibson & Jones, 2006). Racist and
hostile attitudes toward blacks were universal across Southeast Michigan, for de facto
segregation was not confined to the city. The “promised land” that the migrants sought in the
North still eluded them and their descendants. African Americans remained at the behest of
the discrimination they thought they had left behind in the South.
Local officials learned many lessons from the rebellion in 1943 that caused
widespread damage to both the city’s infrastructure and its national image as the mecca of
the North, but these lessons did very little to prevent one of the most memorable racial
uprisings in American history. Very little racial progress had occurred in the city in the 24
years since the rebellion in 1943. Blacks continued to live in a segregated section of the city
(they were since forced west from the eastside of the city after an expressway was erected
through the center of Black Bottom), they attended black schools, most of which were in
disrepair (Mirel, 1993), and they were paid lower wages than white workers who performed
the same jobs (Fligstein 1991).
On July 23, 1967, black Detroiters celebrated at an illegal after-hours establishment the
return of two military servicemen from Vietnam. Local police officers raided the club,
arresting more than 80 patrons. As a small crowd gathered, tensions mounted, and onlookers
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began throwing bottles at the arresting officers. As word spread about the clash between
citizens and police officers, black citizens converged on 12th Street in protest (Darden &
Thomas, 2013). By sunrise, chaos had ensued and for the third time in history, the National
Guard was summoned to restore order. Buildings were looted and burned, and citizens of
both races were assaulted and killed. The rebellion ended after five days, but not before 43
people were killed (mostly black), over 1,000 were injured (also mostly black), and over
7,000 people were arrested (still mostly black). After the dust settled, more than 5,000 people
were rendered homeless (Mirel, 1993; Darden & Thomas, 2013).
The ramifications of this uprising, however, were far-reaching. The majority of the
city’s white population moved away from the city, shrinking its tax base and leaving its
educational institutions virtually all-black and underfunded (Mirel, 1993; Darden & Thomas,
2013). Irons (2002) indicated:
Given the segregation in Detroit schools, it is hardly surprising that NAACP lawyers
filed a lawsuit in August 1970 on behalf of all school children in the City of Detroit,
Michigan, and all Detroit parents who have children of school age. (p. 237)
The 1967 rebellion has left a stain on the city that it must work even today to erase.
That uprising, along with its 1943 predecessor, initiated a chasm between blacks Detroiters
and their white suburban counterparts long after the flames were extinguished and order was
restored. Detroit and other urban communities in Southeast Michigan remain largely
segregated well into the 21st century (Darden, 2013). In the last twenty years, Detroit Public
Schools has faced shrinking enrollment, crumbling infrastructure and building closures, steep
budget deficits, and a state takeover (Loveland Technologies, 2016). In 2013, the City of
Detroit filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy protection, the largest of any municipality in the
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United States (Loveland Technologies, 2016). The city’s school district felt inevitably the
tremendous effects of the city’s calamity.
Brown v. Board of Education Ruling
In the middle of the 20th century, the social tide began to turn, and blacks’ demands
for civil rights sounded louder than they ever had in history. Emboldened by their service to
the country during World War II, African American servicemen grew more intolerant of the
racial bigotry with which they were confronted upon their return from war (Dickerson,
2003). Numerous cases challenging the legality of the Plessy decision sprouted up in
courtrooms across the country (Day, 2014). A new generation of African Americans in the
South was more vocal in their opposition to the status quo. The dismantling of de jure
segregation, however, would require a strong, collective effort.
Founded in 1909 in New York to protest the epidemic lynching of black men and
women throughout the South, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) was soon thrust at the helm of other civil rights matters like the integration
of education institutions (Irons, 2002). Founder W.E.B. Du Bois argued that liberal arts and
professional education were a right for black students, and unlike his intellectual counterpart,
Tuskegee Institute founder Booker T. Washington, he argued that blacks should not be stifled
by industrial education (Paige & Witty, 2010). Du Bois was staunch in his advocacy for
social and educational equality. Internal dissension caused a rift within the fledgling
organization as its members debated how to proceed on the issue of segregated education
(Irons, 2002).
Charles Hamilton Houston, Dean of the Howard University Law School and mentor
to civil rights attorney Thurgood Marshall, headed the legal arm of the NAACP. He was
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tasked with deciding whether to challenge equality within segregated education or to push for
educational integration (Carter, 2007; Day, 2014). He and Marshall traveled throughout the
South to view firsthand the inequities that resulted from the Plessy ruling. The pair
discovered quickly that separate was not synonymous with equal. Hamilton’s team soon filed
numerous school and teacher equalization lawsuits to challenge the Plessy ruling; ultimately,
the NAACP exploited the Plessy law itself to dismantle it (Kennedy, 1997; Irons, 2002). The
team used the inequitable resource allocations, inadequate teacher preparation, disparate
teacher salaries, and antiquated academic curricula as the catalyst to challenge the existing
law (Irons, 2002). By 1950, the year of Houston’s death, the push for integration moved the
organization’s agenda to integrate public schools full speed ahead as the NAACP packaged
cases from five states to present to the United States Supreme Court the case that would
become known as Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas (Kennedy, 1997; Irons,
2002; Roundtree, 2004).
In 1954, the Supreme Court ruled that segregated schools were inherently unequal
and the ruling reverberated throughout the South (Kennedy, 1997; Irons, 2002; Roundtree,
2004: Brown, 2005). Since the dawn of the Jim Crown Era, states provided substandard
conditions in which to educate black children, and overcrowded facilities remained in
continuous disrepair (Irons, 2002). Textbooks used to educated black children were obsolete
and threadbare (Brosnan, 2005). Teachers of black students were underpaid and overworked,
often teaching students ranging in age from 5 to 15 in the same classroom (Anderson, 198;
Butchart, 2010). Despite obvious inequities, southerners expressed staunch opposition to the
Brown ruling and many states vowed not to adhere to the directive as it interrupted life as
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they knew it. Those same states remained heavily segregated and de facto segregation
persisted for the next decade (O’Connor, 1972; Chesler et al., 2005).
Complicating matters more was the fact that the Supreme Court provided neither a
template nor a timeline for the desegregation of public schools (see Table 2C). President
Dwight Eisenhower’s lackadaisical position on the enforcement of civil rights further stalled
any efforts of the federal government to ensure compliance from the states (Tyack, 1986;
Brown, 2005). His inaction on school desegregation was likely in protest to Chief Justice
Earl Warren, whose appointment President Eisenhower describes as the greatest regret of his
presidency.
Thus, the victory celebration of the Brown ruling was short-lived. Segregation
remained ubiquitous in the South and its heads of state professed their opposition to the
integration of the schools (Tyack, 1986; Irons, 2002). Some governors earmarked funds to
establish segregated private schools for white students that could refuse to admit black
students (Chesler et al., 2005; Day, 2014). Others ordered the closing of their state’s public
school system altogether in a brazen attempt to defy the order (Irons, 2002). The Klan
amplified their terroristic activities against black citizens (Brown, 2005). They hoped to
preserve through violence and intimidation what the United States Supreme Court sought to
eradicate.
Civil Rights Act of 1964
Despite the efforts of the Klan and other white supremacist sects, the Civil Rights
Movement gained momentum in the 1950s, galvanized by many atrocities, including the
brutal murder and dismemberment of 14-year-old Chicagoan Emmett Till in the state of
Mississippi (Day, 2014). The expansion of various media outlets provided for Americans
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unfettered access to information to which previous generations of Americans had very little.
The demands for social equality sounded with a greater sense of urgency (Roundtree, 2004;
Brown, 2005). Preoccupied with the Cold War during his first year in office, President John
F. Kennedy was reluctant to address the issue of civil rights; however, after critics lambasted
him and his attorney general and brother, Robert F. Kennedy, for their fixation on foreign
affairs despite the deterioration of America’s domestic affairs, the president felt pressured to
address the issue of race relations in America (Brown, 2005; Chesler et al., 2005; Day, 2014).
In his 1961 speech on racial equality, President Kennedy coined the term “affirmative
action,” a term adopted in the legislation signed by his successor, Lyndon B. Johnson after
President Kennedy’s untimely death in 1963 (Finkelman, 2009).
President Lyndon B. Johnson was pressured as well to address the chaos and unrest
that erupted in both Southern and Northern cities across the country during his presidency
(see Table 2C). Demands for racial and gender equality had reached a fever pitch and
intolerance of all minority groups was condemned more openly (Day, 2014). The labor and
tenacity of civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and his organization, the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), led in part to the passage and the signing of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which paved the way for full social integration of public
institutions (Irons, 2002; Brown, 2005; Day, 2014). Lauded as landmark legislation, the Act
failed to redress for the institution of slavery, let alone atone for it (Gates, 2011). Although
access and resources were far more abundant than they were beforehand, the Act failed to
address the wide achievement gap, keeping the door to a college education closed to many
black Americans.
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Higher Education Act of 1965
In addition to the Voting Rights Act signed on August 6, 1965, President Johnson
signed two other pieces of legislation that year, which he hoped would jumpstart the
eradication of poverty in America. Signed on April 11, 1965, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) was the first of the two (Kantor, 1991). Up to that time, the federal
government was careful to avoid interference in the education systems of individual states, so
the passage of federal education legislation was far-reaching. President Johnson was
convinced, though, that education was tied to upward mobility, and thus should be used as a
tool to jettison over time the generational poverty experienced by many Americans
(Roundtree, 2004; Paige & Witty, 2010). He believed that the War on Poverty could be used
as a measure to redress through education the obstinate racial discrimination against blacks
and other minorities. Such federal regulation forced the former Confederate states to
relinquish previously held powers that kept poor black students at a social, political, and
educational disadvantage (Chesler et al., 2005).
The ESEA Act, which comprised originally of five titles, mandated the designation of
funds for schools attended by children who live in poverty, provided for the acquisition of
textbooks and other pedagogical materials, and training and professional development for
educators, and additional provisions for school districts deemed at risk geographically and
economically (Kantor, 1991). Despite its passage and numerous reauthorizations, the
achievement gap between black students and white students remains wide.
Fresh on the heels of the ESEA Act, the HEA expanded access to higher education
for millions of college students as part of President Johnson’s Great Society domestic policy
initiative. Included in the original Act signed on November 8, 1965, were six titles, which
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consisted of the expansion of the Pell Grant program, work-study programs, and low-interest
government-backed student loans. Also included in the original Act were continuing
education programs, university library acquisitions, and professional development for faculty
of undergraduate programs. While reauthorization of the Higher Education Act can occur
every five or so years, it is reauthorized less frequently than the ESEA (Paige & Witty,
2010).
Higher education institutions that receive federal funding must remain compliant with
Higher Education Act regulations. For example, accreditation for colleges and universities is
not mandatory to remain viable, but higher education institutions that receive federal funds
must be accredited by one of the four main accrediting bodies. This expectation made most
American colleges and universities accountable indirectly to the federal government (Brown,
2005; Day, 2014). Despite the passage of these bills, many black students today are unable to
attain a college education due to financial aid issues and a lack of college readiness as a
direct result of disparate conditions in the K-12 education system.
Eastern Michigan University During the Civil Rights Era
Between 1960 and 1970, enrollment at EMU quadrupled. This increase is likely due
to the Higher Education Act of 1965 and the expansion of financial aid programs. It was
during this decade that the institution experienced its most significant increase in history. At
the helm of the institution during the second half of the decade was 47-year-old Harold
Sponberg, whose arrival coincided with the passage of the Act and who would die in 1975,
less than a year after the Board of Regents relieved him of his post (Smith & Heaton, 1991).
He had been hired to replace long-time president Eugene Elliott, whose termination was
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marred by internal conflict and public scandal. Sponberg sought to restore faith in university
leadership and calm to the campus community.
In fall 1965, the enrollment was 10,226 and in 1966, enrollment swelled to 12,850.
Enrollment would continue to increase due to the accessibility of higher education to
working-class students who were beforehand excluded. Understandably, during this period,
enrollment of black students increased as well, and the university was bursting at the seams.
Buildings were constructed at breakneck speed, all to accommodate the expansion and
growth that Sponberg forecast. Smith and Heaton (1991)” indicated: “Financial aid grew to
$1.5 million, and the University made a commitment to expand these funds from its own and
outside resources” (p. 88). Eastern was less selective than other Michigan institutions,
making it a viable, if not desirable option for students, many of whom are from workingclass families.
External circumstances like the Civil Rights Movement and the Vietnam conflict,
coupled with Sponberg’s clashes with his administration and faculty over internal
governance decisions, made Eastern’s campus a hotbed of conflict. A constant push and pull
between the president and other educational leaders and students and the president forced the
institution into the limelight it did not seek out. Two events during this decade are etched into
the historical fabric of the institution like no others: the takeover of Pierce Hall on February
20, 1969, to protest the lack of attention to the needs of black EMU students, and the sit-in at
the campus home of President Sponberg on May 5, 1970, to protest the killing of four
unarmed students by Ohio National Guardsmen at Kent State University.
After the protests, BSA members worked with Sponberg’s administration to negotiate
the demands of black students, which included the appointment of a Vice President for
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Minority Affairs, the induction of a Black Studies Program, the library acquisition of books
and other artifacts devoted to black thought and appreciation, the impact of the contributions
of blacks in American history, among other demands. Although the Black Studies Program
would not be approved for five more years, the 1970s would usher in greater diversity among
black faculty, staff, and students at Eastern. Despite this diversity, a lack of equity and
inclusion continue to dog the university into the second decade of the 21st century.
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Table 2A. Presidential Timeline of Key Events and Legislation—Civil War to Pre-Plessy Era
Presidency

Key Legislation and Notable Events

Impact on Education for Blacks

Abraham
Lincoln
1861–1865

1862–Homestead Act
1862–Morrill Land Grant Act
1863–Emancipation Proclamation
1865–Civil War ended with Union
victory
1865–President Lincoln assassinated
1865–Freedmen’s Bureau formed

Per Lincoln’s executive order in 1863, all
slaves in the rebel states were declared
free. After a Union victory in 1865, the
Freedmen’s Bureau took the helm of the
camp schools for former slaves, who were
“contraband of war,” that cropped up in
Union army camps during the Civil War.

Andrew
Johnson
1865–1869

1865–Thirteenth Amendment
1866–Southern Homestead Act
1866–Civil Rights Act
1867–Congressional Reconstruction
1868–Fourteenth Amendment

These amendments freed the slaves and
granted them citizenship rights and
enfranchisement. Schools for freedmen
cropped up throughout the South during
Reconstruction, and illiteracy rates among
former slaves decreased significantly.

Ulysses S.
Grant
1869–1877

1870–Fifteenth Amendment
1870–Enforcement Act
1871–Enforcement Act
1871–Ku Klux Klan Act
1872–Freedmen’s Bureau shuttered
1875–Civil Rights Act

All three Acts were passed in response to
the terror enacted upon freedmen by the
Klan, whose goal was to intimidate black
men in their efforts to vote and thwart
efforts for their children to be educated.
The Ku Klux Klan disbanded within a
year of the passage of these Acts.
To secure the presidency, Hayes agreed to
remove federal troops from the South,
effectively ending Reconstruction. This
measure paved the way for separate and
unequal education for and treatment of
black Americans.

Rutherford B.
Hayes
1877–1881
James A.
Garfield
1881–1881

1877–Presidential Compromise

None

Chester A.
Arthur
1881–1885

1882–Chinese Exclusion Act
1882–Immigration Act

Grover
Cleveland
1885–1889

1887–Dawes Act (American Indians)
1888–Chinese Exclusion Act
extended

Benjamin
Harrison
1889–1893

1890–Second Morrill Land Grant Act

Garfield was assassinated by a deranged
gunman after just four months in office.
These Acts did not affect black education
specifically, but their passage confirmed
Arthur’s apathy toward the plight of
minorities in America. Arthur remained
silent about the increasing violence
against blacks in the South.
Like his predecessor, Cleveland had little
sympathy for blacks and other minorities,
and he favored state autonomy over
federalism on social and education issues.
His stance paved the way for Jim Crow.
Although Harrison lobbied to pass the
Federal Elections Bill in 1890, which
ensured federal oversight of elections, the
bill died in the mostly Democratic Senate.
The second Land Grant Act established
colleges for black students, and Harrison
later returned the presidency to
Cleveland.
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Table 2B. Presidential Timeline of Key Events and Legislation—Plessy Ruling to Roaring 1920s
Presidency

Key Legislation and Notable Events

Grover
Cleveland
1893–1897

1896–Plessy v. Ferguson

William
McKinley
1897–1901

None

Theodore
Roosevelt
1901–1909

1902–Chinese Exclusion Act
extended
1907–Immigration Act extended
1908–NAACP formed

William H.
Taft
1909–1913

1910–National Urban League formed
1913–Sixteenth Amendment

Woodrow
Wilson
1913–1921

1913–Seventeenth Amendment
1915–Ku Klux Klan re-emerged
1915–The Great Migration began
1919–Eighteenth Amendment
1920–Nineteenth Amendment

Warren G.
Harding
1921–1923

Calvin
Coolidge
1923–1929

1921–Emergency Quota Act

1924–Immigration Act extended

Impact on Education for Blacks
Cleveland supported the SCOTUS ruling,
which indicated that states had the right to
enforce segregation in public domains so
long as the separate accommodations
were equal. SCOTUS failed to define
equality.
McKinley, who was assassinated by an
anarchist at the start of his second term,
devoted little time to civil rights. As such,
blacks in the South endured severe legal
segregation and extralegal vigilantism.
Roosevelt took a weak stance on civil
rights issues. He invited Booker T.
Washington to the White House to
discuss education for blacks, but he was
repudiated politically for doing so. Very
few civil rights advances were made
during this time, and lynching of blacks
became rampant and more frequent.
Like Roosevelt, Taft had little interest in
civil rights for blacks. He advised Booker
T. Washington to encourage black
Americans not to involve themselves in
politics, but to obtain industrial training.
Like Taft, Wilson had no interest in the
advancement of or education of blacks.
Federal offices became segregated during
his presidency, and many black colleges
closed due to a lack of adequate funding.
The Klan’s membership increased threefold during Wilson’s Administration.
Sympathetic to the plight of blacks,
Harding unsuccessfully attempted to pass
anti-lynching legislation in 1920, and he
served only one term because of his
attempts. He supported the franchisement
of blacks, but touted industrial education
for them and denounced social equality.
Coolidge publicly denounced the Klan,
but he signed the Immigration Act of
1924, which closed the borders to all
immigrants. He also did very little to
improve the inadequate conditions of
education institutions for black students.
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Table 2C. Presidential Timeline of Key Events and Legislation—Great Depression to Civil Rights Era
Key Legislation and Notable Events
Presidency
Impact on Education for Blacks

Herbert Hoover
1929–1933

None

Franklin D.
Roosevelt
1933–1945

1933–New Deal measures
1933–Twentieth Amendment
1933–Twenty-first Amendment
1935–Social Security Act
1941–US entered WWI
1943–Chinese Exclusion Act
repealed

Harry S.
Truman
1945–1953

1948–Executive Order 9981
1951–Twenty-second Amendment

Dwight D.
Eisenhower
1953–1961

1954–Brown v. Board of Education
1955–ICC desegregated trains/buses
1956–Social Security Act
1956–Southern Manifesto signed
1957–Little Rock Nine
1957–Civil Rights Act
1960–Civil Rights Act

John F.
Kennedy
1961–1963

Lyndon B.
Johnson
1963–1969

1961–Freedom Rides to the South
1961–Twenty-third Amendment
1962–Transportation desegregated
1962–James Meredith/Ole Miss
1963–Equal Pay Act
1963–Medgar Evers assassinated
1963–March on Washington
1963–Birmingham Church Bombing
1964–Twenty-fourth Amendment
1964–Civil Rights Act
1964–Economic Opportunity Act
1965–Malcolm X assassinated
1965–ESEA and HEA Acts
1965–Start of Medicare/Medicaid
1965–Voting Rights Act
1967–Twenty-fifth Amendment
1967–Thurgood Marshall/SCOTUS
1967–Detroit rebellion
1968–Dr. MLK, Jr. assassinated
1968–Fair Housing Act
1968–Robert F. Kennedy assassinated

During Hoover’s presidency, very little was
done to advance civil rights for blacks.
Southern blacks left the rural South in droves
and traversed to the urban North in search of
better jobs and educational opportunities and
to escape the terror of the Ku Klux Klan.

Roosevelt failed to take a stance on civil
rights issues. He remained mum on antilynching legislation. Even his Social
Security Act excluded service workers,
most of whom were black. Very little
advancement in the education of blacks
was made during his tenure, as Roosevelt
was careful not to offend Southern
Congressmen, on whom he relied for
support of his New Deal legislation.
Truman’s Executive Order desegregated the
military, and he was the first sitting
president to address the NAACP. Because
of the Great Migration, Truman was forced
to appeal to Northern black voters. He
remained mum, however, on Jim Crow.
SCOTUS declared separate but equal
doctrine unconstitutional, effectively
ending legal segregation. SCOTUS
instructed the integration of schools with
“all deliberate speed,” but the South was
resistant to the ruling, and school
integration efforts in the South endured
heavy resistance by the white citizenry.
Preoccupied with foreign affairs, President
Kennedy had no choice but to address civil
rights when Freedom Riders were in the
South surrounded by hostile whites. AG
Kennedy begged the students to abandon
their efforts, but they refused, and President
Kennedy was forced to deal with racism
against black Americans. President
Kennedy was assassinated in November
1963, but before his death, he coined the
term affirmative action.
After Kennedy’s assassination, Johnson
inherited the presidency. In honor of
Kennedy, Johnson addressed civil rights
issues. During his six-year tenure, he
oversaw the passage of landmark legislation
that enforced the Brown ruling, protected
the voting rights of all Americans, and
expanded primary, secondary, and
postsecondary educational access. The Fair
Housing Act of 1968 had an impact on
education since redlining prevented blacks
from purchasing homes in more desirable
neighborhoods, disallowing their children
from attending schools in those areas.
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Twenty-first Century Education: Policies and Practices
Federal legislation efforts of the 1960s and federal oversight in education today
notwithstanding, educational inequities across the races remain in K-12 and higher education.
Public school systems have re-segregated, the achievement gap between African American
students and white students still presents cause for concern, and urban and rural school
districts remain underfunded and, in some cases, are poorly managed (National Center for
Education Statistics, 2009), replicating for 21st century students the same challenges that their
predecessors faced. Additionally, zero-tolerance disciplinary policies place black students in
the nation’s public schools at a disadvantage (Torres, 2012, Fong, McRoy, & Dettlaf, 2014).
They attend schools with teachers who tend to be less qualified and underpaid, and they score
lower on standardized tests (Paige & Witty, 2010). They are less likely than their white
counterparts to graduate high school and to obtain a college education within six years after
high school completion (Horsford, 2009; Harper, 2012). The conversation surrounding the
challenges in K-12 education is not wholly detached from that same conversation in higher
education.
Higher Education for Blacks in the 21st Century
Educational disparities among African American students persist. Allen (2007) stated:
“Urban schools in [Michigan] and in the country are underfunded, understaffed and
sometimes lacking in the necessary will and direction to function effectively” (p. 265). The
reauthorization of the ESEA Act in 2001 brought these disparities to the fore. To close the
achievement gap on a national scale, the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation placed the
success of students at the feet of teachers, administrators, and school districts. Districts that
failed to meet state standards were powerless to stop the purge of students who, by law, were
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able to leave the school district in search of better educational opportunities. While the
achievement gap in primary schools closed significantly, the gap closed only slightly in
secondary schools (Paige & Witty, 2010) and college completion rates rose to an even lesser
degree (National Center for Education Statistics, 2009). Many African American education
advocates resisted the policies because those policies put their children at a grave
disadvantage. Chesler et al. (2005) stated: “But despite individual and group struggles of
resistance, the dominant racial ideology and the influence of the political and legal system
continues to position most groups of people of color on the margins of the educational
system” (p. 33).
The solid tax base that supports viable and thriving suburban school districts offers
greater educational opportunities to students, increased access to technological resources, and
higher-paid, more highly skilled teachers (Paige & Witty, 2010). Urban and rural school
districts are unable to reap the same benefits. Since state funding is insufficient, public school
districts in these areas struggle to retain students and teachers, and they lose students often to
public charter or private schools that can be more selective in their admissions and retention
processes (Leonardo, 2013). NCLB legislation shook urban school districts to the core.
President Obama’s Every Student Succeeds ESEA reauthorization in 2015 was designed to
change further the disparate conditions faced by low-income students and students of color.
The link between primary and secondary education is great, and the education that a child
receives early in life often impacts, and in some cases limits, prospects for college
matriculation (Paige & Witty, 2010).
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (2009), one-third of African
Americans earned at least an Associate’s degree beyond a high school diploma, compared to
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nearly half of all white Americans. While the increase in college graduation rates for black
students is promising, a disparity between the higher education attainment of black students
and white students remains. Paige and Witty (2010) indicated: “Not only do African
American students trail their white peers on academic tests, but they also experience much
higher college dropout rates and a tendency to shy away from majoring in the hard sciences
and mathematics” (p. 2).
The efforts of the HEA of 1965 to make higher education more accessible
notwithstanding, African American students, to a greater degree than white students, lack the
readiness needed to complete college (Brown, 2005; Chesler et al., 2005; Allen, 2007). This
disparity exists today due to inadequate funding of secondary schools attended by mostly
black students, the substandard quality of instruction at those schools, and the insufficient
remuneration and training of teachers who are often overtaxed. The HEA of 1965 failed to
address such disparities that have existed since the Reconstruction Era. The current state of
affairs in American higher education may be the result of such failure (Paige & Witty, 2010).
Funding remains a barrier as well for African American students in their quest to
achieve a college education. Pew Research Center (2016) data indicate that despite a
decrease in the poverty gap between African Americans and white Americans over the last
40 years, a larger percentage of African Americans than whites still live in poverty (see
Figure 5). Kim (2007) stated:
Researchers in previous studies argue that loan programs have been failing to provide
equal access to college for low-income students because loans have a negative impact
on persistence among low-income students. This study confirms and expands previous
research by demonstrating the negative effects of loans on degree attainment for low-
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income and Black students. Therefore, financial aid policymakers should consider the
current emphasis on financial aid policy—increasing reliance on loans—may be
widening the gap in degree completion rates by income or race. This outcome is the
opposite of the original intent of financial aid policy—to narrow the gap. (p. 91)
As such, higher education attainment remains outside of the grasp of many black students.
Funding barriers are but one of the unintended consequences of the HEA.

Figure 5. Poverty rates across races.

Finally, amendments to affirmative action admissions policies present even greater
challenges for many black collegians, who despite a lack of exposure, support, and access to
comparable educational resources, must now compete with white students whose secondary
education prepared them for higher education success (Paige & Witty, 2010). Cases like
Regents of the University of California v. Bakke in 1978, Hopwood v. Texas in 1996, and
Gratz/Grutter v. Bollinger in 2003, have dialed back the progress made by affirmative action
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policies of the 1960s (Chesler et al., 2005). These cases challenged the legality of affirmative
action. The Bakke ruling dictated that race could be a factor in university admissions in the
United States, but it could not be the only factor. The Hopwood ruling declared the use of
race-based admissions in Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi unconstitutional. The
Gratz/Grutter rulings eliminated not only race-based admissions in the University of
Michigan Law School, but it also declared race-based admissions at public institutions
unconstitutional. The Gratz/Grutter rulings set the precedent for voters in Michigan to ban
affirmative action in employment (Chesler et al., 2005; Paige & Witty, 2010). These cases set
a precedent that ultimately had adverse effects on African American students (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. College degree rates across races.

Eastern Michigan University in the 21st Century
Many states, including Michigan, have cut continuously over time appropriations to
their public colleges and universities. As a result, the institutions often transfer a greater
share of the financial burden to their students, many of whom are considered low-income.
This transfer affects black students to a much greater degree than it does white students
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(Kim, 2007). Students who cannot afford to pay for college are unable to attend (Allen, 2007;
Paige & Witty, 2010). Even when financial aid opportunities exist for low-income students,
lack of college readiness often prevents their admission to even moderately selective
institutions (Brown, 2005). Student loan debt, as well, affects low-income students to a
greater degree than they do white students (Berkner et al., 2002). As a result, these students
often leave college in immense debt. Kim (2007) stated that his “descriptive analyses showed
that Black student borrowers had a had a significantly higher degree-completion rate than
Black non-borrowers…however, among Black students who borrowed, higher loan amounts
were associated with lower probabilities of degree completion” (p. 91). Such is an additional
rationale for the disparities apparent at many public post-secondary institutions across the
country and in Michigan.
State appropriations funding accounted for less than 25% of Eastern Michigan
University’s operating budget in 2017 (Eastern Michigan University Office of Budget and
Finance). For example, tuition and fees in the 2017 fiscal year were $173 million, a large
increase from $142 million a decade earlier. In the same vein, state appropriations only
slightly increased from $69 million in 2007 to $74 million in 2017. Increased regulation
without comparable increases in funding forces higher education institutions to determine
alternative ways to meet their budgetary obligations while maintaining solvency.
Solvency is one challenge facing EMU. The disparate increase in state appropriations
funding over the past decade has forced the institution to tighten its purse strings. In March
2018, President James Smith announced a budget deficit of nearly $5 million and the
elimination of nearly 60 staff positions at the university. An increase in tuition and fees for
the 2018-2019 academic year was not surprising. Such an increase poses a challenge to
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students who may be unable to meet the financial shortfall and for students unable to gain
admission due to a lack of college readiness.
These statistics are nothing new. Allen (2007) stated that “although blacks
represented 11.2 percent of the national population in 1967 [two years after the passage of
the Higher Education Act], they were only 7.8 percent of the nation’s high school graduates
and a mere 6.1 percent of the nation’s college students” (p. 243) He stated as well that
“twenty years later, when blacks are 13.5 percent of the national population, they represent
10.7 percent of the nation’s high school graduates and 8.8 percent of the nation’s college
students” (p. 243). These numbers may not be a mere coincidence and could be the result of
federal policies intended to increase those percentages, but institutional practices that have
done anything but.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
You always want to be in control of how your readers experience your text.

— Joe Bishop

Qualitative Research
While quantitative analysis offers insight into relationships between particular people,
places, and things included as part of a specified sample, qualitative analysis fills in the gaps
that quantitative analysis cannot provide with the utility of numbers and statistical formulae.
While quantitative researchers may seek to determine the migratory patterns of a group of
people, qualitative research can help to explain the reasons for such migration or the
challenges that migrants may face after their relocation. In essence, quantitative research
seeks to define what exists while qualitative research aims to explain how or why it exists
(Merriam, 2009). Both research methods are crucial, but for different reasons.
This applied research inquiry will employ a qualitative research design. Qualitative
research involves participants in their natural settings (Lancy, 1993; Merriam, 2009;
Creswell, 2009; Maxwell, 2013). Merriam (2009) stated: “Qualitative researchers are
interested in understanding how people interpret their experiences, how they construct their
worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their experiences” (p. 5). My research seeks to
uncover the experiences of my study participants as students at EMU, how and why they
responded to those experiences as they did, and the nature of the external climate that
informed their experiences.
Qualitative research attempts as well to understand links between various individuals
and groups of people and to understand the impact of decisions they made or how they
respond to their external environment (Lichtman, 2013). This research study seeks to
decipher whether a link between federal education policies and practices and EMU
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institutional policies and practices exists. Finally, I sought to unearth any influence of said
policies on black students at EMU during two distinct historical periods.
Historical Research
Knowledge of the history of a particular phenomenon is crucial for researchers. For
answers to current problems, conflicts, or challenges affecting phenomena, one can find
explanations often buried within their history. History is also the yardstick by which
progression and regression in the present are measured or outlined and the means by which to
infer about the future projections of a particular phenomenon. Historical research is
invaluable, and qualitative analysis makes it so. Tuchman (1998) stated: “Any social
phenomenon must be understood in its historical context. To grasp historical information,
one must have a point of view, including an interpretive framework that includes some
‘meaning’ of history” (p. 226). Thus, the mere recollection of historical events without such
interpretation fails to provide the lens through which such events should be examined.
The goal of this historical study is to establish a link between historical phenomena
and the current impact of said phenomena. McDowell (2002) stated:
The study of history provides a framework that we can use to make sense of our
experience and guide our actions. The future is, in any case, partly conditioned by the
past: it is not entirely predictable, but equally it is not the outcome of pure chance. (p.
5)
Historical research reflects on events in the past to outline not only historical facts, but to
measure interpretations of those facts from the participant perspective.
Tuchman (1998) echoed this sentiment. He stated: “In historical research, as in all
other kinds of research, the data to be used depend upon the question the researcher wishes to
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answer and the information the researcher can find to answer the question” (p. 239). The
questions that I seek to answer in my research are whether educational policies and practices
implemented decades ago at different historical periods are similar and if those policies
harmed African American students at Eastern Michigan University. Because individual
experiences are unique, a case study is the most effective means by which I can recount
student experiences and glean any potential relation to federal and institutional education
policies.
Case Study Research
A historical case study allowed for a more holistic observation of individual
experiences. Creswell (2009) defined a case study as “an intensive, holistic description and
analysis of a single, bounded unit” (p. 203). Merriam (2009) stated: “The case study offers a
means of investigating complex social units consisting of multiple variables of potential
importance in understanding the phenomenon” (p. 50). Further, according to Merriam, “Case
study has proven particularly useful for studying educational innovations, evaluating
programs, and informing policy” (p. 51) This inquiry was conducted as a historical case
study. That means that I, the researcher, operated as the lens through which the participants’
experiences were both constructed and interpreted (Creswell, 2009; Merriam, 1998;
Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009).
Participant interviews and artifacts, which include photos, archived letters, legal
documents, and other tangible remnants of the participants’ educational experiences, were
how this interpretation transpired. The utilization of the case study method lent credence to
the experiences and perspective of those experiences that African American students who
attended EMU during the Civil Rights Era and those who attended in the 21st century have
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had with the institution. A case study design reinforced that the experiences of the
participants were more than mere isolated experiences. About the case study method,
Flyvbjerg (2011) stated:
First, it is important for the development of a nuanced view of reality, including the
view that human behavior cannot be meaningfully understood as simply the rulegoverned acts found at the lowest levels of the learning process and in much theory.
Second, cases are important for researchers’ own learning processes in developing the
skills needed to do good research. (p. 223)
A qualitative historical case study is the most effective research method to answer the
research questions. The case study design is not intended to serve as an all-encompassing
representation of black student experiences, but the emergence of themes increases the
veracity and the relatability of the findings. This research design also highlights the influence
that public and institutional policies and practices potentially have had on the personal and
educational lives of those affected by such policies (Merriam, 1998; Yin, 2009).
Epistemology
Epistemology refers to the nature of how knowledge is constructed (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2011). Creswell (2009) preferred instead opted for the term worldview, which he
described as “a general orientation about the world and the nature of research that a
researcher holds” (p. 6). Researchers adopt often one of four key theoretical paradigms,
although research is not limited exclusively to these four. The adoption of a philosophical
foundation grounds researchers’ perspective on their beliefs about the nature of knowledge
and reality (Merriam, 2009). The four paradigms are termed positivist/postpositivist,
interpretive/constructivist, critical/transformative, and postmodern/poststructural. Each
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perspective is unique in that its aim differs according to researcher objectives, and it
influences research design and impacts the implications of research findings.
The positivist/postpositivist perspective posits that reality exists. Proponents of this
perspective aim to discover reality or inch as closely to it as scientifically probable. Creswell
(2009) stated: “The knowledge that develops through a postpositivist lens is based on careful
observation and measurement of the objective reality that exists ‘out there’ in the world” (p.
7). This perspective is most commonly adopted in quantitative research studies.
The interpretive/constructivist perspective rejects the notion that one reality exists.
This perspective contends that reality is subjective. Merriam (2009) stated: “Researchers do
not ‘find’ knowledge; they construct it” (p. 9). As such, qualitative researchers, more often
than not, tend to gravitate to this perspective. Creswell (2009) stated: “The researcher’s intent
is to make sense (or interpret) the meanings others have about the world” (p. 8). In this
worldview, the researcher functions as the chief instrument to that end.
The critical/transformative perspective challenges social structures like race, class,
and gender. Creswell (2009) stated: “The research contains an action agenda for reform that
may change the lives of the participants, the institutions in which individuals work or live,
and the researcher’s life” (p. 9). This tradition is adopted often by researchers who attempt to
challenge the structures that cause or enable subjugated populations. Merriam (2009) stated:
“Those who engage in critical research frame their research questions in terms of power–who
has it, how it’s negotiated, what structures in society reinforce the current distribution of
power, and so on” (p. 10). Proponents of this tradition seek to eradicate deeply embedded
inequalities among groups (Creswell, 2009; Merriam, 2009).
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According to researchers of the postmodern/poststructural perspective, a single truth
neither exists (as the positivist/postpositivist perspective claims), nor is constructed (as the
interpretive/constructivist perspective claims) (Merriam, 2009). Further, rather than
challenging social inequality as is common among researchers of the critical/transformative
perspective, researchers of the postmodern/poststructural perspective embrace a diversity of
points of view (Creswell, 2009). Postmodernism/poststructuralism promotes the validity of
some claims over others based on their scientific merit and plausibility, but it embraces a
more normative stance of reality. Creswell (2009) stated: “According to postmodernists,
explanations for the way things are in the world are nothing but myths and grand narratives”
(p. 10).
With the utilization of symbolic interactionism as the guiding conceptual framework
for my research, the interpretive/constructivist tradition is most befitting for this study.
Merriam (2009) drew upon the strong connection between symbolic interactionism and the
interpretative/constructivist tradition. She stated: “Drawing from the philosophies of
constructionism, phenomenology, and symbolic interactionism, qualitative researchers are
interested in how people interpret their experiences, how they construct their worlds, what
meaning they attribute to their experiences” (p. 14).
Creswell (2009) echoed that sentiment. He emphasized: “Individuals develop
subjective meanings of their experiences–meanings directed toward objects or things. These
meanings are varied and multiple, leading the researcher to look for the complexity of views
rather than narrowing meaning into a few categories or ideas” (p. 8). In addition, he stated:
“Often these subjective meanings are negotiated socially and historically. They are not
simply imprinted on individuals but are formed through interaction with others (hence social
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constructivism) and through historical and cultural norms that operate in individuals’ lives”
(p. 9). For this study, I sought to understand from the perspective of eight black EMU
graduates their experiences as students on campus via their social interactions with peers,
faculty, and staff, and other members of the college community. The conjugation between the
symbolic interactionism conceptual framework and the interpretive/constructivist worldview
was the best means by which this understanding could be achieved.
Data Collection
While participant interviews served as the central method of data collection, the study
relied as well on the utilization of artifacts and other relevant historical documents related to
Eastern during the Civil Rights Era to answer the first two research questions (Merriam,
1988). I employed the services of the EMU Archives Office to assist with the extraction of
artifacts, including photos, yearbooks, class schedules, and other historical documents that
aided in this research study. Additionally, I accessed photos, legislative documents, and other
artifacts from local, regional, and national archival websites as necessary. Other documents
related to current institutional policies and practices were accessible online.
Units of Analysis
Participant interviews with four African Americans (two males and two females) who
attended Eastern Michigan University at the tail end of the Civil Rights Era (CRE) were
conducted. The participants’ attendance at EMU occurred between 1968 and 1973. All four
students, who are members of the baby boomer generation, graduated from the institution,
and all four self-identified as student activists. Participants recounted numerous historical
details of their life that shaped their views about the world around them and their place in the
world, including as students of EMU.
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Additionally, interviews with four 21st century (21C) EMU students (two males and
two females) contributed significantly to this research to determine a potential link between
their experiences and the experiences of black students who attended the university 50 years
prior. These four participants, all millennials, attended EMU between 2002 and 2018. All
four students graduated from the university, and like the CRE students, all four millennial
students self-identified as student activists. Data from all eight participant interviews were
analyzed for the study.
Interviews with these participants allowed me to gain access to their experiences and
insight into their perspectives of their experiences. Participant interviews also allowed me to
gauge the potential impact of federal and institutional policies and practices on the personal
and educational lives of African American students at the institution during two very
different and unique periods. The inclusion of both male and female participants allowed for
exploration into the experiential differences between black American male students and
black American female students at EMU over 50 years. While these differences were not
central to the initial research inquiry, they were nonetheless noteworthy because of the
consistency with which gender differences were perceived as prominent.
Sample Selection
Upon approval from Eastern Michigan University’s Human Subjects Review
Committee (UHSRC), I proceeded with data collection (see Appendix A). Research
participants were selected through the process of purposeful sampling. According to Merriam
(2009): “Purposeful sampling is based on the assumption that the investigator wants to
discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from which the
most can be learned” (p. 77). Further, Merriam (2009) stated:
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The criteria you establish for purposeful sampling directly reflect the purpose of the
study and guide in the identification of information-rich cases. You not only spell out
the criteria you will use, but you also say why the criteria are important. (pp. 77-78)
Because the Civil Rights Era ended in the late 1960s with the passage of the Fair Housing
Act, I knew that I would need to recruit participants from that period, despite how
cumbersome it might be to do so. Fortunately, on Saturday, July 28, 2018, I established
contact with black EMU activist alumni who, on February 20, 1969, were involved in the
takeover of Pierce Hall to protest numerous racial injustices on the campus. The former
students spoke at a symposium commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of this historic event.
I facilitated contact with four former students in the hopes that they would be willing to
recount in an interview their experiences as undergraduate students at EMU. I knew that
EMU graduates would make ideal units of analysis, but I was uncertain at the time if I would
be able to recruit four graduates. Students who attended EMU as full-time students for at
least two years would suffice as well for the study. Ultimately, all four contacts agreed to
participate, and all four are EMU graduates.
To obtain four study participants who attended EMU for at least two years as fulltime students in the 21st century, I relied as well on purposeful sampling. The first four
millennial students who I petitioned via social media agreed to participate, and like the CRE
students, all four millennial participants are graduates of the university.
Interviews
In-depth interviews served as the vehicle through which student experiences were
recounted. About interviews, Yin (2009) stated:
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Overall, interviews are an essential source of case study evidence because most case
studies are about human affairs or behavioral events. Well-informed interviewees can
provide important insights into such affairs or events. The interviewees can also
provide shortcuts to the prior history of such situations, helping you to identify other
relevant sources of evidence. (p. 108)
The recollections shared by the case study participants brought distant memories to the fore
and guided my comprehension of the events from the perspective of the participants as the
study’s units of analysis.
The semi-structured format is the interview type that I deemed most suitable for the
study. Merriam (2009) stated: “Interviewing in qualitative investigations is more open-ended
and less structured. Less structured formats assume that individual respondents define the
world in unique ways…a less structured alternative is the semi-structured interview.”
Interviews ranged between 45 minutes for the shortest in length and two hours for the
longest. The average interview was an hour in length, and a series of ten open-ended
questions guided the interview (see Appendix B).
This more flexible interview structure allowed participants to share as much or as
little about a given experience or offer as much or as little perspective on an experience as
they desired. Additional questions derived from the participants’ answers to previous
questions. All interviews were conducted face-to-face to allow me the opportunity to gauge
the facial expressions and the body language of participants and make note of them during
the interviews for analysis.
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Data Analysis
Analysis of the data consisted of three important steps including member checking,
triangulation, and thematic analysis. Each step is detailed in-depth below.
Member Checking
As soon as possible after the completion of each interview, I transcribed the
recording. After the transcription of the interviews, I utilized a procedure called member
checking (through the lens of the participant) before the data analysis process began. Member
checking required that I forward a copy of the interview transcripts to the participants to
ensure that the details of the interview reflected as accurately as possible their words, beliefs,
and feelings about the topic discussed during the interview. It also allowed participants an
additional opportunity to further expound upon, alter, or eliminate details they shared during
the interview. Member checking lends further credibility to the findings of a research study
since it is additional data reinforcement (Merriam, 2009).
Triangulation
Upon receipt of approval from all eight participants to proceed with the interview
transcript, the data was then extracted, categorized, and coded, which means it was organized
and reduced in size and grouped until the emergence of recurring thematic elements, aided by
a process called triangulation (through the lens of the researcher) to identify any biases,
misinterpretations, or even any misperceptions previously unacknowledged (Creswell &
Miller, 2000). Such data analysis procedures were employed to ensure the veracity of the
data and lead to valid and reliable conclusions (Mathison, 1988; Merriam, 1998; Creswell,
2009).
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Further, triangulation and member checking functioned as sense-making activities,
operating as a system of checks and balances, and both necessitated that I delineate
accurately whether the findings of the data displayed structural corroboration which, in turn,
led to consensual validation, complemented by referential adequacy. Over a five-week
period, I analyzed the data manually, combing through the interviews on multiple occasions
each for quotes, statements or words, and scenarios that, alone would be deemed isolated
experiences, but together led to the formation of themes (Lichtman, 2013). I reviewed the CD
sent from the Eastern Michigan University Archives of the panel discussion of the Pierce
Hall takeover. I also reviewed the transcripts of the oral histories conducted by the archivist.
First, I categorized the relevant quotes based on the interview questions. After the
extraction of the quotes, I coded the data, eliminating statements that appeared to be isolated
or singular in nature. Statements or scenarios related to those of other research participants
were then categorized further to delineate specific themes. Statements that fell outside of an
established category were coded and placed under a new category until only related
statements made by the participants remained. From those categories, themes emerged.
Wherever available, interviews were triangulated by physical artifacts, like local and
university newspaper articles, historical documents like meeting minutes, and other relevant
documents like the symposium held in 2018 and the transcripts of the oral histories collected
by the Eastern Michigan University Archives. They were analyzed per the guiding
conceptual frameworks until viable results emerged. From this process of qualitative validity
and reliability emerged four themes that further guided analysis and ultimately led to my
results and their implications, the conclusions, and recommendations for future research.
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Thematic Analysis
Aronson (1994) stated: “Thematic analysis focuses on identifiable themes and
patterns of living and/or behavior’ (p. 1). As Creswell (2009) detailed the coding process, he
stated: “Then use the coding to generate a small number of themes or categories, perhaps five
to seven categories for a research study” (p. 189). Merriam (2009) concurred. She stated:
“Findings can be in the form of organized, descriptive accounts, themes, or categories that
cut across the data, or in the form of models and theories that explain the data” (p. 176).
After the interviews were transcribed, they were categorized and coded manually. The coding
process elucidated themes, or scenarios, statements, beliefs, and perspectives that were
consistent among all or most participants. The data from the interviews with all eight
participants were categorized and coded, and from this process, themes emerged quickly.
Upon the completion of the various steps to data analysis of the eight participants,
four themes emerged. These themes are notable not only because of comparison in some of
the experiences of all eight participants, but also because of stark contrasts in other various
areas among study participants. For example, all eight participants were involved in student
organizations. The theme of student engagement was prevalent across the board. However,
other themes emerged because of differences, rather than similarities observed between the
CRE students, or baby boomers, that were in stark contrast to those observed among the 21C
students, or millennials. Other comparisons and contrasts emerged as a result of familial and
other personal life occurrences that informed the collegiate experiences of the participants.
Other noteworthy observations and thematic patterns about some or all of the participants
rounded out the analysis in interesting and compelling ways.
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Interview questions were constructed in an open-ended format. This structure allowed
for not only open dialogue between participants and the researcher, but it also allowed for the
additional questions to clarify the meaning behind a previous statement. The three tenets of
the symbolic interactionism framework guided the formation of the questions and were the
guidepost from which additional questions were formed.
The four themes that emerged from the analysis are as follows: College as a “Great
Expectation,” Faculty and Staff Interactions, Navigating the Racial Climate, and Activist
Leadership. Each of the four themes includes various sub-themes. Each theme will be
detailed in its entirety, reinforced by symbolic interactionism, more specifically the nature of
human group life. Blumer (1969) indicated that
instead of developing a scheme of the nature of human association through empirical
observation, most social psychologists import their schemes or manufacture schemes
to accord with some pre-established concept, or operate unwittingly with schemes
that are dictated by their methods of study. (p. 102)
With the social structure as a system of social roles in mind, Blumer added: “The
study of the social organization of human groups shows always an arrangement of social
positions, whether they be conceived in terms of a division of labor or in terms of a hierarchy
of status” (p. 107) He stressed that social interactionism empowers the subjects under study
with agency over the interpretation of the symbols and the interactions they have with others
in society. This theory guided the formation of the emergent themes in the study.
Validity and Reliability in Qualitative Research
In quantitative research, objectivity is central to the integrity of research findings, and
experimental measures can be used to synthesize a concrete relationship, or lack thereof,
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between two or more variables (Creswell, 2009). In qualitative research, however, achieving
the same level of objectivity is neither realistic nor desired because the researcher is the chief
research instrument (Merriam, 2009). Lichtman (2013) stated:
In qualitative research, each idea, interpretation, and plan is filtered through your
eyes, through your mind, and through your point of view. You are not trying to do
away with your role, as you would if you were conducting traditional experimental
research. You are not trying to be objective. (p. 190)
Such a directive affirms that the biases under which all researchers might find themselves,
whether great or minuscule, are not without justification; rather, they reflect a personal
contribution to the larger body of work, even if only diminutive. As the researcher, I outlined
at the forefront any potential biases I brought to the research. Such acknowledgment helps to
guide the reader’s perspective of the findings and keeps that perspective in context.
Despite a qualitative researcher’s position as the instrument of the research,
qualitative research findings must still be trustworthy to be valid and reliable. Neither
validity nor reliability in quantitative research can be replicated in qualitative research, nor
should they be. The variables for each type are markedly different. For qualitative research,
however, Eisner (1998) outlined three sources of credibility in educational research that
increase substantially their validity and reliability. They are structural corroboration,
consensual validation, and referential adequacy. Like validity and reliability, the latter
processes require the rigorous checks and balances required of the former; however, the
restrictions by which the former are bound do not reflect most accurately the exact
demarcations of the latter.
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Structural Corroboration
According to Eisner (1998), structural corroboration is “a means through which
multiple types of data are related to each other to support or contradict the interpretation and
evaluation of a state of affairs” (p. 110). He stated as well that “evidence is structurally
corroborative when pieces of evidence validate each other, the story holds up, the pieces fit,
it makes sense, the facts are consistent” (Eisner, 2002, p. 237). Parallel in scope to
triangulation, research findings are structurally corroborated when they support each other.
My decision to include male and female students from two different generations was
two-fold. The first reason was to gauge whether similarities or differences existed between
the gender perceptions of the students who attended EMU during the Civil Rights Era and the
millennial EMU students. As indicated previously, the experiential differences among the
genders not only yielded unexpected findings in this study, but these findings also may serve
as the basis for future research. This step was but the first in the three-step process to
achieving validity and reliability in qualitative research. The second reason was to determine
if the experiences of the CRE students were much alike each other’s, but significantly
different than those of the millennials. Consistent differences or similarities among
generational groups would be structurally corroborated.
Consensual Validation
Eisner (1998) stated: “Consensual validation is, at base, agreement among competent
others that the description, interpretation, evaluation, and thematics of an educational
situation are right’ (p. 112) Also according to Eisner (2002), consensual validation is as close
to objectivity as qualitative research will achieve because “objectivity is a function of
intersubjective agreement among a community of believers” (p. 237). In essence, objectivity
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is, in its very existence, subjective based on a community of researchers. What’s most
important, though, is that the findings of the study contribute to the greater body of
knowledge in education research in general and educational leadership specifically.
Existing literature on African Americans has highlighted their experiences with racism
and discrimination in society and at the workplace, has detailed their feelings about being a
member of the historically lower racial caste in America, and has documented the effects that
the history of slavery and Jim Crow have had on their lives and the lives of their family
members today. Additionally, available literature on the social and academic experiences of
African American students at the nation’s PWIs contains findings consistent with those of
other research studies of the same topic and scope. This study’s findings were consistent with
the findings of those studies. Such research studies are, therefore, consensually validated.
While individual experiences are unique, that the findings of a similar study at a different
PWI with different black students from two different eras would likely yield similar results.
The experiences of my CRE research participants were similar in scope to those of
black students at other PWIs during that period in history. Such negative experiences served
as the impetus to much of the unrest on EMU’s campus in the late 1960s and early 1970s. In
fact, the experiences of those students mirror in some respects the experiences of Eastern’s
black millennial students. The findings of this study highlight the lack of significant progress
and change in institutional culture at EMU over the past 50 years and as a result, the research
findings and those of other studies are consensually valid.
Referential Adequacy
Structural corroboration alone is not sufficient to achieve consensual validation.
Education research must be referentially adequate as well. Eisner (2002) stated: “Referential
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adequacy is the empirical check of critical disclosure” (p. 241). Educational situations are
malleable, and no two educational situations are identical. However, the relatability of the
two educational situations is more notable than merely the replication of one situation to
another.
According to Eisner, “The issue is not whether we come to the world empty-minded,
because we have no alternative, but whether what we bring to the world is useful for the
purposes we consider important” (p. 238). However, data should be referentially adequate; in
essence, others should see the value of my data in the manner in which I intended. In other
words, according to Eisner (1998), “Its referential adequacy is tested not in abstractions
removed from qualities, but in the perception and interpretation of the qualities themselves”
(p. 114). In qualitative research, especially in case study research, no two experiences are
exact, nor should they be. However, readers should be able to discover something useful and
new in my research. As well, they should be able to see in the data what I see.
The research participants attended EMU at different historical periods. It was neither
expected, nor plausible for the experiences and insights of all students duplicate. First, the
institution as a whole has evolved. African American students today benefit from many of
the gains for which their CRE student counterparts fought. An example of this hard-fought
win was the development of the Black Studies program in 1975 and the creation of the
Department of Africology and African American Studies Department in 1990. Another
example is an increased presence of African American faculty and staff and student-led
organizations at the institution. Second, one group of collegians is older than the other by
over four decades. As a result, their reflections of their educational epoch will be weighty
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and likely more introspective than those of their millennial student counterparts. Any
expectation of the duplication of their experiences is unlikely and unreasonable.
Researcher Positionality
It is impossible for me, the researcher, to remain objective throughout the entire
research process, for I am a subjective research instrument. Lichtman (2003) indicated that
absolute objectivity should never be the goal in qualitative research, for such a feat is not
possible to achieve anyway. She stated: “In qualitative research, researcher bias and
subjectivity are accepted and inevitable–it is not seen as negative” (p. 321). It is imperative,
however, that the researchers are abundantly clear about any predispositions or biases related
to the topic under study.
Creswell (2009) stated: “[Constructivist] researchers recognize that their own
backgrounds shape their interpretation, and they position themselves in the research to
acknowledge how their interpretation flows from their personal, cultural, and historical
experiences” (p. 8). From the outset of my research, I have acknowledged my positionality
and potential partialities related to this research. To date, I am a four-time graduate who has
spent the past 20 years on EMU’s campus as a student in five different programs within two
different colleges. I can relate to the feelings of isolation expressed by some black EMU
students. Because I have always been a commuter student, I was curious to know whether my
feelings were merely the result of my commuter status or for reasons external to that.
An example of such a feeling of isolation dredges up one memory among many
during my undergraduate years. It occurred during a brief discussion in an undergraduate
literature class in which I was enrolled about the rock group The Doors. The professor spoke
casually of the group and its members as if every student in the class knew who they were.
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She encouraged the dialogue of the students in the class about the band and its later leader,
Jim Morrison. Many white students obliged her. When another African American female
student and I looked at each other as though we were clueless (we were), a white male
student asked us, “You mean to tell me you’ve never heard of The Doors?” My African
American classmate replied in a lighthearted but matter-of-fact tone, “I’ve never heard of
The Doors. Now I’ve heard of The Commodores, but I’ve never heard of The Doors!”
The white male classmate and my white female professor made the blind assumption
that all students were aware of this rock group simply because they were aware. Not all
students enjoy rock music or the culture that accompanies it. This is but one many similar
experiences, though in various contexts, that I remember during my time as a student at
EMU, and I can remember it as clearly today as I did 20 years ago when it occurred. No such
consideration was given to the fact that not every student in the class, race, or creed
notwithstanding, would know about this band. I grew accustomed to such blind assumptions.
Also, during the 20 years I have been a student at the university, I have lived neither
on campus nor in the City of Ypsilanti. Perhaps, vicinity may be part of the reason I have, at
times, felt as if I was not part of the EMU community, but I have felt always that my status as
a commuter student who lived forty-five minutes away in Detroit was only part of the reason.
I felt that the distance compounded with my minority status created in me a sense of further
isolation during my tenure at Eastern. Many times during my undergraduate years, I was the
only black student, or one of only a handful of black students, in my major, minor, elective,
and even my general education courses.
Also, during both my undergraduate and graduate career, the cost of my education
has been a chief concern. I could not afford to live on campus and establish relationships in
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the EMU community that could have had a positive impact on my overall educational
experience. Without the Pell Grant and student loans, I would not have been able to afford a
college education at all, especially at a four-year institution. Certainly, a graduate college
education would have been outside of my grasp had it not been for student loans, the many
small scholarships for which I applied, and a fellowship award designated for minority
students. My status as a black female commuter student in classes at a PWI caused me to feel
a sense of isolation and, at times, detachment to my institution. This sentiment is expressed
by minority students at other PWIs (Fries-Britt & Turner, 2001; Harper, 2006). I was eager to
gauge whether my eight participants had similar experiences.
Only when I enrolled in classes in the Africology and African American Studies
(AAS) Graduate Certificate program while completing the cognate course work required for
my doctorate did I feel that an academic program devoted adequate attention to my culture
and history and its major contributors. For once, I did not feel like a member of a
marginalized student group. My tenure in that program was the only time at EMU when I did
not feel as if the history and culture of African American people were merely a footnote in a
greater, more significant cultural and intellectual continuum. The African American Studies
program has provided for me a most enriching and fulfilling academic experience. The
courses I completed in that department have prepared me in ways most meaningful for the
completion of this study.
While the goal to confront biases as expressed beforehand is essential, it was neither
feasible nor practical for me to attempt to eliminate bias. Despite my attachment to the
institution, as a researcher, I have been trained to allow the voice of the research participants
to guide my analysis. A combination of triangulation and member checking procedures
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allowed my research the benefit of consensual validation through the equalization of
structural corroboration and referential adequacy. Further, since the start of my research, I
have maintained an ongoing online summary about the dissertation process in general and
my feelings about my research topic, the data analysis process in particular. I have written indepth about the issues that evoke in me emotional and other responses. I continued to journal
throughout the data collection and data analysis phases, for it aided my efforts to identify
personal biases and, as the research instrument, place my perspectives in the appropriate
contexts where applicable. Journaling also allowed me to be transparent about how I coded
the data and how the conclusions derived from the themes developed through coding,
triangulation, and member checking processes.
The case study participants and I had two distinct attributes in common. First, as
members of a marginalized race in America, we share a culture of historical oppression by a
dominant race. It is impossible to know whether their views of the oppression and
progression of African American people in totality align with my views, but based on their
responses to the questions and their language expression, it is safe to suggest that the views
of all eight about race and racial issues would align to some degree with my own. As an
African American researcher, the participants freely and openly reflected on their views. I am
unconvinced that they would have been as open and expressive with a white researcher.
Nevertheless, I was certain to identify and manage any biases so that my voice as an external
observer did not drown out the voices of the research participants, but instead brought their
voices and perspectives to life.
During the interviews, however, I made an interesting discovery. I had assumed
initially that, as black EMU alumni, my participants and I would share common collegiate
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experiences, but I learned rather quickly that my personal experiences on campus differed
greatly from theirs. First, all eight students lived on campus. Half of them lived in university
housing for the entirety of the college career. Only one participant lived in the dorms for a
single year. As they named buildings like Phelps-Sellers, Walton-Putnam, and The Hill
during the interviews, I had no visual or spatial knowledge of the buildings because I have
never entered them. As they recalled the names of Ypsilanti streets that circle the campus, I
was lost again; I took a single route into and out of the city to get to the I-94 freeway.
Additionally, all eight students were involved in student organizations on campus,
some of which prompted them to become active in the Ypsilanti community. From fraternal
organizations to student government positions to social justice advocacy groups, all eight
participants held leadership positions on campus, and all sought to effect change on Eastern’s
campus and in the surrounding community through their activism. In my eyes, they were the
epitome of well-rounded students.
Finally, I am a member of “Generation X”, the generation of babies born between the
“baby boomers” who trekked off to college during the sixties and seventies and the
“millennials” who entered college as undergraduates in the 21st century. I earned a
Bachelor’s degree from Eastern in April 2000, the beginning of not just a new decade, but
also a new century and a new millennium. My life experiences and worldview in general as a
member of Generation X were vastly different from those of baby boomers and those of
millennial students. Thus, our interpretations of life events, including our college
experiences, were shaped by those differences. As I listened to their experiences of life on
campus, I was forced to reconcile with the fact that their experiences were more akin to each
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other’s than mine were to any of theirs. As a result, I was unable to relate to any of their
college experiences outside of those that occurred in the classroom.
Ethical Considerations
In keeping with the ethical standards of EMU’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) and
the scientific community in general, I considered in-depth the impact that such a study could
have, if any at all, on the participants. Because this research included the use of human
subjects, I sought IRB approval before beginning the data collection phase of research. I
upheld all principles of ethical conduct for research (The United States’ The Belmont Report,
1978). They are as follows:
Do No Harm—I took the appropriate steps to ensure that the case study participants were not
harmed physically, mentally, or emotionally during or as a result of the research study. The
participants did not experience any adverse reactions during the interview, for had that been
the case, I would have stopped the interview immediately.
Informed Consent—I ensured that the participants were aware that participation in the
research study was wholly voluntary and that they could opt-out of the study without harm or
other consequences that could cause direct or indirect harm (See Appendix C).
Anonymity—Because of the nature of this study, I sought permission from the CRE
participants to waive their anonymity. Because the EMU Archives collected oral histories of
CRE students and those students had previously participated in the events commemorating
the 50th anniversary of the unrest on campus, I gave research participants from both eras the
option to decide whether or not they would like to remain anonymous in my study. All four
CRE students waived their anonymity. Although one millennial student waived anonymity, I
decided to maintain that participant’s anonymity and take the necessary steps to protect that
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student’s identity and the identities of the other three millennial participants. All identifiable
characteristics were altered to protect their identity, and all were assigned a pseudonym.
Confidentiality—Because interviews were recorded using two separate recording devices
(one served as a back-up if the other device malfunctioned) and transcribed, the
confidentiality of the data was imperative. I transcribed the data on a password-protected
personal computer to which no other person has access during the study or thereafter. The
recorders remained in a locked file cabinet, along with the transcribed interviews until the
completion of the study. Upon the completion of the study, the recordings were erased, but
the transcripts will be preserved in a digitally locked computer file for future analysis.
Limitations/Delimitations of the Study
EMU is a unique university that was established to fulfill a unique role for a unique
community at a unique period in history. This distinct history is not synonymous with the
history of all universities at their inception. While PWIs all over the country can evaluate
their institutional policies and practices, and even attempt to make recommendations for
change, the findings of this research study represent student experiences at EMU.
Nevertheless, other PWIs in Michigan could glean from this study a starting to point to
unearth the experiences of their black students and determine solutions to tackle institutional
barriers to the retention and persistence of those students. It would not be unreasonable to
believe that the experiences of black students at EMU are similar to the experiences of black
students at other Michigan PWIs.
Also, the retention and matriculation rates of African American students, while they
may mirror the rates of many other moderately selective public Michigan colleges and
universities, are not identical to rates at the other institutions and should not be treated as
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such. Perhaps, external factors like history, location, industry, or even the percentage of
African Americans enrolled at a university may contribute to the fluctuation in retention rates
for black students at a given university. However, all institutions, public or private, Northern,
Southern, or otherwise, can glean from this study a starting point to evaluate their
institutional policies and practices, and begin the challenging work to reverse institutional
cultures that bolster the progress of some students while impeding the progress of others.
Next, it should be noted that all participants from the CRE not only know each other,
but they were friends and activists on campus and they remain, friends, even today.
Additionally, although I did not volunteer this information myself (I did not attempt to
conceal it either), each participant was aware that the other three participants took part in the
study as well. These participants attended Eastern during a four-year period beginning in
1968 and ending with the graduation of a participant in 1973.
It is noteworthy that the range of attendance for the 21st century students, however, is
much wider. Two of the participants arrived on campus in 2002 at the start of the 21st
century. Both graduated before the end of the decade, whereas the other two participants
arrived after the start of the second decade of the 21st century. The latest year of graduation is
2018. Unlike the short range of attendance by the CRE participants, the range of attendance
for the 21st century students was vast, yet the experiences of those students are similar. Such
discovery speaks to the long-range impact of federal and institutional policies and practices
on the experiences of black students.
Finally, the experiences of individual students at any higher education institution are
unique and their personal experiences are not completely synonymous with those of other
students, even students of the same race or ethnicity, gender, age, etc. The qualitative case
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study allowed for my in-depth access to the experiences of the eight study participants. The
experiences of these participants allowed for a greater pool from which to extrapolate
thematic elements. Their educational experiences enhanced my research as they provided
explicit, prolific details of the direct or indirect effects of federal education legislation and
institutional policies and practices on their overall college experiences.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
Nothing is known to human beings except in the form of something that they may indicate or refer to.

— Herbert Blumer

Overview of Participants
The Civil Right Era (CRE) participants attended Eastern as the Civil Rights Era drew
to a close and unrest at America’s universities ramped up. Before the passage of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, a college education was outside the grasp of students who could not
afford to pay for it or who did not earn a scholarship to fund it. For many black students of
this era, a college degree would remain nothing more than a dream unfulfilled. Black
collegians who could afford the cost associated with college attendance were more often than
not members of “the black elite” (Rogers, 2012b) or middle-class blacks who believed that
any sacrifices that the family needed to make to fund their children’s college education were
worthy sacrifices (Rogers, 2012a). The Higher Education Act (HEA) of 1965 afforded
opportunities for working-class families to send their children to college, thanks in part to the
expansion of federal financial aid programs. The four CRE participants are among the
earliest black beneficiaries of this Act.
The 21st century (21C) participants attended Eastern Michigan University (EMU)
during another pivotal era: the turn of the century and the start of a new millennium. While
they did not witness the social and political tumult experienced by the CRE participants,
some of the individual experiences of the 21C participants mirrored those of the CRE
participants 50 years earlier. That is both fascinating and troublesome at the same time. Also
like the CRE participants whose views about higher education attainment were heavily
influenced by their family and friends, the 21C participants as well credited familial and peer
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influence for their college attendance and completion. This group relied more heavily on
student loans than did their CRE predecessors to pay for college, perhaps because in the late
1960s federal financial aid was still in its infancy, but also like the CRE participants, the 21C
students were student activists and student leaders at the forefront of issues affecting them
and other black students on campus. The following are brief summaries of the participants.
Participant Summaries
Jocelyn Harris
Born and raised in Detroit’s Black Bottom community for the most of her childhood,
Jocelyn attributed her strong activist ties to her grandmother, a block club leader who
advocated for all Black Bottom residents, owners and renters alike, to receive compensation
to move when the tightknit community was razed to build the I-75 freeway. Jocelyn was
taught at a young age that caring for her fellow human being is “part of our culture.” At
Eastern, she was a student activist who took part in the takeover of Pierce Hall on February
20, 1969 to protest the lack of representation of and support for Eastern’s black students. She
also spearheaded, as a member of Campus Service Corps through the Office of Religious
Affairs, breakfast, and mentoring programs for children and their families on the south side
of Ypsilanti. Jocelyn arrived at Eastern in Fall 1968, and she graduated in December 1971.
She is a retired teacher of the Detroit Public Schools system.
Dr. Mable Jones
By the time she graduated high school, both of Dr. Mable’s parents had passed away.
She credits her older brothers and other male relatives, in addition to her sister-in-law, with
helping her to graduate high school and complete college. She is an alumna of the Upward
Bound program, a pre-college program for first-generation college students implemented as a
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result of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Dr. Mable was also one of the first black students
at Eastern selected to participate in the student exchange program; she spent a semester
studying abroad in England. While her older brother summoned her home during the melee
of the takeover, Dr. Mable was a key planner of the event. She arrived at EMU in Fall 1968
and graduated in April 1972 with a degree in special education. However, she never became
a school teacher. She instead served, in addition to other roles, as the director of the Wayne
State University’s Upward Bound program of which she was a student years before.
Robert Smith
Robert’s journey to EMU was unconventional. He had never before considered
himself college material, so he attended a vocational high school. After his high school
graduation, he accepted a job at a company where he had planned to build a career. After all,
his older brother, Johnny, was slated to be the first college graduate in the family of seven
sons. He even enlisted in the Navy as a medic to help fund his undergraduate and medical
school education, and he was subsequently stationed in Vietnam. However, Johnny never
made it home, and his brother’s tragic and unexpected death altered the trajectory of Robert’s
life.
Despite his father’s protests, Robert quit his job and headed to EMU. He arrived on
campus in Fall 1968, a year after he graduated high school and a year after the Detroit
Rebellion, which he claimed “played a critical role in the radicalization of a lot of us.” Robert
is the face of the takeover of Pierce Hall. He was one of the students arrested for his
participation in the incident. He graduated from EMU in December 1971 with a degree in
History and Graphic Arts. He has held various roles in historical education at higher
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education institutions and the Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History in
Detroit.
Floyd Walton
As a teenager, he had a front-row seat to the Detroit Rebellion of 1967. When he
heard the most deafening sound he had ever heard in his life, Floyd ran in the house as fast as
he could; as he and his family looked out the window, they saw the National Guard tanks
roaring down Euclid Street. After the Rebellion, Chrysler Corporation recruiters set up shop
in his high school, Northwestern, and he was offered a plant job on the spot for after he
graduated. However, Floyd had plans to attend college just as his older cousins in his large
family had done before him, and he respectfully declined the job offer. After being placed on
a waiting list for student housing, he arrived on Eastern’s campus in February 1969 with the
dorms bursting at the seams and construction projects abound all over campus.
Although he had just arrived on campus during the takeover of Pierce Hall, he was
not present because according to him, “I didn’t know anybody on campus, didn’t know
whether I could trust them or not. However, after I saw what the issues were, then I sort of
jumped in a little bit after that.” Thereafter, he campaigned for and ultimately won a seat on
the Student Senate, playing an integral role in negotiating with Administration the list of
demands for black students. He graduated from Eastern in April 1973. Floyd is a retired
History teacher for the Inkster Public School and Westwood Community School districts.
Ebony Baxter*
With a passion for fashion and visual arts, Ebony was very clear about her selection
of major. She had planned initially to major in Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising,
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“fashion design essentially,” but her decision to enroll in an elective African American
Studies course altered the course of her educational aspirations. She could not select African
American Studies as a minor in conjunction with the Apparel, Textiles, and Merchandising
major, so instead of foregoing the African American Studies minor, she changed her major to
Art in order to declare African American Studies her minor. She stated: “It definitely
changed my views about myself, my peers, and my classes.” Ebony, who is the younger
sibling of college graduates, arrived at Eastern in Fall 2013, and she graduated in April 2018.
Jennifer Simon*
Her mother was an alumna of EMU, and her mother was adamant that Jennifer would
attend her alma mater as well. Jennifer had dreams of attending Spelman College in Atlanta,
and she admits that she came to Eastern “kicking and screaming.” After her mother’s death
during her senior year of college, Jennifer struggled to complete her college course work
while supporting her younger sister, then a college freshman. Despite the many challenges
that beset her, Jennifer finished college six years after she arrived at Eastern in Fall 2002. She
graduated in April 2008 with a degree in elementary education. However, she didn’t work as
a teacher. She instead returned to EMU the next fall to pursue and earn a master’s degree.
John Nelson*
Up until the second semester of his freshman year in high school, John was enrolled
in special education classes, but he always had hopes of becoming a Morehouse Man. His
high school guidance counselor told him that he should not bother applying to Morehouse
and that he should focus on colleges “that you’re guaranteed to get in.” She then persuaded
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him to apply to Eastern and promised to waive the application fee. John followed his
counselor’s instructions begrudgingly, and despite being accepted without conditions, he held
out hope until the eleventh hour that he would be able to attend the college of his dreams.
However, John’s parents could not afford to pay for college, so his father signed Army
National Guard enlistment papers for John because he was not yet 18-years-old when he
graduated high school. His military enlistment made college attendance at Eastern possible,
and in late July 2002, he drove to Ypsilanti for the first time ever and became an EMU
student. He graduated in April 2007 with a degree in History. He also completed his Master’s
degree at Eastern.
Anthony Robinson*
Anthony’s path to EMU studentship was unique. He was enrolled at Saginaw Valley
State University for the first semester of his freshman year, but after EMU’s track coach
expressed interest in offering him a track scholarship at EMU, the decision to transfer from
Saginaw Valley to Eastern Michigan in January 2012 was easy. However, shortly thereafter,
the coach who recruited him “got fired on a Friday and [he] ended up getting cut from the
track team the following Monday.” Despite his father’s encouragement to return home,
Anthony remained at Eastern, for during that same semester, he had enrolled in a course in
the African American Studies Department, and he insisted that the “department truly saved
my life.” While walking to the Financial Aid Office to discuss his funding options, he saw a
sign outside of the ROTC Building that caught his attention. He went inside and, on the spot,
he enlisted in the Army National Guard. Anthony graduated from EMU in April 2016, but he
remained at the university to pursue a master’s degree and graduate certificate concurrently.
*Pseudonym
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Theme I: College as a “Great Expectation”
The literature on the familial influence of college students to persist is vast (Nora &
Cabrera, 1996; Eimers & Pike, 1997). Thus, the influence of family and friends on black
students is great as well (Tierney, 1999; Guiffida, 2006; Harper & Quaye, 2007). All eight
participants credit such influences with their decisions to attend college.
Getting there and staying there. When asked if college attendance was a personal
choice or if it was expected of her, CRE student Jocelyn Harris stated with assurance: “It was
really expected. I’ll use that word. It was a great expectation because my mother had gone to
Wayne State…the expectation was that I go to school.” She detailed the pressure of setting a
good example for younger family members. She said: “I’m the oldest of all the grandchildren
and so during that time, the oldest child really set the tone for the rest of the children, so it
was a lot of pressure on me to perform well in school.”
Like Jocelyn, other participants credited their family’s influence and expectations in
their decisions to attend college after high school. For CRE student, Mable Jones, her
extended family set the tone for educational excellence. She stated:
I had aunts and uncles on both sides that had graduated from college and were
teachers and I had a cousin who had graduated from college, so it wasn’t like I was
the first one whereas with some of the other kids, they were the first person in their
family to go to college. It was already ingrained that I was going to college.
Alternatives to college attendance were never discussed in Mable’s family, nor were such
conversations necessary. When their parents passed away before Mable graduated high
school, her older brothers made the necessary provisions while she was still in high school to
ensure her college access and readiness. She enrolled in the Upward Bound program.
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Floyd Walton’s extended family and church congregation expected him and other
high school graduates at the church to excel academically as well. According to Floyd,
The oldest of all of my probably fifty cousins [set the standard]. When you have ten
grown kids, they all produce four, five, six each. What we do is look to whoever was
achieving the most and that was the role model. That was the one we wanted to
follow, pretty much. That was the person we wanted to try and be like. And also, I’m
Pentecostal now, but I was raised CME Methodist. In that church, there was never a
question of are you going to college. The question was what college are you going to?
It was just an assumption that you were going to go to college.
When asked about where his family’s affinity for education derived, he replied: “Family of
folks growing cotton and other crops had an appreciation for education.” He then recounted
that his maternal grandmother had served on the board of a one-room schoolhouse in
Alabama. She purchased with her own money a brass bell for the teacher to ring at the start
and end of each school day. In his family, the legacy of education is rather pronounced.
Like Floyd, Ebony Baxter comes from a family of educated individuals. She asserted:
“I am the youngest in my family, so my brother and my sister went to college and got
degrees and so I just expected that that was the route I would take…college was the
expectation.” Although she acknowledged that college cost was not discussed much in her
family, college attendance and completion were the standard. Her friends, however, played
an integral role in her decision to attend Eastern specifically. Ebony stated:
I had two friends who had went here previously that were from Saginaw that I saw
were doing well. And other than that, my roommate, I was going to know her as well.
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We went to school together, and so we had decided to room together. So it seemed
very close-knit. I liked that.
She indicated: “I wanted to be far enough where I could have a decent college experience,
but close enough too if anything was to ever happen or I needed my family.” EMU
attendance afforded her that opportunity.
Jennifer, 21C participant, shared that her mother set the academic standard for both of
her daughters. She was determined to ensure that they received a college education. A
graduate of EMU on an ROTC scholarship, Jennifer’s mother selected Eastern for her oldest
child. Jennifer remembers vividly attending football games with her mother at the Rynearson
Stadium. She was quite familiar with the university. But Jennifer had other plans for college.
She reminisced: “I originally wanted to go to Spelman and then I wanted to go to
Michigan…and my mother told me that I was going to Eastern Michigan University because
she went to Eastern Michigan University.” There was a silver lining in her decision to attend
EMU. “It also helped that the guy I was dating was going to Eastern too,” she added. Like
the aforementioned participants, family and friends had a strong impact on her decision.
Two male participants, Robert Smith (CRE) and Anthony Robinson (21C), not only
received little encouragement from family members to continue their education beyond high
school, but both also received a level of dissuasion from their fathers. Robert stated that
“there were seven boys in [his] family” and his father, who had an eighth-grade education,
worked at a Chrysler plant, and “the factories would be closed down for a period time, so
money was always—it was always a struggle.” Robert’s brother, Johnny, older by just one
year, dreamed of becoming a physician, and he possessed the intellectual capital to bring that
dream to fruition. As a result, the family supported Johnny’s collegiate aspirations and they
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supported his decision to enlist as a medic in the Navy to pay for it upon his discharge from
the military.
About himself, on the other hand, Robert shared that his parents recognized that he
“was not college material,” so his mother enrolled him in one of the top vocational high
schools in Detroit. He stated: “I went to Wilbur-Wright, was very successful in high school,
and became a draftsman.” His brother’s tragic and unexpected death altered indelibly his life
and his future plans, however. He insisted: “After my brother’s death, I sort of made the
decision that I wanted to go to college.” While his mother supported his decision, his father
resisted. He stated:
I had started giving my family some of my earnings to help out. I think that part of it
was that he felt that he was going to lose some of this and that finally one of his sons
had graduated and he could start getting some money. Eventually, I would have left
home anyway. But he felt that I should go to school at night and continue to work and
not give up this – what he called a good job, but I was determined to go to school.
After a “big fight” about this decision, Robert’s father “told [him] that if [he] quit [his] job,
[he] would have to leave home.” So Robert left home.
Anthony’s father didn’t force him to leave home; on the contrary, he hoped that
Anthony would stay home. After losing a state championship track meet, his father told him
without wincing: “You have to go to community college because you ain’t no brainiac.”
Even when Anthony secured a track scholarship to Eastern, but lost it a few weeks later after
the firing of the track coach, he called his dad to deliver the devastating news. His father
responded: “You might as well have stayed in Saginaw for that. You went all that way for
nothing.”
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Unlike their participant counterparts who received encouragement and affirmation of
their higher education endeavors from their nuclear family, extended family, and their
community networks, Robert and Anthony at times struggled academically while at Eastern.
Fortunately, they had friends whose inspiration was enough to motivate them to persist. For
Robert, it was his girlfriend. He indicated:
The other thing is that my girlfriend when I was in high school was the valedictorian
of her class at Chadsey High School and went on to Michigan. I knew that this
relationship would not last unless I went to college too. So I used to visit her and it
was after going up to U of M and being in that setting that sort of convinced me that
maybe I could go to college as well.
Rounding out the life-changing events surrounding his brother’s untimely death and his
girlfriend’s enrollment at the University of Michigan was a co-worker’s recommendation that
he read a particular book. According to Robert,
And the other thing that happened when I was at Bendix, there was a white secretary
who worked in my office where I worked at. We were both co-op students. That’s
how we got started at Bendix. One day she came in and gave me this book called Man
Child in the Promised Land by Claude Brown and said, “I think you should read
this.” I was an 18 or 19 year-old kid. So I read this book. The book had a powerful
impact on me. It was about this kid whose family had come from the South, came to
New York. It talked about his life in the streets of New York. It reminded me of me
when I was a kid coming up as a kid in Detroit, out doing what boys do in the city. He
went on and eventually became very successful and went to college and I think he
became a lawyer or something. And so I think it was my brother’s situation, what had
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happened with him, along with this book, along with my girlfriend that propelled me
to go to school.
Even without the initial support from his father, the impact that his peer network had on him
assured him that he was, in fact, suitable for college.
A friend was also the reason that Anthony ultimately transferred to Eastern. When a
high school track teammate arrived at Eastern in Fall 2011, he inquired with the track coach
about walk-on opportunities for himself. Anthony explained:
So I started off at Saginaw Valley State University. One of my friends that I went to
high school with went to Eastern and he had reached out to the track coach about
walking on, and the track coach asked him what I was doing and if I was running
track, and I wasn’t running track at the time. I was at Saginaw Valley, but I wanted to
run, so I emailed the coach and asked him what was going on and if he wanted to
meet up and talk about track. I told him what my times were and when I ran at
Eastern and then he told me that they wanted me on the team and we started the
transfer process within my first semester at Saginaw Valley.
Anthony’s friend selflessly passed that information along to Anthony, information that led to
a decision that would change the course of his entire life.
It wasn’t in the cards. Although college attendance was the ultimate goal for each of
the eight participants, EMU attendance was not in the plans for seven of the eight. Only CRE
student, Mable, who never considered leaving the state for college, indicated that the former
normal college was her first choice. As a member of the Upward Bound program, she felt
equipped with the knowledge to make an informed decision about which college to attend.
She indicated:
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When I was in high school, I was in the Upward Bound program. You know that
Upward Bound is a program that helps prepare students for college. So as part of the
Upward Bound program, we went to visit many college campuses. We went to
Michigan State. We went to U of M. We went to Eastern. We went to Western.
She planned to become a special education teacher, so Eastern was an easy choice. She
commented:
When we were doing these college campus visits, I just felt like U of M and Michigan
State were just way too big for me. I needed smaller. And I had already planned to go
to Eastern because I come from a family of teachers. I have aunts and uncles that
were in education and it was a good teachers college.
Mable appreciated the intimate campus atmosphere that EMU offered at that time.
Eastern Michigan University attendance was never in the cards for 21C student, John
Nelson, however. He stated, “I didn’t even know where Ypsilanti was. I didn’t know where
EMU was. I’m from Elmhurst and I went to Detroit Central High School.” He had other
aspirations. He revisited:
I became a student at EMU somewhat serendipitously. I didn’t plan on going there.
So I originally planned on going to Morehouse, and it was cost-prohibitive for me to
do so, and so then I was going to go to Michigan State and I needed a 19 on my ACT
to get the ROTC scholarship, which is the main reason why I was going there. And
then get this other scholarship that would have helped pay for me to go there. And I
didn’t get a 19. So I had a 13 on my ACT score, and EMU accepted me without
conditions or anything.
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He explained further: “Michigan State became not an option anymore. I had two full rides:
Wayne State and EMU. And I didn’t want to stay in Detroit, so I chose EMU.”
Still, it wasn’t until a few weeks before the fall semester began that he prepared mentally or
physically to get to the college in Ypsilanti. He noted:
And so when it came down to like June or July, I had to pick a school and I didn’t
know where I was going to go. I think I went to the last – I think it was called PASS.
It was the pre-orientation program to get your schedule and everything. So I went to
like the very last session of that. I think it was like August 2nd or something. And
that’s how I decided to go to EMU. It was really at the last minute.
His final decision to attend Eastern was attributed to the very issue which prevented initially
him from becoming a Morehouse an: money. He added: “Also, when looking at it, they gave
me a full ride for the first year. I only had a 13 [ACT score], but I had a 3.8 high school
GPA.” His decision was made.
Like John, 21C participant Jennifer had dreams of attending an HBCU in Atlanta.
When her plans to attend Spelman College were thwarted, thanks in part to her mother, she
set her sights on two of the three research institutions in Michigan: the University of
Michigan and Michigan State University. Each university accepted her, but with conditions
that required specific provisions to be met to secure her admission to their institution.
Jennifer recalled: “Michigan and actually, Michigan State were trying to get me to do
summer bridge programs. I was like, ‘I’m not doing that.’ So I wound up going to Eastern
Michigan University.”
She felt that the universities placed more weight on standardized test scores and not
enough emphasis on her grade point average and extracurricular endeavors. She added:
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The thing with Michigan is I wasn’t doing a bridge program because I knew I was
smart. I had a 3.6 or a 3.7 in high school. So you had four different programs. In my
program, I was number four, I believe. In my program at the top of the graduating
class, I was number four. And out of the entire graduating class, I was like number
twenty-six or something. I had high grades, so you ain’t going to take my summer
from me, and I bust my tail. Just because the ACT scores and all the other stuff just
said that I wasn’t prepared. So Michigan State wanted me to do the summer college
program. I said I’m not doing that. Then Michigan had that. I was like, I’m not doing
that. So I had the contingent admissions stuff. I just wasn’t doing that.
That fall, she became an Eastern Eagle. She recounted, “But it all worked out in the end
because it was probably one of the most life-changing experiences ever.”
Jennifer wasn’t the only female participant who dreamed of an HBCU experience.
CRE student Jocelyn desired to attend a black college as well. She recounted:
I graduated from Cass Tech in Home Economics—Health and Welfare, and I wanted
to be a teacher. I really wanted to go to a black college. My mother would not let me
go. My mother said, “No way because there’s no need of you going to a black college
because you’ll essentially come back home and have to go back to school again.” She
didn’t feel like the colleges there were accredited like the level of ones in the North.
So reluctantly I went to Eastern because it was a teachers college.
In many ways, Jocelyn’s decision to attend Eastern unenthusiastically informed her entire
college experience. With a tone of defiance in her voice, she confessed: “I often said that I
was rebellious when I was in college because I really wanted to go to a black college, so
Eastern was not my choice. So I gave it, but not my all.”
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It was his spirit of optimistic defiance that emboldened within CRE student Robert
the conviction that college attendance would be in his best interest. He was not exactly sold
on Eastern as his first choice, though. He acknowledged:
I had played football in high school and my ex-high school football coach was
instrumental in getting me a small scholarship from a black organization in
Detroit…called the Varsity Club. And they gave me a $250 scholarship…and so I got
this scholarship through my coach, Patsy Pantano was his name. And the guy who
gave the scholarship was instrumental, a guy named Noah Brown. He worked at
Wayne State University. He was involved in working with young black men and so
forth. So with that money, I had actually applied to go to Wayne State, but was not
accepted and Eastern accepted me.
He added: “At that time, tuition at Eastern was $250 for the whole year.” Although he had no
idea how he would remain at Eastern, he at least overcame the financial and parental
protestations of just getting there and staying there.
Robert acknowledged that college was a struggle for him. His perseverance is what
allowed him to persist. He admitted:
It was touch and go that first year, but somehow I survived and I was able to. And I
wasn’t really what I called college prep. I had gone to a vocational school, so
adjusting to college academically was fairly difficult. There were no support
programs or tutorial programs or anything like that. So I basically survived on my
own tenacity.
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He added: “My spelling was poor. My grammar was very poor, so I didn’t have those
essential tools…I basically taught myself how to become an excellent writer after I left
college.”
Before he arrived at Eastern, 21C student Anthony regarded college attendance in
general only as a means to an end. As a track athlete, he realized that he needed to get to
college if he expected to continue pursuing his passion. He confessed:
My mindset for college was literally to play sports because growing up, that’s all I
knew. You went to school so you could play sports. And in Saginaw, they don’t really
push you to be a scholar or to use your brain as a young black man. Your significance
is based off of what you can do physically…so my whole mindset for going to
college was so I could run track, and if I got a degree, cool, but the main thing was to
run track.
And although he expressed love for and devotion to his hometown, he was not offered a
scholarship at the local university, even though he knew the coach well and “went to church
with him and everything.” He added:
I’m from Saginaw. I wanted to stay in Saginaw. I’m committed to the city and I
didn’t want to be like a lot of people in my hometown who would leave, get an
education, and never come back. I wanted to stay in Saginaw and get my education
there. I was already coaching track and football out there. And I was mentoring kids
out there, so I didn’t want to leave that to go somewhere else, but the track coach at
Saginaw Valley didn’t want to give me a scholarship to run.
When broached further about whether he would agree to walk on at Saginaw Valley since he
loved the sport, Anthony was very assured in his reply:
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No, he wanted me to walk on, and I wasn’t going to do that without some form of
tuition reimbursement or something. And he wasn’t giving me a scholarship, so I said
I’d rather go to Eastern since it’s a Division I school and earn a scholarship and be a
walk-on than be at Saginaw Valley where I’m from and run for free.
It’s no surprise, then, that he seized the opportunity to accept the scholarship offered by the
track coach at Eastern. He refused to compromise his convictions.
Also unwilling to compromise his conviction was CRE student Floyd Walton. His
unwillingness to do so impelled him to change his plans to attend Kentucky State University,
the institution he hoped initially would become his alma mater, after the institution modified
its admission requirements. He indicated:
Kentucky State was Plan A. Plan B was EMU. So a bunch of students had gone to
EMU from Northwestern the year before. A bunch had gone down to Kentucky State.
Well one of my friends...got kicked out of Kentucky State for his participation in a
protest. The reason I chose not to send in the other information, the letters of
recommendation and transcripts and everything, is that I felt like I felt it isn’t a good
choice for me. Eastern would be a better choice.
He participated in a protest at Highland Park Community College where he took classes
while he was on Eastern’s waiting list for housing. He stated: “I got the impression that they
were going to be extremely hard on anybody involved in any kind of protest…but protest
was just something that was around me.” Because he refused to relinquish his constitutional
right to protest, Floyd decided against attending Kentucky State.
Hoping to attend art school, 21C student Ebony primarily never considered Eastern as
a viable option. Because her family never addressed head-on the cost of college in general or
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art school in particular, Ebony learned soon enough that she could not afford her first three
schools of choice because of the cost. When her friends suggested that she apply to Eastern
where they planned to attend, she applied and decided to attend because of the scholarships
offered to her. She asserted: “I didn’t plan to go here. I knew a lot of people who went here
already and EMU gave scholarships, so that really drove the force to get me here.”
Counting up the cost. The cost of college was a burden for all eight participants. The
vast majority were required to take out student loans to pay for college, although the 21C
students relied more heavily on them than did their CRE participant counterparts, who tended
to work and used the government student loan program only as a last resort. It had only been
in existence for three years, and few students were aware that funds were available to them.
Even still, none of the participants had pre-paid or pre-planned college funds set up for them
at birth or during their childhood, nor were any of the eight able to attend college without
obtaining a work-study job or part-time job to fund their education. Despite the financial
setbacks, all eight participants remained undeterred. Their perseverance is a testament to their
resolve and willingness to sacrifice for their college education.
Even the one participant from the Civil Rights Era who revealed that her parents
could afford to pay for her to attend college worked as an RA to eliminate room and board
costs in addition to a part-time job off-campus to pay her other bills. Jocelyn explained:
The reality is my parents could afford to pay for me to go to school. Both of them
worked and my father had a desk job with Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad Company,
and so during that time, I never experienced them not having money. They weren’t
rich, but they were able to buy a new car every year. They were able to buy the house
that we were living in. And they were able to afford to send me to school.
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The help of her parents, however, did not stop Jocelyn from seeking out employment
opportunities to help lessen the financial burden on her parents. She added:
I’m very independent and I didn’t want my parents to spend all their money, so I
sought our opportunities when I went to Eastern. I became an RA, so my room and
board was paid for. I think I did that, maybe, my sophomore year because I spent a lot
of time being a resident advisor.
In addition to her RA post, she worked for the extension center of Michigan State University
in Ann Arbor. She said: “I was a program assistant, so I had two incomes. That really helped.
I didn’t want my parents to have to spend their own money when I could find ways to make
money for myself.”
Floyd’s parents could not afford to fund his college education out of pocket, but even
if they could, it is unlikely that they would because his “daddy would pinch a penny until it
screamed.” However, they elicited the financial support of their kin network to get him off to
a great start. He expounded:
I put on my red cap and went to relatives’ house, from door to door handing them my
graduation announcement, and when I was finished, I had collected about $600 from
relatives. Now put that in perspective. Put an extra zero behind it. It’s like some kid
today getting $6000. That was enough to pay room, board, tuition, and books for my
first semester at Eastern. And I also had the money that I had saved, the little bit that I
had saved. I worked work-study jobs. I worked every summer. When I graduated in
’73, I had accrued in the sum of student loan debt $2000.
Because his family and community placed a premium on higher education, they supported
him without reservation.
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Mable enjoyed the same level of familial support, a welcomed gesture since her
parents’ passing had the potential to make her educational journey more financially complex.
Fortunately, her brother and sister-in-law explored many financial options and enrichment
opportunities for her in preparation for her trek to college. She stated fervently:
I am very proud when I say this – well, the price points were different – at the end of
four years, I owed $800. And the only reason I did a student loan for $800 was
because I was an exchange student in England and I didn’t want any expenses for my
brothers. Nonetheless, that’s what I owed, about $800 from that one student loan
because I had scholarships. My freshman year was pure scholarships because I also
had a scholarship from the Urban League. I had all these little [scholarships], plus the
financial aid package from Eastern, and I lived in the dorm.
Like Jocelyn, Mable pursued her options to cut costs, the help of her family
notwithstanding. She explained further:
And I had a job because Mr. Jeffries got me a job. So from my sophomore year on, I
was a resident advisor, so the room and board thing was like a non-issue, so I just
needed my tuition and book money. And my scholarship pretty much took care of it.
As long as I stayed on the Dean’s List, the scholarship was good. And then I worked
every summer.
By exploring all available opportunities, Mable graduated from Eastern with very little debt,
thanks to work-study, her position as a resident advisor, and her scholarship.
A scholarship is the reason that 21C Ebony decided to attend EMU, ultimately. With
no plan in place to pay for her college education, the Emerald Scholarship made Eastern the
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most practical choice for her. When asked how she learned about the Emerald Scholarship,
she stated:
I don’t necessarily know if I heard about it. I think with test scores and things like
that, it was a financial scholarship, so to speak. Usually, I see a lot of students who
come into Eastern and get the Emerald Scholarship, so I think with your application
and things like that, you’re allowed to get it. It covers a nice chunk for, I believe, for
two years. And then you can apply again. So it works like that.
When questioned about how she supplemented the remainder of her education, she answered:
“Financial aid that consists of loans, grants, scholarships, and out of pocket.”
Jennifer relied on student loans to pay for college as well. Unlike Ebony, who was
lured to the EMU by the Emerald Scholarship, Jennifer stated: “I went and I didn’t have a lot
of scholarship money. I just went. It was in state, down the street. I ain’t know nothing about
no Legacy Scholarship, so I never got [it] although my mother graduated.” Though she had
reservations about taking out student loans initially, she ultimately did. She shared:
I did try to get additional scholarships and I think I got a couple once I got here. I did
because my mom had changed jobs. I had got grants and stuff like and I just took out
loans. Because I saw it as an investment in me and I knew that I was going to finish. I
knew I was going to finish. It didn’t bother me to take out student loans.
She also indicated that her aunt assured her that “either you can have a lot of credit card debt
and have nothing to show for, or you can have debt for a degree that’s going to advance your
life. And they can never take that away from you.”
Although Jennifer is not concerned at the moment with her student loan debt and
further declared: “Even now, I got student loans for this Ph.D. program and I’m totally okay
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with that because, by the time I’m done, with this salary, I’m going to pay them all off
anyway,” Ebony, however, feels oppressed by the weight of her student loan debt. She
specified:
I think I understand the gravity of it way more now than actually being in it. I think
with financial aid and loans that that kind of sells you a little bit, you know, you’re
going to get this money, you can get it now and that will cover your semester. And
you don’t really see that until you owe the school back or you owe a loan back.”
She currently owes about $50,000, and she “essentially plan[s] to do it by working and
producing enough art to pay that off.”
CRE participant Robert had no student loans after he graduated, but he’s not certain
how that was the case because, according to him, “Yes, I think I applied for loans, but
somehow the government never”—He paused with a smirk before continuing—“They
disappeared.” In a more serious tone, he clarified: “I never was worried about paying loans
back or maybe I paid some of them back and it wasn’t as much as it is now, but I was never
was saddled with student loans.”
He could smile about it presently as he reminisced, but his circumstances were far
direr and his attitude far less lighthearted 50 years ago when he first arrived on EMU’s
campus with little emotional support and even less financial support from his family. He was
on the brink of homelessness after his freshman year before someone threw him a lifeline. He
expressed:
After I had finished my first year, someone had told me about, I’m not sure of how I
became aware of it, but I found out about financial aid, and I went to see…a financial
aid officer named John Jeffries. I went and told him my story…about how I got to
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college, what I was doing, how I was in the football program, and he looked at me
and said, “I’m going to have to get you some money.” And he arranged – I’m not sure
what he got for me, and I still don’t remember. Whatever it is, he was able to get me a
grant or something or another that allowed me to stay in the dorms the next year.
Without the guidance and support of John Jeffries in the financial aid office, Robert might
not have stayed at Eastern and earned his degree. Mr. Jeffries was just the resource that
Robert needed at the time.
The two 21C male participants tapped into less conventional, but altogether more
lucrative financial resources. These students determined that enlistment in the military would
provide the means for them to not only serve their country, but also to pay for their
education. John’s decision to enlist was solidified with the blessing of his parents “because
[he] grew up in a poor family.” He said:
And so I knew my parents didn’t have any money to pay for anything for school, but
my dad said he was willing to get a third job and I didn’t want him to do that. So I
joined the Army right after I graduated before I turned eighteen.
He requested a delayed enlistment to acclimate to college life, but before the end of his
freshman year, he was shipped out to basic training for four months.
John is just as proud of his military service as he is his education, for the former
provided the opportunity for him to obtain the latter beyond his freshman year. He regarded it
as a noble means to fund his college education. For his first year, he received a scholarship.
He indicated:
I didn’t get one scholarship to pay for everything. I got multiple scholarships that paid
for the full amount. I was the salutatorian of my class, so I got a salutatorian
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scholarship. I got some black something scholarship and then the Pell grant and then
some other grants. Whatever it was, I was getting a refund and I didn’t have to pay
anything and I didn’t have to take any loans out that first year. That’s what made me
decide to go there.
He still decided, however, to take out student loans for the subsequent years. “Because I grew
up poor, my parents never had any money lying around,” he shared, “It was like, ‘Let’s look
under the seat cushions and see if any quarters or anything fell out.’” He added:
But yeah, so I ended up having to take the loan out, but if I was smart, I would have
used that money for the next semester, not taken the loan out for the next semester. So
what I did was ended up taking that $2000 or $3000 that they would give me in
reimbursement because I got good grades, and I used it to buy a car. I needed a car.
He admitted, however, that with a little more discipline, he could have struggled more
financially to avoid the acquisition of student loan debt, but his mobility would have been
even more limited in college than it already was.
Anthony’s decision to enlist was more spontaneous and made with no input from his
family, but he felt that it was necessary for his educational survival. As easy as the decision
to return home and to his former job would have been, he was determined after while not to
return to Saginaw without a college degree or comparable knowledge or skills. But that
wasn’t always the case. Anthony explained:
The first semester at Saginaw, I was working at Bob Evans where I was working at in
high school. And they were actually going to make me a manager before I left for
Eastern. So that was like that was my backup plan. I’ll do this education thing. All
else fails, I’ll work at a restaurant.
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After arriving on campus, however, he developed a clarity of perspective. He denoted: “I
didn’t want to come back because I knew if I came back, I was going to come back without
any skills. I was going to come back just being another worker and I wanted to provide more
than that.”
With no scholarship or other means of funding in place, he needed to figure out how
to fund his education, and he needed to do so quickly. He continued:
I’m headed to the Financial Aid Office and I see a sign that says, ‘Pay for school.
Have a career. Make lifelong friends.’ And it was outside of the ROTC building.
Even in high school, I had this idea of full-ride or die. I’m going to get a full-ride
scholarship or join the military and get my school paid for that way. I saw that they
had it on campus, so I met with a recruiter about signing up for the military, and I did.
My first year was paid by loans. A year and a half, actually, because the second
semester I started at Eastern. I still had to do a few more things for the military
process to take effect, and then the winter of ’13, I enlisted. Well, I went to basic
training and things of that nature. He just asked me what I job I wanted to do. I had it
in my mind that this is the only way I’m going to be able to pay for school because I
had barely passed. My grades weren’t good enough to get any type of scholarship, so
I was set.
Once he was settled on campus and became immersed in his course work, he learned about
other funding sources that could potentially limit his out-of-pocket costs. As he revisited the
various strategies for securing funding to pay for college, he observed an issue that he found
to be rather peculiar, but one that he could neither prove nor protest. He explained:
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I had this running conspiracy theory in my mind. Because I started getting audited
more by financial aid once my grades started being good and I started finding ways to
get school paid for. Almost every semester, these random checks of income would
always come to me. But when I was failing when I first came to Eastern and I was
taking out loans, they never cared. When they had to start paying me for school, they
kept looking into my financials a lot more. So I always thought that was kind of
weird.
He knew that he simply had to provide the requested information to secure his funding.
However, no funding source was sufficient enough to allow him to be a full-time student
without the burden of working while he attended college. He worked numerous jobs, some
even simultaneously, just to survive. His efforts paid off, fortunately, because Anthony owes
the least amount of student loan debt of the 21C students. He beamed with pride:
Undergraduate, I got the Martin Luther King, Jr. Scholarship, and then I used
Michigan Works. I was trying to figure things out, and I was in limbo. The military
stuff was taking long. I joined Michigan Works Older Youth Program, and they
helped pay for school…so the plan was I’m going to join the military. I’ll get in debt
for a little bit, but once I get into the military, everything will be paid for. I’ll be good.
So I won’t have a bunch of student loan debt. Like even now, I’m at $18,000 for
undergraduate, graduate, and Graduate Certificate.
His tenacity, diligence, and foresight paid off in the long run. Anthony was able to minimize
his student loan load.
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Summary
Reconstruction Era education policies placed black students at a disadvantage that
were in place for nearly a century. De facto segregation dictated that black college students
attend HBCUs with white administrators and benefactors at the helm, many of whom upheld
curricula that perpetuated black students’ subordinate position in the racial caste structure
Bullock, 1967; Foner, 1988). The education at these institutions endorsed often industrial
education as opposed to liberal education. Even still, many capable black students were
denied an education at all, and they and their descendants often remained impoverished for
generations as a result (Evans, Evans, & Evans, 2002).
Civil Rights Era legislation aimed to reverse the damage caused by these racist
policies, but the failure of legislators to acknowledge the totality of the damage caused to
black families absolved them of the accountability to remedy the damage (Roundtree, 2004).
Over half a century later, black EMU students feel the impact of Reconstruction Era policies,
and many persist at PWIs despite the impact while others are more likely to attrite.
For all but two research participants, college attendance was expected. They come
from families with older siblings and cousins who had also attended college and those older
family members were role models to the younger family members. Others were influenced
by friends and significant others to attend college. Three decided ultimately to attend Eastern
because their friend or significant others attended EMU or the University of Michigan down
the road. Six of the eight participants self-identified as academically prepared for college.
Interestingly, the two students, one CRE male and one 21C male, who struggled
academically the most while at Eastern are the same two students whose fathers did not
support wholeheartedly their son’s decision to attend college as a full-time student. Only one
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student, a CRE female, indicated that EMU was her first choice. For the other seven,
attendance at Eastern was an afterthought because they were unable to attend their HBCU of
choice due to cost or distance or because they were unable to gain admission to one of
Michigan’s three research institutions without conditional status.
College cost was a concern for seven of the eight participants, and the cost was
related inextricably to their decision to attend Eastern since the institution was less costly
than their institution of choice. However, only one participant, a CRE female, indicated that
her parents could afford to pay for her college costs, and even she decided to become an RA
in her dorm and work part-time to cut costs. The other three CRE students took advantage of
work-study opportunities, including RA posts, and a few piecemeal scholarships.
Interestingly, despite the expansion of federal student loans a few years prior, this group had
little to no student loan debt after graduation. On the other hand, the 21C students as a group
relied more heavily on student loans than they did the small piecemeal scholarships they
were awarded. Not one of the 21C students was awarded a full-tuition scholarship to college
while at Eastern. Both 21C males enlisted in the Army National Guard to help pay for
college, but even they were forced to rely on student loans. The student with the lowest
amount of student loan debt, a 21C males, owes $18,000. The cost of college was a burden to
all four 21C students, despite access to numerous financial aid opportunities.
Theme II: Navigating the Racial Climate
People of other races wonder at times why black Americans tend to make subtle or
explicit racial references in their interactions amongst themselves or with others. The
questions “What does race have to do with this issue?” or “Why do black people have to
make everything about race?” are common inquiries of some people, most often whites.
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Because they make up a mere 13% of the American population, most African Americans live
their lives through a racial lens; they are reminded nearly constantly of their likeness to other
blacks or their difference from whites (Morales, 2020). This recognition is sometimes
intentional, but it can be indirect as well. Race then becomes a part of their identity, which at
times can be both consequential for and beneficial to them.
For black students at a PWI, that racial identity is even more ubiquitous. Black
students are reminded of this identity in their social interactions with their peers, their
professors, and other members of the campus community in both direct and indirect ways. As
a result, Black students must find ways to navigate the racial climate on campus. The same is
true for black students at Eastern. Participants describe how they were subject to microaggressions. Sue (2010) defined micro-aggressions as “the brief and commonplace daily
verbal, behavioral, and environmental indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that
communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative messages to targeted persons based solely upon
their marginalized group membership” (p. 5).
Three types of micro-aggressions have been identified. They are micro-assaults,
which are “verbal or nonverbal attacks meant to hurt the intended victim”; micro-insults,
which are “communications which convey rudeness and insensitivity and demean a person’s
racial heritage or identity”; and micro-invalidation, which is “characterized by
communications that exclude, negate, or nullify the psychological thoughts, feelings, or
experiential reality of a person of color” (Sue et al., 2007, p. 274). Delgado and Stefancic
(2017) added: “[Micro-aggressions], in turn, continue to inform our public civic institutions–
government, schools, churches–and our private, personal, and corporate lives” (p. 2). Even
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though the participants did not during the interviews delineate the statements made by others
on campus as micro-aggressive, such exchanges were manifest in myriad ways.
A house is not always a home. The eight participants in this study found ways to do
just that. Their housing experiences at EMU exposed many unique parallels. The participants
of this study who shared living spaces with other black students made no reference to
negative experiences or interactions with those black students outside of a single mild
annoyance recounted by 21C Anthony that his roommate “would hang out a lot and he would
come back to the dorm and lose his keys and all that kind of stuff and that was annoying to
me, but we were cool.” For example, aside from the one year he served as a resident advisor,
21C student John Nelson lived with only black roommates in the dorms and off-campus
apartments. He described this experience as pleasant and considers those former roommates
to be his friends still to this day.
Robert and Jocelyn, both CRE students, described amicable interactions with white
roommates, but even they acknowledged that their experiences were the exception and not
the rule. Robert admitted: “My first roommate was white and we got along…there was no
issue with him, not to say that there was not some of that going on on campus.” Jocelyn
described her congenial relationship with her roommate:
“I had two different experiences, daylight and dark, with people who happened to be
white, as my grandma called them. I had a roommate out of Jackson, Michigan, and
she was just so easy to be a roommate to. She was just a person, and we related
together as people.
Jocelyn made it very clear that her relationship with her roommate, however pleasant and
cohesive, was also unique and quite atypical of interracial roommates at that time.
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The same pleasantries existed neither between the other baby boomers nor any of the
millennials who shared living spaces with white students. No participants who had white
roommates maintained regular contact with those roommates once the living arrangement
ended. They all parted ways. CRE participant Floyd stated quite candidly about an incident
involving black female students in his dorm:
I think when I staying in Buell Hall, there were some black girls who had just come
up as freshmen…they were freaking out because there were blonde hairs on the sink
in the bathroom. Some black students cannot deal with a predominantly white
environment that grew up in a totally black environment.
Experiences that were either similar or identical to the aforementioned were recorded by
more than one participant. For example, 21C participant Ebony Baxter was unsure if a
housing experience she detailed was race-related or not, but she deemed it noteworthy
nonetheless. She stated:
So it was me and my roommate and then two other people, so four of us all together.
They were Caucasian. My roommate was African American. We did have an issue
and we had to go to speak to our RA, our resident advisor, about it. From my
understanding, it was something as little as a cleaning issue in the bathroom or
something where they put stuff on our side, so it made our bathroom totally
disgusting. Not sure if that was about race or not, but when it was resolved, that was
just what it was, and we kind of left it at that.
She also explained that she has heard of far more racially-charged incidents after she left the
dorms than she heard about while she lived on campus. She questioned whether the incidents
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occurred, but if the university made a concerted effort to keep the bad publicity under wraps.
She explained:
I think that I never really had an issue with race relations or anything like that as far
as staying on campus, which is problematic now in a lot of ways….A lot of things
have happened on campus. There has been an incident where something has been
written on a bathroom wall. A doll has been hung in the bathroom with the shower
with suitemates and those types of things, I don’t want to say didn’t happen, but we
didn’t – maybe they could have happened and we didn’t hear about it.
I then posed the question about whether she felt that incidents occurred more often after she
left or if current students simply hear about the incidents that she and her peers may not have
heard about. She clarified:
I think a lot of that deals with students and how we go about hearing it, so protests
and things like that. We’re making it known to where they have to tell us basically.
And a lot of those things are being exposed, so due to social media, I think that’s how
they found out about the doll incident anyway.
CRE student, Mable, served as a resident advisor every year except her first year on
campus. During that year, she had two sets of roommates. She recalled:
They had to assign me a roommate. So my first roommates were two white girls who
did not get along. They got along with me. They just didn’t get along with each other.
So we stayed together for one semester and they each transferred to other dorms with
other people. And so then once again, I was assigned a roommate, and this time, it
was a black woman, and we got along.
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These interactions made enough of an impact on the participants that they were able to revisit
them in detail for this study. Of course, these examples were subtle, similar to 21C
participant Jennifer’s recollection of her RA experiences with oversight of white female
residents. She detailed in a light-hearted tone: “Most of the white girls just did a lot of the
white girl tears. That was just all they would do. They would just cry white girl tears and you
would be like, ‘What? What’s wrong with you?’” She believed such behavior to be a tactic
that white women employ to elicit sympathy or garner attention from others. It is a tactic that
Jennifer felt would likely not work in a black woman’s favor should she utilize it.
However, such interactions paled in comparison to one Jennifer witnessed a year
before in 2003 during which two white male dorm residents put white sheets over their heads
to impersonate the costumes donned by members of the American white supremacist terrorist
network, Ku Klux Klan, and knocked on the door of a black female resident who had written
“Black Power” on a whiteboard outside of her door. She revisited:
So they got into it and had some choice words with some white boys. And the white
boys thought that it would be funny to come dressed in white sheets to their door. So
there was some conflict about that, and literally, the girls got in trouble. If I remember
this correctly, the girls got in trouble because the NAACP got involved. So the girls
got in trouble…with the university because they got into it. I don’t think they actually
fought physically, but I think there was something that happened. The girls were held
accountable for their actions, but the boys who dressed up as the Ku Klux Klan
didn’t.
She expressed frustration with the university’s handling of the incident because even after the
dust had settled, “the boys didn’t realize how serious it was. They saw no problem with
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dressing up and putting on—they literally put sheets over them[selves].” EMU’s NAACP
chapter rallied that year, joined by Reverend Wendell Anthony, president of the Detroit
NAACP branch.
CRE participant Jocelyn lived harmoniously with her white roommate for two years.
Although they got along quite well, such was not the case with a white suitemate who
annoyed her, her white roommate, and their black suitemate. She recalled:
At that time, we were living in suites. So you had a suitemate, and my—I just got off
the phone with Barbara—Barbara, we were raised together on Sheridan and we both
went to Eastern. She lived as a suitemate and she had a roommate who was terrible!
She was stereotypical of how white people who think that they’re privileged, that
they’re better than we are. We had set up a scenario where all of us took turns
cleaning up our common space, the bathroom, and this girl never took her turn! And
she had an attitude like, “Why should I be expected to do that? That’s beneath me.”
So we all three had a problem with her and needless to say, she soon moved out. They
just moved her out somewhere else.
Such racial insensitivities on campus are not as uncommon as one would imagine,
even in the 21st century. The housing experiences of CRE participant Floyd and 21C
participant Anthony nearly mirror each other, although they occurred 50 years apart. One
could contend that, because of mildly bigoted or blatantly ignorant statements uttered by
Anthony’s roommate and suitemates, Anthony’s experience in 2013 could be regarded as
much harsher than that of Floyd’s in 1969. Floyd summarized:
I stayed in the dorms the entire time I was there. When I first came up, they were
overcrowded. Even though they put me on the waiting list, they were still
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overcrowded. They had in some cases, five men in a four-man suite. They put me in
this one suite. I was sharing a room with one guy. The adjoining room had three guys
in there. And all four of them were from downriver, from Wyandotte.
When asked about the race of the roommate and suitemates, he stated with a look on his face
which indicated his obvious answer of “white guys.” He continued:
The suitemates were a little more open and friendly than my roommate. But I didn’t
come up to make friends. I made a lot of friends when I got there, but that wasn’t my
purpose and I wasn’t there to make life hard for my roommates, either. We existed. I
would sleep there in the room. I would study there in the room. Very often, I’d leave
and go hang out with some of my black friends. I remember my roommate was in
ROTC, and I’d been in ROTC in high school and I helped him one time with his
brass, how to polish it up, and have everything in place right. We got along. We just
never became friends.
Floyd further explained the chasm between him and his living companions that
disallowed them from developing intimate friendships, one that he believed was centered on
race. He expressed:
Another dynamic there was I had these four white guys I’m living with, but I’m out
there on the picket lines or I’m out putting up posters about the next Black Student
Association meeting or going to and from meetings and then coming back with these
white guys.
In response to the question of whether his protests were ever a topic of conversation in the
dorm or if it remained the elephant in the room that was never discussed, he stated: “It was
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more the elephant that wasn’t discussed. I often feel like one of the mistakes I’ve made in life
is trying to enlighten white people about black issues.”
Anthony, 21C participant, remembered far more blatant racial interactions that
exposed what he felt were the true beliefs of his white roommate and suitemates. He said: “I
was the only black and I was majoring in African American Studies at the time.” He then
discussed occasional conversations with his Republican roommates about racial and political
topics. He stated that “the first conversation we had was about Milton Hall,” a 49 year-old
black Saginaw man executed by police in 2012. He continued:
He was from a city not too far from Saginaw, so he knew about it and he was going to
Delta College, which is the community college in Saginaw. He was saying that
Milton Hall should never have reached for his knife and I was like, “You can’t
surround a man and shoot him 45 times. That’s just not justified.”
When queried about whether he felt his Republican roommates ever made questionable
statements, his memory jogged immediately, and he stated in a straightforward tone: “I
remember one time they called me lazy, and I went in on them. It was just triggering to have
a white man call me lazy.” He elaborated further:
So in high school, I was invited to this Australian meet, but it was $5000. He got
invited to that same meet, and he actually was able to go. His parents helped him pay
for it. He said he did a little bit of fundraising, but he paid for it. His parents helped
him pay for it, and he did a little fundraising. And he said that I was lazy because I
didn’t want to put in the work. And I told him how much I was working in high
school. I was an athlete in high school and I was taking care of my family. I had a real
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job and was going to state championship meets and trying to prepare myself for that
and do school.
Anthony felt that his roommate could not understand his plight, yet his roommate
doled out an indictment against him based on what he felt was the roommate’s own
ignorance and insensitivity. Lazy was his selected adjective to describe Anthony, a reference
which Anthony felt carried racist undertones. His assumption was not invalid, either. Blumer
(1958) explained that as a means to assert dominance over members of a minority
population, members of the dominant group, knowingly or otherwise, perpetuate stereotypes
of the minority group. He stated specifically:
In race prejudice, there is a self-assured feeling on the part of the dominant racial
group of being naturally superior or better. This is commonly shown in a
disparagement of the qualities of the subordinate racial group. Condemnatory or
debasing traits such as laziness, dishonesty, greediness, unreliability, stupidity, deceit,
and immorality, are usually imputed to it. (p. 4)
Anthony felt that his roommate used that statement to uncover his true feelings about him as
a black man. He added further:
He grew up not so much affluent, but his parents had more money than mine. So we
would have different debates about where we came from and things of that nature.
But for the most part, we were respectful and we tried to understand each other and
we learned a lot from each other.
Curiosity prompted me to ask about his current relationship with his former roommates given
their ability to coexist despite such fundamentally different beliefs. He confirmed:
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We stayed in contact for about a year and then, I think I just broke contact with them
because they were saying stuff on Facebook that was just so out of pocket. So I kind
of just said, “I’m just done with it.” I deleted them from Facebook and I haven’t
talked to them since.
Experiences such as these may have been insignificant to the white students involved, but
apparently, the impact of such interactions for black students is far longer lasting as they
navigate a racial climate on Eastern’s campus that is according to them, at times antagonistic.
The halls of the ivory tower. If participants managed to navigate issues that they
perceived to contain racial undertones in their living environments, it should not be
surprising to learn that they felt that they were forced to navigate the same issues in other
areas of campus life. All eight participants revealed that they felt, at times, like an outsider on
Eastern’s campus or in their classes, they expressed various levels of uneasiness in their
interactions with white peers, and they felt an overall sense that they were in some ways
different from most white students, faculty, and staff.
While Eastern as a university cannot possibly be responsible for the individual
attitudes and behaviors of its community members, it indeed must own the responsibility of
fostering an ambivalent institution culture where such racial hostility can pervade or be
accountable for simply pretending that such hostility doesn’t exist. Millennial participant
Jennifer echoed this sentiment when describing new student orientation each fall. She
detailed in a frustrated tone: “We didn’t feel like outsiders until it had to do with—I’m
thinking—I hated orientation because they were just too happy. They were irritating. It was
very white-washed.”
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When questioned about whether he felt like he was welcome at Eastern, CRE
participant Floyd responded with haste: “No, but I didn’t react to most of the hostility.” I then
asked, “So you’re saying that there was hostility?” He responded with a resounding “yes,”
but admitted that the hostility was manifested by the majority as somewhat ambiguous
micro-aggressions. He then proceeded to provide an example of a micro-insult and a microinvalidation. He detailed an example of what could be described as a micro-insult:
And so the hostility—for instance, there was a black girl. There were some little
shenanigans. No black girls were nominated for Homecoming queen. There was one
black girl who was dating a black football player. She ran as a write-in candidate, and
my work-study job at the time was with the College of Business. I would go protest in
the morning and then go to my job with my blue jeans on. I didn’t care. But my job
was to vacuum the teacher’s lounge, make coffee, run errands for the dean. I’m in
there and one of the business professors—the College of Business probably has the
most racist professors of any department in the school. I’m in there and it’s like I’m
invisible with this guy saying the black girl only got—she didn’t win, but she only got
a bunch of votes because she’s black.
I wanted to understand clearly whether Floyd believed that the professor made the
statement because he was not aware of Floyd’s presence, or whether he made the statement
in hopes that it would reach Floyd’s ears. The two scenarios have very different implications,
so I inquired further: “What I’m trying to gauge is whether he knew you were there and
disregarded you or if he said it thinking that you were not there. One is blatant and
intentional; the other is ‘Oops!’” In response, Floyd stated: “I think it had to be blatant and
intentional and he was saying that so that I would hear it.” That was a marked example of a
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micro-assault. The next micro-aggression example revealed a micro-invalidation. I asked
Floyd the following question:
In general, did you feel that the experience, good, bad, or indifferent, that you had at
EMU as an undergraduate student, you had that experience because of your racial
status? Do you think that if you had been a different race, for example, that you might
have had a different experience?
He replied:
With a lot of my classes, you know, Bob was a year or two ahead of me in the same
curriculum. He was a history major, so before I’d sign up for a class—as a matter of
fact, when we were rooming together for about a year or a year and a half, we would
come back from our classes. We talked about what we learned….because I talked to
some of the black students and got their advice—and the history department tends to
be more liberal. Political science is more conservative. I had a Dr. Solomon in
political science, and his voice still burns in my head saying, “There’s no such thing
as a free lunch. No such thing as a free lunch.” He just said it over and over again. Of
course, at that time, being young, we thought the government should do this, that, and
the other. And I still, to some degree, feel that there’s a role in addressing issues.
Like most everyone on campus at that time, Dr. Solomon was likely aware of the takeover of
Pierce Hall, the events that occurred in its aftermath, and knew of the participants of the
various protests. Robert, a de facto leader of the movement and one of the students arrested
for their efforts, was Floyd’s roommate at the time, and Robert was affiliated with the black
socialist students on campus. It is not unreasonable to infer that Dr. Solomon assumed Floyd
was a socialist as well and he included the statement his lectures intentionally.
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Robert, on the other hand, did not observe the micro-aggressions delineated by his
friend and one-time roommate, Floyd. His qualms were about the greater institutional ills. He
stated:
We didn’t see the university as a sort of [individually] racist environment. We saw
the institutional racism, the structure and so that’s what we wanted to address, but we
didn’t feel oppressed, I guess, in the sense that teachers were discriminating against
us, or white kids mistreated us because we were—first of all, we were not going to let
that happen.
More than once, he stated that personally, he was not the victim of racist statements or acts
by individuals, but that he recognized the need to dismantle the structures that perpetuated
such acts by others onto black students within the EMU community. He acknowledged at
another point that although he had never experienced such misfortunes personally that his
black peers indeed have been on the receiving end of such statements and acts.
Jocelyn indicated that she was at the receiving end of both statements and acts
imparted by white peers, but she believed that a lack of diversity contributed to a lack of
understanding between black and white students. She recognized: “We didn’t have a lot of
crossover experiences, so in classroom settings, when it came to certain things like culture,
how we operate, there are differences.” This statement was in direct response to a classroom
experience in which a white student made a blatantly stereotypical statement about a group of
black Detroiters. She expounded:
I developed some securities within myself as a person, but when I went into
classroom settings, I was always kind of boisterous. I’ll say it like that because often
they had stereotypical viewpoints of black people. And I’m going to give you an
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example. Some girl gave a presentation. She had come to Detroit and taken pictures
of Detroiters. This person who did it, she took pictures of folks on the street. They
were barbequing in a barbeque pit. And in her presentation, she said, “These people
are so poor that they have to cook on the street.” So the perception of how we live
and who we are was—I spoke up, of course, to say that that was a choice. They were
cooking on the street by choice, not because they don’t have any indoor cooking
facilities.
She continued:
That little entitlement thing was something I experienced a lot at Eastern. Most of
them were poor white folks. They were middle-class or lower middle-class. None of
them, as I could see it, were affluent. But for the most part, in the class settings, they
had an attitude of superiority.
I asked her to clarify who had an attitude of superiority: students or professors. She clarified:
The students that happened to be white, which caused us who happened to be black to
be closer together and find ways of interacting and supporting one another. They
weren’t very inclusive as I can remember. I can’t remember any relationships with
people who happened to be white at Eastern other than my roommate.
When asked about the impact of her race on her overall college experience, Jocelyn
elaborated further that, in her mind, racial and cultural differences existed, but those
differences did not equate to the superiority or inferiority of either group. According to her,
“it’s different and it’s not anything wrong, but it’s different.” She added:
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And we saw them do a lot of strange things that were not—like kissing out on the
campus. I had never saw people out front kissing and hugged up. That wasn’t part of
our nature and a lot of that went on. That was kind of eye-opening to me.
Unfortunately, these few white students detailed failed to give the benefit of the doubt to
black students that black students extended to them on campus. According to Jocelyn,
They thought that blacks were in those positions not because we had earned them, but
because of the [affirmative action] policy, that we weren’t really prepared or at the
level of some of the other students. It was kind of an air of definitely white privilege
and just kind of tolerating us.
Even millennial students reported similar experiences on campus 50 years later.
Ebony’s most harrowing experiences with race occurred inside of the classroom. As
an art major, she relied heavily on feedback from her peers. She noted that when she
critiqued her classmates’ work and they critiqued each other’s work, they provided useful
constructive feedback. She stated:
Whenever I had a critique or they got to my work, it became silent. No one really
knew what to say or justify reasoning behind it. They would speak very vaguely
about my work. They’d say, “Oh, the colors are really nice or the light and shadow,”
but no history behind it. I did a piece on black women who had been killed by police
brutality, and I started it from the beginning, so 18 to very recently to Eric Gardner’s
daughter being the last. And I remember the critique being silent and one of my
professors was mad because he understood that I was the only student in the class that
was African American. No one could speak on it. I don’t know if it was necessarily a
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scary topic or what, like, you don’t know what to say, but it was very interesting
because I really couldn’t receive constructive feedback from my peers.
I was curious to know how Ebony handled this issue and other issues of racial component
that she experienced in the Art Department. I asked her: “Did you ever talk to anyone about
your experiences in the department, any other faculty member, any other student, or anyone
on-campus or off-campus?” She replied:
I talked to other students. I am very close friends with the other two students who
are African American and so, you know, we talked about it all the time. There is
another friend of mine and we basically took the same classes. So we were probably
the only two in those drawing and painting classes that were African American, but
experiencing the same issues.
I probed further about how she reconciled with the fact that she felt that she received little
to no feedback on her work because of her focus on issues affecting black people. I asked:
“You have to keep going, but what are you telling yourself about what’s happening?” She
replied:
I felt very angry and upset. I think that kind of drove me to continue, but it was very
challenging, very challenging because you’re not receiving this feedback when you
were well off into your work to kind of be like okay, well you’re saying that, but
that doesn’t mean anything. This is sophomore year, junior year where you’re
making work that you want to make, but you kind of feel that you have to make it a
certain way or in a certain manner to receive positive feedback.
Anthony experienced situations in his classes similar to those experienced by Ebony
in her classes, but he described in detail a particular incident in which he felt that his white
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classmate’s intentions to demean him were made explicit. While recounting his experience
with Dr. Knight, he stopped abruptly and said: “Oh, yes, another thing I forgot to tell you!
There’s a student, a white student I got to tell you about.” After he completed his faculty
recollection, he began:
There was a student in my writing class my first semester…he was going to be a
third-grade teacher and I was in a class where I was the only black person. We were
talking about conspiracy theories. We had to write about a conspiracy theory. I ain’t
know what a conspiracy theory was. I ain’t ever heard that word before. And I was
writing about Rick Ross and the CIA working with the Contras in Nicaragua to put
crack and cocaine into Los Angeles and a lot of black neighborhoods. And I poorly
wrote the paper. I was just going to get it done. We were doing peer edits of it, and
this dude talked about my paper so bad. He was telling me how I was misspelling
things. I didn’t know the difference between there, their, and they’re. I was literally
just writing stuff. He was saying how my research was trash. He was saying my
sources were trash. He told me that in a group.
I inquired about the number of students in the group; he explained:
There were five of us in the group. I was the only black person. He was telling the
group, “I showed my roommates this paper and we all just laughed at it and talked
about it.” And I was like, “I’m about to”—I wanted to fight him. I still had so much
Saginaw in me. I was like, “I’m about to fight him. I’m about to swing on him.”
And I didn’t. I didn’t because I knew it would just look bad.
He clenched his fists and half-smiled, half-laughed as he spoke, so the re-visitation of this
incident still affected him to a degree.
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I then asked: “So how did you accept the critique? Did you respond at all?” He
responded: “Yes, I just ended up writing the paper better.” I was more curious about his
response to his classmate’s statement, so I broached the subject more: “But did you respond
to the fact that he said that he and his roommates sat around…?” He cut me off and
explained: “I said ‘Alright, cool’ because if I said anything else, I was going to fight him. I
knew I was, so I just had to bite my tongue and just not say anything.”
He was perturbed less by the critique itself (he admitted that he did not spend
sufficient time on the essay) and more perturbed by the level of ease and the sheer
effortlessness with which his classmate, someone he did not know well, would attempt to
demean him in the presence of others. Anthony described such interaction as typical of his
interactions with white people. He credited his ability to show incredible restraint in the face
of adversity on his high school work experience as “a host at Bob Evans, which is like all old
white folks. You got to shuck and jive, do your thing so they will not be intimidated by you.”
He also credited his military experience with teaching him to use his intellect and not
his fists to solve problems. He detailed in colorful prose his experiences with his white
military comrades that taught him the pricelessness of intellect as a weapon that served him
well when dealing with white students on EMU’s campus. He set the stage:
I was the only black person in my unit. So I really had to watch what I said because
there was nobody really with me. I was surrounded by a bunch of white folks and we
always stayed in the woods and I was just paranoid about that. We were a field
artillery unit, so we stayed outside all night and would shoot off canons throughout
the night. And I remember during one of the trainings, they got mad at me because
instead of playing cards with them and talking stuff and doing the racist jokes they
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would always do, I was in the truck reading Malcolm X. And then I would be in the
truck reading Molefi Kete Asante’s Afrocentricity. I’m reading something really,
really black in their face. So I’m reading all these super black books in their face and
throwing jabs at them because they were always—I don’t drink because I was in the
military, never have, and they would always drink. I would bring them quotes by
Gandhi saying that people drink because they’re too afraid to deal with their own
decisions and stuff like that. Malcolm says this, Martin Luther says—just attack their
character with academic black sources or people of color. That was how I used to get
back at them.
I inquired: “How did they respond to this?” He said:
Some of them were like, “Yeah, that makes sense.” Because they didn’t know I was
talking about them. So it was so funny to just be able to speak a whole different
language than them and talk about them to their face and have them agree with it.
He admitted that he might have responded to his classmate differently had his military
experiences not prepared him to deal with white peers at Eastern.
Another 21C participant expressed frustration over incidents across campus that she
felt showed biases against black students specifically. She recalled:
It was one of my sorority events. We had transitioned from the [McKinney] Student
Union to the Student Center. The Student Center was built in 2006. So when they
transitioned there, we had an event one year and we had a different leader. We had a
stroll-off competition. And we were told that we couldn’t have the stroll-off
competition because “we don’t have those types of events in the Student Center.”
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And I said, “What are those types of events?” I heard it myself and my sorority
members.
I wanted to know who specifically told her that and she expounded:
Somebody in the event planning office. And I went to the VP at the time and I told
her, “Well, this is what we have.” And I submitted to her a nice little letter that said,
“These are our points and we want to have our event because we don’t know what
‘these types of events’ are, and I’m concerned that this is what students are being
told. And we would like to have our event.”
Jennifer’s headlong approach to addressing issues related to racial hostility was more than a
one-time affair. She stated: “Let me be clear: we knew that we were black and that were
some people who didn’t want us there, but those people got checked. The black students
would check you and we weren’t microwave woke!”
Like CRE participant Robert, 21C participant John indicated that he had not
experienced firsthand any isolated incidents that he could attribute to race unambiguously.
Also like Robert, John acknowledged that, in fact, he had heard about such experiences from
others, including a close friend who “went through multiple things where people accused him
of stuff that wasn’t true and all of this stuff.” He illustrated:
I had really good supportive people…but I know students. I was observant, and I
talked to students a lot who had multiple instances with multiple people. And I don’t
know what protected me from having those types of negative experiences. I don’t
know if it’s because I always wore suits to class. I always dressed up. It was very rare
that I didn’t dress up to go to class. So I did that just every day, so that might have
lent people – and plus I was a nerd. I had a book bag that was on wheels, so you
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would always hear stories about my rolling book bag. So I think maybe that protected
me because I just seemed like a nerdy person. I wasn’t going to hurt a fly.
Ultimately, he believed that he was exempt only because he appeared less threatening to
whites than his black student counterparts appeared and not simply because such a culture of
racial bias did not exist.
Racial identity and pride. All eight participants had in common a strong sense of
racial identity and racial pride. This pride was fostered in their families long before they
trekked onto EMU’s campus. All eight were proud of this identity, despite the challenges that
their identity may have caused their family members before them in society at large. This
identity shaped the experiences of all eight participants during their undergraduate years.
Some participants experienced diversity before their college years in high school and
their communities. Jocelyn experienced diversity in both settings. She explained:
“They say Black Bottom, but in Black Bottom, there were all kinds of people, all kinds of
nationalities.” She continued:
I guess I’ve always been in communities that were blended, that were mixed but
always where the blacks were the majority. Now at Eastern, we were a minority, but I
don’t know why I didn’t really notice—because we were so close.
I asked her if at times, she was the only black student in class, and she confirmed, “Many
times.” When I inquired about whether or not that bothered her or made her uncomfortable,
she stated, “When I went to Cass, it was blacks and white, and the reality is that I kind of
conditioned myself not to let that bother me.”
Robert had experience in diverse settings as well before coming to Eastern. He
explained:
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I had gone to school with white kids and Wilbur-Wright was half-black and halfwhite. It was a trade school, a top-notch trade school in Detroit. It had a great
reputation, so a lot of white kids went there. Although in middle school, it was mostly
black. In elementary school, I don’t think it was a lot of white kids. It was a few.
Other students grew up in less diverse environments and their time at EMU provided
for them their first immersion into a diverse setting. For them, the experience was very eyeopening. Jennifer explained: “Because I grew up in such a homogenous space, I actually
wanted to hear what the white people had to say. I did. I wanted to learn from them. I really
did.” Anthony stated something similar when discussing his interactions with his white
roommates whose political and racial perspectives differed greatly from his own. He said:
I learned a lot from the way in which they saw the world and the way that they argued
racism in such a palatable way. And I was always listening to understand them and
not so much to argue with them. Because we don’t understand each other, but I’m
about to live with you, and we have to work it out.
The eight participants were secure in their racial identity, they understood how that identity
informed their college experiences, and all eight aligned themselves with other black students
who shared their same sense of racial identity and racial pride. CRE participant Robert
discussed the two different types of black students on campus during his undergraduate
years. He explained:
There were black students whose parents were lawyers or teachers who had money
who were from what they called the black elite, the black bourgeoisie who maybe
couldn’t get into Michigan and ended up at EMU. So you had that group of students.
Many of them were in the fraternities and the sororities. And so there was this new
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group that was coming in because of the grant money and opportunities, and they
tended to be like Jocelyn, Mable, Floyd, and myself from working-class parents who
worked at Ford Motor Company. So you did have sort of a class, I wouldn’t call it
class division because sometimes in the black community even if you’re a black
teacher, you’re not that far from being an average black person. But there was sort of
a class difference in this new crop of students who were coming in.
The eight participants gravitated toward like-minded black students and forged friendships
and even working relationships with them.
Campus police: Friend or foe? The relationship between African Americans and
law enforcement has always been a contentious one, even dating back to the antebellum
period in the South when patrollers were charged with ensuring that slaves did not escape
bondage and vigorously hunted those bold enough to do so. Throughout the first half of the
20th century, law enforcers in places both southern and northern were proud card-carrying
members of the Ku Klux Klan or members of other white supremacist sects, eager to mete
out their brand of justice on the black powerless (Ginzburg, 1988; Blackmon, 2008). In the
latter half of the century, draconian laws and rogue law enforcement officials nationwide
targeted black and brown people specifically, resulting in their often disparate incarceration
rates and occasionally, their deaths (Kennedy, 1997; Theobald & Haider-Markel, 2009;
Alexander, 2010).
For this reason, many black EMU students regard police officials with contempt. The
same feeling is true of EMU campus police, which was comprised historically of student
officers. Marotta (2010) stated: “In 1969, the department had 12 regular officers,
supplemented by 35 student workers” (p. 5). CRE participant Robert stated: “I did have some
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negative experiences with the police at Eastern who were student police because of who I
was.” This statement was about his role in the takeover of Pierce Hall and his subsequent
arrest during the protest that followed.
The Eastern Michigan University Department of Public Safety in existence today was
established after the tumult of this period, possibly even as a result of it, but black students
continued to regard campus police with disdain, feelings predicated by interactions between
law enforcement and black citizens in their home communities. John, 21st century student,
revisited: “I have family members who are police officers, but I also grew up with this
distrust for police. It’s just embedded just growing up in Detroit and being a black man in
society.”
While only one CRE student made any reference to interactions with campus police,
three of the four 21C students discussed interactions, both positive and negative, with public
safety officers at Eastern. Like their interactions with other faculty and staff on campus,
interactions with campus police left a bad taste in the mouths of some. However, students
and public safety officials developed mechanisms to bridge the divide between them and
campus police, and for the most part, the results of such efforts were favorable for the
students. John spoke in-depth about such interactions. He stated:
I’m very black and I’m a black male, so yeah, I can’t tell you something off the top
my head one instance where I felt I was reminded I was a black man, but I lived in
this skin my entire life and my parents always shared messages of “You can’t do what
everybody else does. You have to remember you’re a black man when you go on that
campus. Don’t talk back to police. Always be nice. Don’t put your hands in your
pocket if they stop you.” So there’s a host of things I was taught. I always was on
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campus knowing that…but what I did specifically [is] I decided I would try to make
friends with the police officers so they would leave me alone. So I made friends with
all of them, like Officer Pat McGill. I never had any interactions or I don’t ever really
recall seeing any Ypsi police. I did see state troopers a lot…but I had very good
relationships with the EMU police. We would have parties and they would have to be
there. So I felt it was necessary to make friends with them to let them know that we’re
not people that they need to fear. But we had some great relationships with people
like Officer Dorsey, Officer McGill, Officer Goode…those are my favorites.
Jennifer’s experiences were somewhat similar, though her perception of the police was
slightly different than John’s. She stated:
Some people in campus police were jerks. Not all of them because we had a lot of
black police officers who were there and who advocated for us. Heck, there were
some white police officers who truly advocated for black students.
When queried about any instances of police misconduct or brutality by campus police of
which she was aware, she confirmed:
I don’t know if I would say police brutality. Would I say they got on our nerves?
They did. And then I think for me, the thing that kind of irritated me was that the
black students' events were highly attended by campus safety, but some of our events
were kind of risky, if that makes sense. So our ice breakers and stuff like that, we had
to have campus safety there.
I wanted to know if the concern for public safety was valid, prompting the need for campus
safety at events hosted by black students. Jennifer explained:
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We were having parties that sometimes we had off-campus students, sometimes we
didn’t. I just didn’t like sometimes the number of folks, but they often time they sent
the right folks to go. So they sent a lot of the black officers. The black officers were
chill. So we had that and they sent the good white officers, so even when we – and I
would say that there were probably only two of them were sketchy, but out of the
whole police department, we vibed with a lot of them because they were police
officers, but they did community policing the right way.
She then provided an example of such community policing:
The ones that were the good ones, which I think was a large majority off the
department, they just showed up to programs just because. Some of them were actual
advisors to student organizations, so they were really involved in the campus. You
didn’t see them as the police all the time because it’s like, “That’s Officer So-and-So
and they would be like, they would literally be good to us. There was one who you
would be like, “You need to leave me alone.” But for the most part, they were good.
Anthony spoke of a similar relationship with Officer Candace Dorsey from campus
police. While discussing his ties to the south side community in Ypsilanti, he hosted an event
at Park Ridge Community Center and invited Officer Dorsey from EMU police. He detailed:
We did the Know Your Rights event. We got Officer Dorsey to start coming to Park
Ridge. Officer Dorsey was dope. She was like, “Whatever y’all want to do.” So she
came in and did the Know Your Rights event and told the kids what to do and what
not to do during traffic stops, how to handle yourself and why more than one police
car will come if you are stopped, why some people are stopped, not to say that racial
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profiling doesn’t exist, but it’s not always racial profiling. Here are some other
reasons you may get stopped by the police and stuff like that.
Perhaps, the fragile, fractured relationship nationwide between black citizens and law
enforcement officials may be the reason that great care was taken by both 21C students and
EMU police to maintain civility between the two and even foster relationships with each
other. According to participants, the presence of black officers at Eastern’s Department of
Public Safety has made those attempts easier, as they have in other settings (Theobald &
Haider-Markel, 2009).
Creating community. Like black students at PWIs around the country, black
students at EMU find ways to cope with the tribulations that can accompany their minority
status. They learn to ignore the micro-aggressive statements, pretend not to notice the hostile
verbal and nonverbal gestures, and in some cases, they even go to great lengths in their
interactions with whites on campus to dispel negative stereotypes about black people (FriesBritt & Turner, 2001). Another commonality across all eight participants in the study aside
from their role as EMU alumni, their strong sense of racial identity and pride, and their ties to
activism is their proclivity to seek out and develop kinships and friendships with other black
students, staff, and faculty members on campus.
Jennifer, 21st century student, explained succinctly what other participants detailed
using various other examples. She stated:
Because there were so many black students on campus, you sort of forgot about the
white people until that event because we would all cluster up with each other. We had
different places and people had cousins and sisters. There was a considerable black
folks who were on campus.
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When asked if black students purposely stuck together or self-segregated, Jennifer clarified:
I wouldn’t call it segregation. I would call it creating community. So there was this
thing we called – so people “parking lot pimped” at the Eateries. Outside of the FYC,
but it’s the middle place they called The Commons. I don’t know what they call it
now. So what they did was they put those poles up now so you can’t stop your car,
but back in the day, the boys used to line their cars up and everybody would be out
there. So you would just meet and people would be outside of the Eateries. And the
black students primarily congregated. That’s where we found our spot and found our
community. So that’s where we created community.
The literature supports Jennifer’s assessment. Fries-Britt and Turner (2001) clarified
that such communalism is necessary to a black collegian’s survival in a majority white
learning environment. Other participants spoke using various examples about creating
community, and the role that it played in allowing them to feel less isolated on campus. Such
interaction is common within the black community and is thus common among black
students, especially those attending PWIs (Guiffrida, 2006).
Speaking about a slightly older mentor on campus, CRE participant Jocelyn
explained:
I had a mentor who was Suzette. I remember she’s older than me. I followed her
footsteps. You know how when you come from the neighborhood, your mom already
knows somebody whose daughter is at the school and she’s doing really good, so she
becomes your big sister. And she did a lot of the things that I happened to do at
Eastern. And she kind of helped to guide me a lot along the way.
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CRE participant Robert’s “big sisters” allowed him to room with them during his freshman
year when he could not afford to live in the dorms. He detailed:
I didn’t have any money for room and board, but my mother, my real mother, who
was still living in Detroit, who I still certainly had a relationship with and spent time
with, matter of fact, I lived with her for a period of time when I was going to
Highland Park Community College, she had a friend, a family friend that lived in
Ypsilanti on what they called the south side of Ypsilanti where the black community
is. And her daughters had gone to Eastern. She had two daughters. So they arranged
for me to stay with them.
Students at times became so consumed with their kin networks that they were
oblivious to the outside world around them and they used their kin networks as a cushion to
soften the sting of hostility that they reported feeling in the greater campus community.
Jocelyn stated:
I don’t even know the kind of experiences the white people were having. It was not a
real connection. We were so focused on our world and what we were doing and so I
didn’t really even – I don’t know. That’s just strange. But we were able to function
without comparing ourselves to or feeling less – I didn’t feel less than even. I really
didn’t! I really didn’t feel less than.
Millennial participant Ebony made a statement nearly identical in scope. She detailed the
challenges of being one of only three black students, all women, in her major. When I
broached the topic of similar experiences she deemed were attributed to race outside of the
department of her major, she indicated:
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I was this only black student or this black student in the Art Department, but outside I
was an African American Studies minor who hung with all the black people and knew
everybody, so I think that that really was the encouraging factor, you know, on
campus at an event or just day-to-day walking through campus.
Such interactions with students of a shared culture made Ebony gave her a sense of
belonging and a sense of acceptance on campus, a sense that she did not feel she had in her
department. She explained in detail:
I took an African American Studies course up until my minor was finished, but it
definitely changed my views about myself, my views about my peers, and my classes.
I could see a difference in taking an African American Studies course and then having
just an art course. There are three African American students that I graduated with in
art, and so that became kind of difficult moving up in that major, but without having
those African American Studies courses, I don’t think I would have noticed a lot of
things as much.
In response, I questioned: “What did you then observe that you would not have observed had
you not taken those courses?” She expounded:
I don’t think I would have stuck it out. I draw African American figures, so that
primarily is my focus and I am the only one who was doing that at the time that I was
at EMU. So I didn’t have an African American art professor. I didn’t have any peers,
so when it came time for critiques and things like that or just more information about
why I was doing what I was doing as far as drawing. I didn’t really have that outside
of the African American Studies Department. So not taking those courses wouldn’t
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allow me to be as passionate as I am about my work. It wouldn’t allow me to drive
reasoning behind it or give reference to the things and subject matter that I would use.
Community creation allowed students to feel a sense of belonging on campus, even if
that campus was at times a hostile place for them. The African American Studies Department
is where Ebony found her community. Community creation also allowed Jocelyn the ability
to become more involved in organizations on campus and the greater Ypsilanti community
and to connect with others with goals akin to your own. She said:
I remember one of my first black friends at Eastern. The reality is that when I met
her, some kind of way, we ended up going to Campus Service Corps and getting
engaged, because it looked like a little church on the campus, but finding out that they
had these cars and we could get involved. We just saw it as an opportunity. So I was
seeking out friends just like you seek out friends. You’re seeking out people that are
familiar and you have something in common with. I did a lot of that.
CRE participant Mable had a similar objective. She explained:
Well, I lived in Jones Hall and at the time, Jones Hall was right across the street from
the Campus Service Center, which was also where they had mass on Saturday. So you
just kind of got accustomed to going over there and then you started meeting people.
Because except for Judy, Kurt Hill’s deceased wife, she and I were the only two that
lived in Jones Hall. Everybody else lived all over campus. So when you look at the
core group of us that got together and did the work, none of us lived in the same
dorm. So we all met through Campus Service Corps. Of course, none of them were
Catholic, so it wasn’t like we went to church together. I don’t recall having a class
with any of them.
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They formed relationships based on shared principles, convictions, and devotion to racial
equity and social uplift.
Summary
Although some blacks with European features chose to “pass” for white after the
Reconstruction Era to gain access to white society and the benefits therein, many other
blacks with the same features touted their black heritage proudly (Kerr, 2006). When black
codes were implemented during the Reconstruction Era, race and racial identity became
embedded into the policies and practices that governed everyday life for black Americans
(Foner, Isenberg, 2016). They found ways to navigate life in a hostile society by establishing
kin and community networks.
During the Great Migration, such networks were crucial to the survival of black
families and communities in the North. Even the Higher Education Act of 1965 did not
reverse the attitudes of many whites that blacks are inferior to them (Irons, 2002; Alexander,
2010). Their behaviors, both explicit and subtle, confirmed such beliefs on Eastern’s campus
at the tail end of the 60s and into the 21st century. Because participants were reminded
constantly of their blackness and differentness by both white students and staff, they
responded with resilience and sought out other like-minded black students. Ultimately, these
coalitions helped them to persist on campus in the same manner that they helped black
Americans to exist in society.
Only one student, a CRE female, spoke of her white roommate amicably. None of the
participants who roomed with white roommates developed long-term friendships with them.
Participants from both eras even had contentious relationships with their white roommates.
Not a single participant indicated that he or she had negative relationships with a black
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roommate. The on-campus (classroom, dining hall, clubs, etc.) interactions between the
participants and white students and other white members of the EMU community were no
different than the interactions they had in their housing environments. None of the eight
participants developed long-term friendships with white peers, even those they had come to
know well throughout their college years. However, most expressed that the relationships
they had with their black peers were fulfilling and often lasted beyond college. Other
participants stated that they did not bother to seek out relationships with white peers. Two
participants, a CRE female and a 21C female, even stated that they forgot that white students
were there because they focused on the cultivation of relationships with their black peers.
They created micro-communities in the greater EMU community.
Race was at the forefront for all eight participants. They spoke openly in their
interviews about race. Race issues, which they learned skillfully to navigate, were a major
part of their college experience. They expressed frustration over issues of racial component
but spoke of them as though they are a part of the black experience in general. However, they
expressed a strong sense of racial identity and racial pride. The activism of the four CRE
students was inspired often by a desire to promote racial equity on campus and racial uplift in
the surrounding Ypsilanti community. The same is true of the 21C students. Like the CRE
participants, they identified a strong sense of racial identity and racial pride while at Eastern.
Theme III: Faculty and Staff Interactions
Faculty and administrators are crucial to the viability of the university in different
capacities, for institutions cannot function without either (Fairweather & Rhoads, 2005). If
that contention is true, then the same is likely true at Eastern Michigan University. Students
rely on assistance from faculty and staff to help them to navigate the matriculation process.
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Students’ interactions with faculty in particular have the propensity to impact their overall
college experience.
According to Kim and Sax (2009), “Interacting with faculty—whether in the
classroom, the laboratory, office hours, or other venue—is one of the key college experiences
associated with student development. Positive and close interactions and their professors
precipitate students’ favorable educational experiences as well as their greater academic and
personal development” (p. 437). For black EMU students, the impact of these interactions on
their educational lives is great. For these students, positive or racially indifferent interactions
stand out, but so do negative interactions, and the effects of the latter interactions are often
weighty, especially if those students are convinced that their race influenced that interaction
in any capacity.
An example of the former is CRE participant Mable’s recollection, or lack thereof, a
negative interaction. She stated insouciantly:
I’ve always been very vocal; I don’t remember me having to go report anybody
because that’s what I would have done…that’s just who I was. I never encountered
any of that where you had to go and talk to somebody about an instructor.
When asked if she believed that she had the college experience she had because she was a
black student, she then stated:
The only time I encountered anything that was different was in my freshman year. I
got mono and I came home for two weeks and when I came back, they told me I
should drop my classes and come back in January for the winter term and I was like,
“Nope. I can do this.” They didn’t offer me any kind of tutorial assistance or
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anything. At the time, I kept thinking that if I was white, maybe they would have
offered me some tutorial assistance.
Even then, Mable believed that the lack of accommodation worked to her benefit. She said,
“But it didn’t really hurt me because it just made me a stronger person.”
An example of the latter perspective, however, is Jocelyn who, 50 years after the
fact, still writhes at the disconnect she felt between her and EMU faculty. When I asked her
to define her interactions with faculty members, she responded without hesitation:
I can’t remember any faculty person who really was connecting to me. You know
what I’m saying? None who reached out or saw you as an exception. It was just
matter of fact. I think I always felt like I was just in the classroom to learn whatever it
was and that was it. That’s why I wanted to go to a black college. I wanted to feel like
a whole person.
I asked if she had expected a holistic experience, to which she replied: “A holistic
experience, absolutely. And Eastern did not give me a holistic experience.”
Positive interactions with Black faculty and staff. Many times over, participants
from both eras spoke not only favorably about the black faculty and staff members they
encountered and with whom they interacted on campus, but also they stressed the importance
of such people of influence in the academic lives of black students in general (Kobrak, 1992;
Darden, Kamel, & Jacobs, 1998: Grier-Reed, Madyun, & Buckley, 2008).
CRE participant Robert credited black faculty and staff with helping him to graduate
from Eastern. Without their presence on campus and investment in his success, he’s certain
that he would not have matriculated. As the face of the takeover of Pierce Hall due to his
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subsequent arrest for “inciting a riot,” he believed that his newfound notoriety on campus
was consequential in some aspects, but beneficial in other aspects. He revisited:
We did graduate; part of the reason we graduated is that we got support. What
happened is that the university did bring on some additional black administrators and
one of the people they brought on was Valmore Goings. He initially got promoted to
the Vice President of Instruction. The way I graduated was really through his
assistance. I always had an interest in history and I also had an interest in media and
graphics, so he introduced a new curriculum plan with the university called
Interdisciplinary Studies that allowed a person to take two unrelated disciplines. At
that time, you had to take a combination of related disciplines for your major and
minor. If they were not related, you couldn’t graduate. He came up with something
called Interdisciplinary Studies that allowed a person to customize their own
curriculum.
Before Goings arrived on campus, no one had expressed an interest in assisting him with his
unique career interests, nor had anyone other than financial aid officer, John Jeffries, cared
whether he completed college or not. He summarized: “Goings was instrumental in helping
me develop a curriculum to graduate. Jeffries was instrumental in giving me money to get
through school.” The support these administrators made the university environment feel less
hostile to Robert.
Robert also credited his interactions with black faculty with helping him to make it to
the finish line and further his education. He stated:
There was a professor of Speech and Communications named Bucky Buchanan who
was at Eastern at the time. He became sort of an advisor to us as well. He met with
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the university on our behalf. He became an advocate for what we were trying to do.
At that time, all the universities across the United States were developing Black
Studies programs, so they were hiring black professors and directors of these
programs, so black professors and faculty members got opportunities that they never
had before because of the efforts of students all over the country pushing for these
programs.
Dr. Buchanan was one such beneficiary of their efforts. Robert continued:
So Bucky received a job at Purdue University to become the director of their Black
Studies program through Eastern. He then had the opportunity to provide
assistantships, full rides for people to work on their Master’s. So he came back to
Eastern and offered some of us who were in the process of graduating an opportunity
to come to Purdue with a full ride, everything paid for, and work in his program as an
assistant.
Robert accepted Dr. Buchanan’s offer to join him at Purdue. He laughed as he reminisced:
I was the only black person in Detroit driving around in a Beetle Volkswagen. I left
Eastern in December of ’71, and I drove down to Purdue to West Lafayette, Indiana,
and started school in the winter of ’72. I graduated from Purdue in the fall of ’73 with
my Master’s.
Although CRE participant Mable earned her master’s degree as well, it was not at
Purdue. However, she confirmed Robert’s statements about Dr. Buchanan’s offer:
Actually, I wanted to go to Purdue. Robert and I were going to Purdue together, but I
monkeyed around and he was ahead of me anyway. And then there was a guy from
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Eastern and Robert will know all those names when you talk to him. He went to work
at Purdue, but I applied too late and they had already met their minority quota.
Mable also expressed abundant gratitude for the assistance she received from financial aid
advisor, John Jeffries, throughout her tenure at Eastern. He advised her in her freshman year
to drop a class she was not passing and re-take it in the summer after she became ill and was
sent home for two weeks to recover. Doing so preserved her grade point average and allowed
her to retain eligibility for her tuition scholarship. He helped her to secure a resident advisor
post during her sophomore year, a post she held during the remainder of her college career.
He was also her greatest advocate for the study abroad program in England. She expressed:
I think the one thing that should be noted and I don’t know how they run that program
today, but when I was selected to be on the exchange program, I was the first black
that had ever been on an exchange program out of Eastern. And I want to say that it
was John Jeffries that kind of pushed it because he goes, “She’s on the Dean’s List.
She has a tuition scholarship.” They had my brother to come up and meet with them
to talk about the program and what it meant.
Mable had established such a positive relationship with Mr. Jeffries that she touted him on
campus. She said: “I used to tell people, ‘If you’re having problems, you need to go over
there and see Mr. Jeffries.’”
Twenty-first century participants as well credited the support of black faculty and
staff with their matriculation efforts. Ebony, for example, was very clear about the impact
that her professors in the African American Studies Department had on her educational life.
She struggled to find faculty support in her declared major, Art, but she thrived in her minor
courses, thanks to the nurturing of her African American Studies professors. She described:
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The first class I had, I had Dr. Peters, and he was the most amazing professor ever.
He got me into becoming an African American Studies minor just based off of his
class. I didn’t even know any other faculty, much about the department, but I knew
when I took his class that I wanted to be a part of the department.
I then asked Ebony, as I did each participant, to describe a memorable positive interaction
with a faculty or staff member. She recounted:
Every year, they do a lot for Dr. Martin Luther King Week. And so, maybe two years
ago, they started an art scholarship. So I entered into the art scholarship. So you host
an exhibition, and they kind of rate you to win the scholarship. Dr. Woods came to
the exhibition, and he had never seen my work. So he was very pleased that I had
actually even done the scholarship and was able to win. So just having that praise and
him being there really meant a lot. That was very memorable.
Ebony is not the only 21C student who felt that way about long-time African
American Studies emeritus professor, Dr. Ronald Woods. Anthony spoke very fondly of him
as well. He articulated with passion:
Dr. Woods was the first black teacher I had since I was in first grade. He was the first
black man that I saw that was articulate, dressed nice, and was so kind. And I was
like, “I want to be like that.”
Anthony is certain that taking a class with Dr. Woods his first semester at Eastern gave him
the confidence that he needed to finish college. He explained: “It was my first class and I’m
not with any type of idea that I could do college. I’m just a stupid athlete. That’s all I am.”
He continued:
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And he would ask questions in the class, and no one would answer and he would
constantly just pick me. I would give an answer and I would get it right and I was so
surprised that I could do this, maybe. So it was that class that gave me the confidence
that I could do school if I want to. If I had not taken that class, I’d be working at a
restaurant in Saginaw.
I asked him if he ever made Dr. Woods aware of what he told had just me. He exclaimed: “I
told him that all the time. Because I literally owe my life to them and from that, I got into the
department, met everyone, and I just fell in love, and I was committed to finishing my
degree.”
Even after he lost his track scholarship early in the semester and his father urged him
homeward,
I told my dad, you know, “Nah, coming here is going to be right” because I had taken
some classes with Dr. Woods. I had already built some form of confidence that I
could do college. So I told him I’m going to figure it out. I’m going to stick it out. I’m
not going to come back to Saginaw without a degree. I’m going to figure it out.
Eventually, Anthony secured a work-study post in the African American Studies Department,
and he used his time there as an opportunity to interact with the faculty outside of class. He
stated:
I was working in the office, so I would always – every time a professor would come
in, I’m picking their brains. “What do you think about this? What do you think about
that? I’m reading this. Does this mean that? How do y’all feel about this case? How
do y’all feel about that? Was Brown v. Board a failure?” I’m asking every question
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like “How do you get someone out of office?” Dr. Woods would come in, Dr. Peters
would come in and I would ask a bunch of questions about anything and everything.
He attributed to the African American Studies faculty recognition for his success at Eastern.
He recounted:
Most of all my other professors were white, but I didn’t really try to build
relationships with them…because I had family. The department became my family,
so whenever I had questions about how something would go or how any other class
went, I would just ask the department, so I really was protected.
Jennifer acknowledged as well the positive impact of interactions with black faculty
and staff during her time on Eastern’s campus. She stated: “The black students were such a
voice. We were a force because we had people like Dean Peoples. And then we had Judy
Sturgis Hill. We had Dr. Woods. We had…” She paused attempting to remember a name.
After she stated that he was in the African American Studies Department, I asked if she was
referring to Dr. Melvin Peters. She shrieked:
Peters! Oh, they loved Dr. Peters. Yes, they loved Dr. Peters. You had those folks
who were strategically placed across campus, so even if you did feel like you didn’t
belong, all you needed to do was come across those people, and they’re going to
reassure you that you did belong.
She described how retired University Ombudsman, Gregory Peoples, made an impact in the
lives of students of color. She said: “Dean Peoples, his people all had to be culturally
competent. I think he was the dean of students, and then he went to the Ombudsmen.
Literally, he was making moves for us.” Such representation for black students at a PWI like
Eastern is crucial to the success and the flourishment of black students.
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A negative interaction with a Black faculty member. Jennifer is also the only
participant interviewed who attributed a negative interaction with a black faculty member to
race. As a matter of fact, this encounter affects her to this day, in part because she did not
expect to have such an encounter with a member of her race, especially not in the 21st
century. She explained:
I’m thinking about an experience that could have taken me out. It has left some
residue and I’m still getting over that. So in the classroom I had probably the worst
experience and one experience that just kind of overshadowed my ability to do other
things, one that I would say wasn’t pleasant. I thought that from one black person to
black another black person, this person would have been a lot better, but it wasn’t.
What happened is that I got accused of plagiarism in my junior year by a black
professor, and it was not that I miscited something. The teacher told me that my paper
was too good for me to have written it. A black professor told me that.
She recounted the details of the event down to the minute details: the visits to the professor
during her office hours, subsequent visits to the writing center for tutoring, a fresh
perspective of her essay from her assistant hall director who was an English major, and
ultimately the notice from her professor that her essay had been submitted to the department
head for review for suspicion of plagiarism.
In the end, the department head closed Jennifer’s case without incident, and he
advised her “to write your papers like that every time.” However, the damage had been done.
She stated:
Then come to find out, my line sister was in education and had run-ins with this
professor too, and this professor told her because we were students from the Detroit
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Public Schools system, the Detroit Public Schools system doesn’t produce anyone
that smart. So this is what was told to me after this person literally told me that my
paper was too good for me to have written it. You didn’t believe that I was capable of
doing it, so that has shown up for me in different ways with the imposter syndrome
because I get really, really hesitant about writing stuff. But prior to this class, you
could not have told me that I was not a good writer. I loved to write. And that
happened from a black professor.
Because of the unexpected nature of her interaction with this professor, who she described as
“kooky,” Jennifer stated that this incident was “one of the worst experiences that I’ve had on
campus.”
If the professor’s plagiarism accusation was based solely on the belief that students
from the Detroit Public Schools system lacked sufficient writing skills, she functioned as a
culpable actor of white supremacist philosophy. Lipsitt (2006) explained:
White supremacy is an equal opportunity employer; nonwhite people can become
active agents of white supremacy as well as passive participants in its hierarchies and
rewards. One way of becoming an insider is by participating in the exclusion of other
outsiders. (p. viii)
Muhammad (2015) agreed. He stated: “Minoritized [educators] are capable of reproducing
White supremacist contexts and practices that are directly oppressive toward students of
color. This oppression is an extension of systemic racism found in society at large” (p. 259).
Even black professors are not exempt from such perpetuation, unfortunately, and the impact
on black students on the receiving end of their repudiation is long-lasting.
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Positive interactions with white faculty and staff. Six of the eight participants
reported that they had memorable positive interactions with white faculty and staff. CRE
participant Mable prided herself on being smart, and she used her intelligence to her
advantage. Her most memorable positive faculty or staff interaction was with her math
professor. She recalled:
I was good in math, so in the math class, the teacher said, “You can just show up to
take the exams.” So I only showed up on exam day. I had gone all the way to
Geometry in high school. That little Mickey Mouse math class, as long as it was good
with him, it was good with me.
CRE participants Robert and Floyd both spoke fondly of Chuck Minneman, who
served as the Director of Religious Affairs at Eastern from 1960 to 1977. Numerous others
who took part in the panel discussion in 2018 to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the
takeover reacted positively when his name was mentioned. After the takeover of Pierce Hall,
Mr. Minneman aligned with the students in their efforts to serve the community on the south
side of Ypsilanti. He allowed the students to utilize the vehicles assigned to Campus Service
Corps, and they were allocated a budget, which they used to bring speakers to campus. Floyd
said:
You know, there were people who we interacted with who were just people of
character. We mentioned Chuck Minneman. Chuck was just a person who was
dedicated to doing what’s right and he suffered from the university because
eventually, they cut out the Department of Religious Affairs.
Robert’s sentiments concurred with those of Floyd. He stated:
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We really had an unusual relationship with Chuck Minneman. He was an
extraordinary human being in terms of being supportive of us. And a lot of what we
accomplished, we probably could not have accomplished without him. I think one of
the reasons most of us have always we never were really anti-white. When you find
one good person that’s white, it changes your attitude about the potentials of human
beings to be what they should be.
The participants highlighted such memorable interactions as pleasantly unexpected as these
interactions were atypical of the interactions they had with most white faculty and staff
members. But the impact of these interactions cannot be understated.
Floyd detailed a different faculty member who went above and beyond for him. At
the time, and still today, he’s not aware of the reason that this professor advocated so on his
behalf other than to state: “Some of the faculty respected us more because we fought.
Sometimes your enemy will respect you if you fight back.” He stated: “I happened to run into
him in a bookstore and I went up and thanked him for it.” He explained:
I get a note from the university saying that my grade point had fallen. And because it
had fallen, I was being removed from that six-credit class and because I was removed
from that class, and I didn’t have enough credits, I had to move out of the dorm. Now
at that point, I was so stressed and depressed almost, I packed up my stuff and started
moving home. And I get home with most of my stuff from the dorm and I get a phone
call at my house from Dr. Goldstein. He had gone over to the Records Department,
calculated my grade point average, found out that my grade point had not slipped.
At that point, Floyd had resolved to remain at home. The stress of negotiations with President
Sponberg’s cabinet over the demands of black students began to weigh heavily on him.
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Moving home was a way for him to alleviate some of that stress. However, after feeling
obligated to return to campus due to Dr. Goldstein’s efforts, Floyd said: “I packed my stuff
back in the car and brought it back up and finished up.” Floyd was convinced that Dr.
Goldstein had acted on principle, not necessarily because he merely had the time. Unlike a
Business professor who made a racist statement hoping that Floyd would hear it, Dr.
Goldstein “was a liberal person.”
Also liberal in her views was the late Ana Maria Monteiro-Ferreira, a white
Portuguese professor of African American Studies to whom Anthony referred affectionately
as “Dr. Ana.” Anthony reminisced:
Dr. Ana would come in and I would pick her brain about everything. And so I got an
education outside of the classroom being around them and I was able to develop my
questions, develop my mind, and develop a hunger for African American Studies and
the whole Afrocentric ideology because of them….to have Dr. Ana my first day
thinking “this white woman can’t teach me nothing” to just being my professed
academic mama. Last year on my birthday, me and Dr. Ana went out to eat and we
talked about Afrocentricity. We talked about going to Temple and things of that
nature.
He discussed her recent loss with a great deal of sadness, for he felt that she genuinely cared
about him as much as the other African American Studies faculty did. He revisited:
The week before she passed, we were going to schedule a time for me to come to her
office, like a few days after she passed, actually. I was going to go up there to talk to
her about Temple because we were going to establish my packet together, and she
was going to be my final letter of recommendation. We didn’t get a chance to do that,
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but we talked about Temple like four or five years ago. So that white guy who told
me I couldn’t write and really messed me up as an academic, she was a white
professor who helped me get my first publication. So she literally transformed my
perception of white folks, my perception of blackness because she called me out on
my anti-blackness. I was like, “How can she do that?” So and that’s what made me
really love Afrocentricity because she really told me how blackness is a trope of
ethics. It’s not just a skin color. You know? It’s more to that. It’s an action. It’s the
way that you see the world and you interact with it.
Anthony established an informal relationship with only two professors, both foreignborn, outside of the African American Studies Department: Dr. Joseph Engwenyu and Dr.
John Knight, “who was a white dude from the UK. He went to Oxford and everything like
that.” While he admits that he was at first intimidated by Dr. Knight, he later developed an
admiration for him. He explained:
Those were my two people that I really admired, so Dr. Knight was so distinguished
as a scholar because he went to Oxford and he was so demanding and exact on what
he wanted on his history papers that I was nervous to do anything wrong.
When he failed to follow Dr. Knight’s instructions on an assignment, Dr. Knight was explicit
in his rebuke of Anthony’s work. However, Anthony refused to give up, for he was insistent
on gaining the respect of Dr. Knight by following his instructions on subsequent
assignments. He detailed:
So after that, I was like, “I’m going to make sure I have everything right. I’m going to
double-check, triple-check everything and I’m getting an A in that class. I ended up
being his best student and me and him still have a relationship to this day. He actually
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wrote my letter of recommendation for the King-Chavez-Parks Fellowship. We got
really, really close. To even personal issues I had, I was able to contact him and just
vent. He was so more forgiving than I thought he would be. And we just have, even
now, a really, really cool relationship to the point that I would literally – because I
had a lot of flexibility with the department. I would be at work for the department, but
I would just go to his office and talk to him for an hour or two about life, philosophy,
different things of that nature. So me and him ended up being really, really cool.
Anthony appreciated that Dr. Knight was willing to spend time and pour knowledge into him
even outside of class. Anthony felt that despite Dr. Knight’s position as an Oxford scholar,
Dr. Knight truly cared about him as a person.
John was asked to recall a memorable experience with a faculty member as well. He
indicated:
I’m going to tell you a memorable experience. And this is a good experience. It was
my “come-to-Jesus” moment. The very first semester, I came to Eastern as a
Chemistry education major. I took General Chemistry, I think it was called. I had a
faculty member—and I knew Chemistry was going to be hard, but I didn’t know it
was going to be that hard. So I got a tutor and I’m going to tutoring all the time. I’m
going to class every day. This is my first semester, so I was on point. It was like the
first four or five weeks. I’m in class every day. I think we had like three or four days
a week. I had tutoring every day for that class, and twice a week, I went to the faculty
member because it was so hard, so, so hard. And after like the fifth time I went to the
faculty member and the second test that I failed, she said to me basically, “I haven’t
met a person who works so hard and still failed in my life. You are the hardest
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working person I know, so I want to have an honest conversation with you if you’ll
allow me to.” And I was like, “Okay.” And she said, “Do you really think Chemistry
is for you?” And she didn’t say it in a demeaning way like my counselor. My
counselor said it like, “You’re not good enough.” She actually said, “Why put
yourself through all of this struggle? If just the intro course is going to be this hard,
what about the rest of it?”
John’s professor then advised him to change his major to a subject that he enjoyed and one
that he could teach. At that moment, he realized that he loved history and he could be a
History teacher. Even though this conversation took place four to five weeks into the
semester, she facilitated a move to a Chemistry class for non-Chemistry majors. At that
moment, he felt that a weight had been lifted. He stated:
But that’s a very memorable experience and it was really defining because if she
hadn’t done that or taken that time, I could have dropped out because Chemistry
would have been difficult. And I’m one of those determined people. I just don’t give
up unless something snaps me into reality. I’m going to keep trying, so I really
appreciated that conversation.
For black students, such positive interactions are confirmation that faculty and staff
regard them for who they are as individuals (Grier-Reed, Madyun, & Buckley, 2008).
While the participants felt no sense of entitlement to special treatment because of their race,
such positive interactions confirmed for them that they were not being indicted by their
professors solely because of their race either. Such baseless indictments are not simply
figments of their imagination. As memorable as were their positive interactions with faculty
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and staff, participants recounted the negative experiences as though they had occurred just
yesterday, proof that the impact of such interactions can have lasting effects.
Negative interactions with white faculty and staff. CRE students Robert and
Jocelyn have memories of an English professor who treated them less than respectfully. Both
regard such ill-treatment as the result of their station as a black student. Jocelyn could not
remember most professors, but she remembers the English professor. She stated:
I can only remember one. Well, I know she was racist and that was an English teacher
in how she would critique your work, how she would speak to you. It was like they’d
rather that we really had not been there. You always had the feeling that if you were
there or not there, it wouldn’t make a difference. You weren’t anything special. And
you didn’t really feel any connectivity. There were classes where I didn’t feel really
any connection to the person that was teaching. It was more of a subject being taught
and not really caring about the whole person.
Robert made a similar statement. However, unlike Jocelyn who felt that the disconnect she
felt between herself and her professors was indeed racially motivated, Robert was more
willing to give his professor the benefit of the doubt for her perceived bigotry. He described:
I was ill-prepared to go to school, to go to college, and just writing a paper was
difficult for me. I didn’t really have the tools and I think the English teacher I had
recognized that and really maybe tried to discourage me from staying in college.
I then reiterated what he stated. I asked, “That happened?” He said:
Yes, that happened. And when I think about it, I don’t necessarily hold it against her.
She just recognized that I was not college material and had not been prepared to do
the kind of writing because college essentially is reading and writing.
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I asked him to be as open and direct as possible about the conversation that took place
between him and his professor. He continued:
I just remember the assignments I was given to write. My writing was probably very
poor and at that time, the approach was that either you had it or you didn’t have it.
Either you have to come prepared. They were not necessarily teaching students how
to write. My spelling was very poor. My grammar was very poor, so I didn’t really
have those essential tools.
I probed further about Robert’s perception of the interaction between him and his professor. I
wanted to know whether or not he felt that the interaction was racially motivated. I asked:
Just so I’m clear, do you think that if, and this would just be your opinion because we
don’t know for sure, if you were a white student with the same skill level that you
had, do you think her approach to that student would have been the same as it was to
you? That maybe you don’t belong here, maybe college is not for you?
He replied:
Well, it’s difficult to speculate on something like that. Maybe she could have had that
attitude towards a white student as well. I’m not certain, but I’m almost certain that
because I was black and there was the perception that black kids are not up to par that
it was quicker for her to draw that conclusion. I can say that with some certainty.
Neither Jocelyn nor Robert could confirm without a doubt that the interaction they
had with their English professor was not racially motivated. CRE student Floyd grew weary
of constantly trying to feel out his professors to determine if he was being graded fairly. He
resolved to just move onward. He stated:
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You can’t play around with a predominantly white university, but that was a place
where you go in that class and you have to battle. And sometimes you feel that your
grades aren’t what they should have been or you earned something better, but keep
fighting anyway. It’s hard to get a racist to acknowledge your equality if they don’t
want to.
Although millennial participant John felt somewhat insulated from the negative
experiences detailed by other black students around campus that they felt were contributed to
or contained an undercurrent of race, the insulation was not strong enough to protect him
from the winds of bigotry that he felt in the classroom by his professors. He discussed an
interaction with a professor that he felt was minor and followed by a more major interaction
with a professor. He picked up where he left off with the Chemistry professor who
compassionately suggested he major in History to discuss a British History professor he
believed was biased against him: He explained:
So once I got into History, I had this faculty member. So it was British History, the
bane of my existence. It was the worst class ever. It was. It was worse than Ancient
Civilization because I had a British teacher, a lady. I could not understand what she
was saying. She had a British accent and she was talking really fast and so I went to
her office and this is when I got my life back together. This is my first senior year.
But she had me in the class because it’s the History Department when I didn’t have
my life together. And she was holding—I believe an impression of me of a person
who doesn’t come to class and when they do, they’re unprepared. I believe she was
using that impression of me in British History, even though I was always in class
asking questions, she could tell I was reading the book. I just could not understand
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what she was saying. Her tests were both what the book said and then she added a
whole lot of personal context as a person who lived in Great Britain and grew up
there, and lived there for like her first 40 years of her life and only been in America
for like 20 or 30 years at that time or something. She would say—she was an older
lady. She was probably at least seventy. And she talked really fast and I couldn’t
understand her, so I failed the first test. Maybe I didn’t fail. I think I got a D. But still,
it wasn’t what I wanted, so I went to her office hours and I said, “I know I can do well
in this class. I’m picking up what I’m reading, but it’s the additional things, the
context and you’re talking really fast and with your accent, it’s hard for me to
understand.” She said, “I don’t have an accent.” She got very offensive and then she
told me that basically, she knows I’m trying to use some excuse because I’m not
going to do the work. I said I had been doing the work. So she was literally holding
that other class because I really didn’t do any work in that class. I’m not going to lie
to you. I know I did nothing. I deserved that F. But I did not—I got I think a B- in that
class in the end. But I could have done a lot better if she would have helped me. All I
wanted her to do is I said, “Here’s my notes. Here are some parts where I’m not sure
what you said. Can you help me out?” And then she said she’s not doing that. And
then the other thing she said was that she didn’t think she spoke fast and that maybe I
have a hearing problem. I said, “Yeah, I don’t think I do.” Like she suggested I go to
a hearing doctor and that was probably an experience, I think, if you want some
defining moment where I was looking at that lady like, “She tried it. Really? Who
does she think she is?” I didn’t even know what to do. I said, “Okay” and I left.
Ultimately, he passed the class, but his efforts were not without struggle.
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John then detailed an experience in a different class with a white professor that made
him question this professor’s intentions. He explained:
The other story is that [a classmate who was also a History major] and I had African
American History with a white professor. And so Dr. Higbee was great, but some of
the statements he would make—as black students, we were the only black students in
the class. There was one other black student. I can’t remember his name. And all
three of us were guys. Anyway, the three of us had this African American History
class and he made a statement about—I can’t remember the statement, but whatever it
was, the three of us all looked at each other like, “What did he say?” He made this
broad statement about blacks and black men that I think was far-reaching and
inappropriate. And then I think he said one time that he had a black wife. And so I felt
like he thought that gave him license to say some things that I might say to Corey and
it’s okay for Corey and I say that about other black men or whatever, but for a white
man to say it, we didn’t find it funny. He would always say, “Be mindful of stories
that come from a triumphalist, a person who only tells the winning side of the story.”
And so he would always say that, but then I feel like his stories and things were the
triumphalist stories of the civil rights, not necessarily those people who are actually
struggling during that time. Anyway, I say that all to say that those two or three
experiences with faculty members I can remember that were either really good or
eyebrow-raising and really bad.
Although John stated previously that he was shielded from overtly racist experiences outside
of class on the campus grounds, he indeed was subjected to micro-aggressive statements
from his professors inside of the classroom.
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Like John, 21C students Anthony and Ebony were subject to micro-aggressive
statements made by white professors. After being asked to describe in detail a negative or
unpleasant interaction with a faculty or staff member, Anthony described a brief conversation
with a professor about his desire to pursue his doctorate at a highly selective institution. In
this conversation, he endured a micro-insult. He explained:
So there’s one that I’ll never forget, and I low-key want to talk to this professor just
to shine on him for a second. So I was talking to Professor Nation who was at the
time the department head of History. And I was doing an event for the Department
of Africology, like a welcoming student reception. He was asking me, “What do you
want to do?” I said, “I’m thinking about possibly going to Temple and doing
Africology and African American Studies.” And he told me, “Aww man, Temple’s
a really hard school to get into. You might want to make sure you have a backup
plan. You might not be able to get into that.” And I remember at the multi-cultural
graduation day this year, I was talking to Professor Engwenyu in the History
Department. I was telling him that I got into Temple and Dr. Nation’s office was
right next to his, so I know he heard me. And he’s a real geeky type of dude, so I’m
not sure how much of that was overtly racist or him just being quirky and not
understanding the significance of what he said. So that was the main negative one
that I can think of.
Ebony’s unpleasant experience had an even greater effect on her; her grade was at
stake. She later described the challenge of being a black artist painting black figures and
struggled to receive feedback from her peers. The encounter she had with her white
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professor left an even greater imprint on her, and the impact was not positive. She was on
the receiving end of a micro-invalidation. She said:
So there was an incident in one of my classrooms and we had critiques, but we also
had one-on-one types of critiques…except this would be with you and the professor
and it’s kind of a, I want to say a work in progress, but not really. Kind of gauging
where you are in the semester type of one-on-one feedback. And so this particular
professor told me that my work was very primitive.
I then asked her if that is the exact word that her professor used. She answered: “Yes,
specifically that my work was primitive, and that I should probably follow Mark Bradford.”
Because I was not familiar with Mark Bradford, I did not understand the connection,
or lack thereof, between the two artists. I did not want to make any assumptions, so I
probed further. When I asked specifically who mark Bradford is, she replied:
Mark Bradford is an artist. He’s an African American artist. Very known, but his
work is very different from mine. So to use him as a reference – Mark Bradford is
very known, but it’s kind of like using an MLK or Rosa Parks scenario. Everyone
knows that, and so you don’t really, there’s no one else in the artistic realm that you
can use as a reference for me. You just used Mark Bradford and that’s it.
I wanted to understand her professor’s critique in-depth, so I asked her to elaborate further
on the differences between her work and the work of Mark Bradford. She explained:
Subject matter in general. Mark Bradford does a lot of, I want to say, geographical
work or modern landscape type work, and I do very figurative work. But he knows
Mark Bradford’s work, and because you know Mark Bradford and that’s it, you
want to use him as a reference to me because that’s all that you know. So he
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described my work as primitive. Said that my work is very earthy and down to earth
and that it should be like Mark Bradford and that always stuck out to me because I
felt that he had never told everyone else in the class this. When they had their oneon-one, everyone would come out like, “Oh, it was great” or “it was positive
feedback” and that’s all that he gave me.
I then asked her if she accepted his critique or whether she challenged it, to which she
replied:
I didn’t accept it. I was very mad when he said that because – to hear that your work
is primitive and hear primitive in other contexts, I knew that that probably wasn’t
what you should say. I felt he was very insensitive. I felt that there was just a lack of
understanding, but because of his role in the department, I felt like I couldn’t
necessarily challenge it, so I just had to take it like a grain of salt and keep pushing.
I wanted to know if Ebony felt that she was being singled out. She stated, “I felt that there
was a lack of understanding.” I then probed further, “Why was there a lack of
understanding?” She responded:
You have this black woman who is an artist doing a subject about black people and
you have a predominantly white class. So when it’s time for her to make her work,
when it’s time for her to make something she’s very passionate about, you can’t
help her, essentially. Not that she needs your help, but you can’t help her because
you don’t have that experience. You don’t have that knowledge. You don’t have
that even background to comment on. So I felt that there was a little, maybe,
inferiority on my part. They didn’t know how to respond, so they’re going to try to
tear down the subject matter. I had a professor tell me, “You know, I’m just not
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used to talking about this. I’m going to be honest with you, I don’t know how to talk
about your work or even the subject matter that you’re doing. You should probably
do black people that are happier. Probably draw black faces that are more smiling
and engaging.” And this is in response to me doing a piece where two black males
are smiling and there’s another black male and he is positioned with police brutality
quotes and things like that behind him. “So in comparison to both, you should
probably do the one that they’re smiling and happier.”
Ebony could not enumerate the challenges of being one of only three black students, all
women, in a department of white mostly students and all-white faculty. She had a strong
desire to take a class with a black faculty member, but no such class existed. She described:
I was like, okay, even if I want to challenge this, who can I talk to? Who are we going
to actually get in here to help us? I believe that there was an African American
professor who taught an art history course. I think that was in the summer because it
was offered one summer and then the next summer, it was gone. The professor was
gone. The class was gone.
The racial challenges she faced with faculty notwithstanding, Ebony described feeling
a sense of privilege as one of only a few black students in her department. She explained:
You get some kind of privilege there because you get to be that voice for other
students and show other students who are interested in art or the Art Department that
here is a creative field that someone has already ventured into and made it. So I felt
very fortunate in that aspect of I not only am putting myself out there, but I’m
producing work that is capable to receive the same treatment and outlook as my
peers.
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The negative interactions described between faculty and the 21C students do not
appear to be much unlike those of the students who attended EMU 50 years before them.
Equally important to those social interactions are the effects of which have endured long
after the participants’ college careers have ended.
Summary
The often tense relationships between black students and white educational leaders
are not a new or recent phenomenon. As HBCUs were established during the Reconstruction
Era, white men presided over them and governed them with an iron fist (Evans, Evans, &
Evans, 2002). White faculty taught classes and used textbooks that affirmed the subordinate
position of their black students. Even then, though, black students denounced the dogma of
these educational leaders and sought black cultural representation in the professorate
(Bullock, 1967; Butchart, 2010). Students also valued their relationships with white
educational leaders who regarded them as racial equals, even if not as intellectual
counterparts. Regardless, the impact of the relationship between black students and educators
was significant.
The same is especially true of the relationship that black students had with black
educational leaders. Because of shared historical and cultural oppression, black students
gravitated to black educational leaders (Kobrak, 1992). Students relied on black faculty and
staff for affirmation that they were intellectually capable an equally deserving of a
postsecondary education. When the relationship between black students and black faculty
was even partially antagonistic, the impact on the student was equally momentous (GrierReed, Madyun, & Buckley, 2008).
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Both the CRE and the 21C students expressed positive interactions with black faculty
and administrators. Further, the CRE students credit black faculty and administrators, many
of whom were hired after the takeover of Pierce Hall, with helping them to complete their
education at EMU. The 21C participants named numerous influential black faculty and staff
members. They spoke of them with respect, admiration, and gratitude. However, one 21C
student who otherwise had positive interactions with black faculty ascribed to a black female
faculty member what she described as her worst on-campus experience, one that still has
lingering effects because she never expected to have that interaction with a black faculty
member. Like their CRE participant counterparts, all four 21C students held black faculty
and staff members in high regard. One black faculty member, Dr. Ronald Woods, was
mentioned favorably by three of the four 21C students, and one black campus police officer,
Candace Dorsey, was mentioned favorably by three of the four 21C students. The impact that
black faculty and staff have on black students, whether positive or negative, is innumerable.
On the other hand, all four CRE participants detailed a negative interaction with at
least one white faculty member that they believed to be racially motivated. They had notably
contentious relationships with white administrators as well. Because of their activism, the
CRE participants were famous (or infamous depending on the perspective) on campus. This
group, however, expressed a very positive, seemingly loving relationship with Chuck
Minneman, the Director of Religious Affairs, but they regarded this relationship as abnormal
of black students and white faculty and staff. All four 21C students detailed negative
interactions with white faculty members that they believed to be racially motivated. All four
21C students detailed as well at least one positive, memorable interaction with a white
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faculty member, but did all indicated that they felt that such interactions on campus were the
exception and not the rule.
Theme IV: Student Leadership and Activism
Harper and Quaye (2007) examined the role of predominantly black student
organizations as a vehicle through which black students can express and develop their
identity. In their findings, they indicated:
Though many found opportunities for racial uplift and the representation of Black
interests in mainstream and majority White student organizations, the predominantly
Black groups offered an alternative platform through which to address Black issues,
connect with other African American students, and initiate dialogue and
programming without feelings of tokenism. (p. 142)
Such was the case of this study’s participants and the organizations for which they
sought membership. During their tenure at Eastern, the 21C students through their activism
continued the work of promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion on campus that the CRE
participants began over 50 years ago. The organizations with which they affiliated
themselves helped them to achieve that end. Also, the fact that such work needs to continue
is confirmation that while a great deal of progress has been made, more work needs to be
done to ensure these initiatives come to fruition. The student leadership roles held by the 21C
participants were sought as a means to advance their activism, roles that allowed them to
have a voice, “a seat at the table” they would otherwise not have.
“All hell broke loose.” The same was true for the CRE participants, who after the
takeover of Pierce Hall, propelled members of the Black Student Association (BSA) to
secure positions on the Student Senate, then use their influence to negotiate the list of
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demands for the black students on campus. Before the takeover, however, many black
activists expressed feelings of uneasiness with the state of affairs on campus. Different
student groups cropped up and promoted their ideology and discussed ways in which they
felt the racial issues should be handled. Robert stated:
You had two types of radicalism occurring on campus in the sixties. You had what I
call the black nationalists, or students who were into black people and black cultural
things, like having an afro and wearing a dashiki. You know the Pan-Africanists.
Then you had some students, a very small minority of students who were communists
and socialists…so I began to meet some of these students and talk with them and
become basically radicalized through my interactions with them.
The concerns held by these student groups were not invalid either. About the black
student unrest on college campuses across the country at that time, Rogers (2012a) indicated:
Similar to the hostility that greeted their racial brethren when they migrated to
majority-white urban centers throughout the twentieth century, a poisonous white
backlash hit African American students when they entered HWCUs [historically
white colleges and universities] in the mid-1960s. Higher education may have
desegregated, but many of the new African Americans still felt excluded, removed
from the academic, social, and cultural milieu of the campus with few (if any)
relevant courses or social and cultural outlets, particularly at nonurban HWCUs (p.
89)
At Eastern during this period, black students were quietly at odds with each other over how
to deal with the lack of representation of black culture and inclusion on campus and the
response needed to mitigate change. Talk of the takeover brought the dissension between two
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of these groups to the surface. Conservative black students in BGLOs clashed with their
more radical student counterparts on how to address the issues on campus and bring attention
to their plight. Robert explained in detail:
So we had a meeting the night before we took over Pierce Hall, but even before that,
there was a series of meetings that we had with the fraternities and the sororities
because what we were tempted to do was to coalesce the support of all of the black
organizations behind us. So we went to them. I remember the AKAs, they were
having some big function, a dance, a ball, or something at McKinney Hall. And a
group of them met with us. We went to them and told them what we were going to do
and there was some pushback. I remember this in particular. This guy who was in an
ROTC uniform who was black was really dead set against us doing anything that was
radical because we were sort of upsetting the apple cart. Black students were there.
They had their own little world that they lived in, the fraternities and sororities, and
they didn’t want any trouble from white people. And here we were coming in with
this sort of radical agenda. And so not all black students were in agreement with what
we were trying to accomplish.
Floyd made a similar statement. He indicated:
Russell McReynolds, he wasn’t there at the panel. We called him Nupe. He returned
to Eastern to finish up his degree. He got very active and he was one of the people,
along with others, who moved us into the takeover and Campus Service Corps and
starting of the breakfast programs. So he was a Kappa. Felix Bankhead, she was a
Delta. She pledged undergrad at Eastern. We got a reputation for being anti-frat, but
some of that came from two newspaper articles, one from the newspaper that we
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produced, and I think—both of them were from newspapers that we had produced as
an organization. They were critiques of the fraternities and sororities. So Russell, the
Kappa, wrote one and Felix, the Delta, wrote another one. She loved being a Delta.
She was a proud Delta, but she saw that they were getting more into parties and not
enough into—when they would ask us if we needed help with the breakfast program,
they only wanted to send the pledges. Well, we didn’t want the pledges who might
have been just doing it just to get into the sorority. We wanted people who were
dedicated, who were going to get up early. College students getting up at 6:00 in the
morning to go over to the south side to fix breakfast for kids. That was crazy, but we
did it.
Floyd expounded that this level of apathy on the part of the BGLOs was not always the case
from what he could see. He stated: “Initially when I got up there, the BSA had been sort of
organized to include representatives from the fraternities and sororities in leadership. Tim
Dennis, he was a Kappa. He was the official president of the Black Student Association.”
However, as the unrest all over the country began to ramp up, Floyd sensed that the pushback
he received from his more conservative black peers may have been the result of threats from
their parents who feared the expulsion of their children from the university if they took part
in what they perceived to be a flouting of authority.
After discussing previously in the interview his classmate who was kicked out of
Kentucky State due to his part in a protest, the decision which a year later prompted Floyd to
attend Eastern instead, he indicated:
Two of his sisters were in the Northwestern High choir with me. One was in the same
grade. I saw her right after the panel discussion. We had our 50-year reunion, and I
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saw her there. I had almost forgotten that she was there at Eastern. Matter of fact,
she’s a Delta also at Eastern. I forgot that she had been at Eastern because I think her
parents threatened her life if she ever got in any protest, so when everything was
going on and I was in the midst of it, she was way off in the periphery.
He supported that belief with a different statement about members of BGLOs. He stated
further:
Let me add one thing: I think I made clear enough that there were a lot of fraternity
members active initially. I mentioned Tim Dennis. Bill Thigpen was an Alpha who
was involved. I keep forgetting this one guy, a brilliant guy. He was an Alpha. He
grew up in Inkster, so Chuck knew him. He was an Alpha that also was involved.
Some of them graduated in ’69 and after that, I think some of these young men who
pledged, they came up and I think their fathers told them, “You go up to that college
and don’t you get in any kind of trouble.” So they came up. They got into trouble, but
a different type of trouble. They might have been smoking weed and chasing women,
but they weren’t going to protest anything because of their parents’ backlash against
all of the student protests.
Although Mable’s older brother called her home during the events surrounding the
takeover, Floyd’s parents were less concerned about his activities since he had just arrived on
campus and was in his dorm room during the takeover. Robert, on the other hand, was front
and center to the action. With so much talk about the parental disapprobation of students in
BGLOs and their lack of involvement in protests, I wanted to gain some insight into the
position that his parents held about his activism. I asked him: “What did your parents think
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about what was happening? Did they have any knowledge?” He said with haste, “I don’t
think they were knowledgeable at that point until all hell broke loose.”
The hell that broke loose occurred on February 20, 1969, and this event shaped his
college experience indelibly. Following is Robert’s version of events:
Well, what happened is there was beginning to be a discussion about some more
radical action on campus probably in the fall of ’68. We had started talking and at that
point, I had become active in the Black Student Association. So we had started having
meetings with this group of students that I was hanging out with. We started talking
about doing something. And then there was another group headed by the Black
Student Association. I was not a real active member. I was part of this small, radical
socialist group of students. So we started having a series of meetings about taking
some action probably in the fall of ’68. And at some point, our plans became
crystallized. There was also another student who was in Alphas. What’s his name?
I’ll have to get you his name because he’s really important. He was talking about
doing something. He was in a fraternity. He was an Alpha and he and a few of the
Alphas wanted to do something as well. So you had the guys in the fraternities. You
had this radical group of students that I was a part of, and you had the students in the
BSA. And we all somehow came together and became sort of a coordinating group
for taking action. And through our discussion, we came up with the idea of taking
over Pierce Hall.
I wanted to know if he understood fully the enormity of what they were attempting to do. I
asked: “Were you nervous?” He replied without hesitation:
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No, not really. It was really exciting at the time. We were young. We were naïve. We
really did not understand the gravity of what we were getting ourselves into, to be
honest with you at the time, but we were also empowered by our ideas and our
commitment and beliefs. We felt we had a sense of history that we knew that we were
part of something that was important because it was happening all over the country.
So we didn’t feel alone. We felt that we were carrying out in our own little world, our
own part of the world, on our university campus, we were carrying the struggle
forward. That’s kind of how we felt because we got inspiration from, I mean King
was still active—the activism that had been going on in the South.
I reminded him that King had been assassinated a few months before the planning phase and
asked if his murder had in any way functioned as an accelerant to their quest for change by
any means. He indicated:
Yes, that was part of it. What was going on in Detroit. So there was a lot happening.
So we were part of it. So we basically came up with a plan to take over Pierce Hall.
We had a series of meetings and I remember as we were moving towards taking
specific action, identifying a date when it was going to happen—basically we came
up with a plan. The plan was that we would send out a call through an informal
system of communication to all the black students that we were going to do
something. We didn’t tell them what it was.
Robert explained that had they revealed the details to students, one of two things would have
occurred. They would not have showed up or they would have alerted university
administrators of their plans. He continued:
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So anyway, we had our meeting—I think Sill Hall is where we met in the big
auditorium. It was official because we were able to get the hall. We met there and
there must have been about one hundred to one hundred fifty students. The university,
they knew that something was happening because at that time we had informal—at
that time, we had a few key black administrators that we were interacting with. We
trusted them.
One such administrator was Ken Moon, Associate Dean of Students. According to
Robert, Ken served as an intermediary between students and President Sponberg’s cabinet.
Moon was concerned about the repercussions that students would suffer as a result of the
takeover. He continued:
So Ken Moon and [Robert] Zumwinkle, who was the vice president of Student
Affairs, I think they met us on our way. And so as we’re marching, they come out, the
two of them, meet us and we stopped and we talked to them briefly.
I asked if there was pushback by Administration, to which he replied:
We didn’t know what they were thinking because we were interacting mostly with
Ken. But also you have to remember that, I became aware of this later. I didn’t know
it at the time that there had been a Human Relations Commission that was trying to
address issues on campus for a while and had been making recommendations and that
the university had ignored a lot of the recommendations that they were making. But
we didn’t know that, but there was some history of people trying to work through the
system to address some of these issues on campus. But we wanted to be part of
history. We wanted to do something, so we didn’t care. We basically planned—
Ronald Thigpen was his name. He was the Alpha. Each person had an assignment.
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I’m not sure what my assignment was, but Thigpen’s assignment was to bring the
chain and the lock. And we had like a committee’s kind of structure, so people who
were in different dorms would corral the people in their dorm to show up. I was in
Phelps-Sellers and so I had already told my friends and buddies in Phelps-Sellers. We
had a wild group of kids, so they were all ready to go.
I reminded him that at that point, there was no turning back. I wanted to gauge what was
going on in his mind, his gut, his heart. He detailed:
We didn’t have really any expectations as I think back on it. Certainly, you asked me
the question of was I nervous. A certain amount of fear of the unknown existed within
me and I’m sure within the other students and we had talked about it, we had planned
it, we had wanted to do it, but in the process of doing it is when some doubt begins to
set in and some trepidation set in as we were walking to take over the building. There
was also a sense of strength in numbers. We were unified. That helped a lot. But I
will say that the emotions and the thoughts were mixed, no question about that.
Ultimately, the Washtenaw Sheriff’s Office arrived and broke the locks. Robert
continued:
As we’re walking out, there’s some dispute. The newspaper reports that we refused to
leave, so the police began to arrest us. That’s not actually what happened because all
of the students who were arrested were arrested outside of the building, not inside. As
we were coming out of the building, we acquiesce after they broke the locks off and
they threatened to arrest us. Matter of fact, they said we’re all under arrest. They
announced that we’re all under arrest. And so initially, they said they were going to
arrest sixty or seventy students, but what happened is that we began to come out of
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the building, including male and female students. They just started pulling—as
students are walking out, I don’t know how I was not arrested initially when we were
coming out. I was not one of the first ten arrested. They just randomly pulled guys
out.
Robert’s arrest occurred after the crowd dispersed from Pierce Hall and a protest materialized
on the outer edge of campus. He revisited:
Some of my buddies are arrested. Not all, but some. Thigpen is one of the ones
arrested. And so we then are out there. They’re arrested. We have this big group of
students, and now we had to figure out what to do. We didn’t have a plan B, but we
knew that we had captured the attention of a significant—maybe two hundred
students were there and everybody was saying, “Well, what do we do?” And we
started these chants of—I’m not sure what the exact chant was. “Free our students.
Free our brothers and sisters” or whatever it was. And we started marching up and
down the street. And then Chris Booker comes to me, and I started, you know,
pushing, pulling, talking and walking. People are following me. People are looking at
me. Somehow, I emerged as sort of the de facto leader of this group. And we marched
down from Pierce Hall all the way down to the Catholic Church that’s on Forest
Avenue. There’s a Catholic Church there. And the Catholic Church has a brick ledge,
and I jumped up on top of the ledge and I started talking to the students. And Chris
said, “Man, they really following you. They’re really following you.” And I said,
“Free our brothers!” And I said something like, “If they don’t free our brothers, we’re
going to go down to Detroit, and bring back our brothers and sisters and burn this
motherfucker down!” Why did I say that? By that time, the assistant prosecuting
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attorney for Washtenaw County, a guy named Booker T. Williams…Black guy, really
light-skinned. He was with the police. They were standing in the back looking at the
crowd, looking at me, and after I said that, he said, “Arrest him!” I could see his hand
pointing at me. And the police started running towards me. Some of my buddies from
Phelps-Sellers standing around, they see the police coming after me. They then put
their bodies in front of the police, two or three police, to stop them from getting to me
and told me to run. “Run, Bob, run!” And so I start running, and I ran down the street
in between two houses. A black policeman shows up and comes around the corner
and sees me and says, “You better let me arrest you. If these white policemen arrest
you, they’re going to beat you.” So I said okay. So he arrested me, and eventually
they took me down to the Ypsilanti Police Station. And then later on, somehow they
must have gotten bail for me to get me out of jail. I am released on bail. Eventually,
I’m charged with inciting a riot.
Because Robert was arrested on city property and not on campus, he did not suffer the
penalties sanctioned by university officials. However, his friends retained Detroit attorney
Ken Cockrel, who was able to work on his behalf to vacate the charges against him. I was
interested in learning how this experience and the media attention it garnered shaped his
college experience as a whole. He stated:
Well, it’s a double-edged sword in the sense that you are known. The teachers know
you. Some of them are supportive, some of them may not be, but they’re not saying it
to you. I think that in the larger scheme of things, I think it helped me get through
school. I was more committed than ever to trying to graduate. I stayed very active for
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about a year to a year and a half and then my last year, I withdrew a little bit and
focused on trying to graduate.
During the year to a year and a half before his graduation, Robert, Floyd, Mable, Jocelyn,
and others who had planned the takeover remained active both on campus and in the
Ypsilanti community. Robert explained:
After the takeover, we coalesced around a group of maybe twenty students who
continued to be very activist and our focus became trying to implement the ten
demands. And so working with Ken Moon and with other administrators, we started
having a series of ongoing meetings with the Administration.
I hoped to understand, through the eyes of the students, how they believed Sponberg’s
administration responded to their activism. Robert examined:
I think the Administration, over time, came to have a lot of respect for us. People get
this idea, this image of black students being radical. The white student radicals were
really like that more so than we were. And black people by their very nature tend to
be conservative people. We were from working-class families and spent time in
church, so we felt that our demands were reasonable. And I think the university began
to see them as reasonable demands. And we became involved in these meetings with
them, and probably within a year or so, many of the key demands, they started to
implement. I’m not sure I would say [we received] pushback. It was just like
reluctance or not a clear understanding…I think another person you should have
interviewed was Russell McReynolds. He was about ten years older than us. He came
back to Eastern. One of the things that Russell said was that the people that we were
dealing with, we were actually more sophisticated and smarter than they were, even
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though they were administrators and presidents…they didn’t really know what to do.
This was all new to them. They didn’t have an understanding of how to respond to us.
It took them a while to figure out, when I say a while, maybe a year or so, that this is
something that they can do. And it’s something that probably needs to be done. I
think that they became somewhat willing to try to implement some of the things they
wanted to occur. At the time, society was evolving anyway. So things were beginning
to happen whether we pushed for them or not.
That may be true indeed, but this group of students gave Administration the
unwelcome nudge to take the steps necessary to at least take seriously the demands of black
students. After the takeover, Floyd’s sense of activism spurred him into action. He explained:
I got active that spring of ’69 and we decided to put together a slate of candidates for
Student Senate. I was encouraged to run for Student Senate…Liberation Slate we
called it. We had the wisdom to coalesce with radical whites, to not be so hard black
that we’re just going to do this. We knew what kind of university we were in. But
anyway, we got elected, so I wound up on the Student Senate…there was a girl…she
was the only black person on the Student Senate in ’68-’69. She was graduating, so
she tried to orient us to what to expect. Then she graduated, but that’s the reason we
pretty much took it over. We didn’t run everything. They still dominated, but we had
a strong enough coalition there that we were able to do some things and make some
changes.
While negotiating the demands, Floyd and other black students recruited with the university
to increase the enrollment of black students at Eastern. He explained:
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We had coalitions with whites who were trying to get something accomplished. For
them, it was to end the war. So we helped them. We added our issues to their issues
and then the protests got bigger. And of course, they were thinking nationally and
globally. All the protests did end the war, but what you did on a college campus was
just a small part of it. And you’re not going to see the result at Eastern until Nixon
ended the war in ’73. But what we could see in terms of black enrollment and black
staff. We could count the number of new staff members. We could count the number
of new students, and I think we mentioned during the panel discussion that many of
us volunteered to go with the university recruiters back to our own high schools or
other high schools and talk to the students about coming up to Eastern, so we were
willing to push the university to recruit more black students and say, “Hey, I’ll go
with you and I’ll help.” I went back to Northwestern to talk to some students. My
wife went back to Cooley High.
Additionally, 15 to 20 BSA students became increasingly involved in the Campus
Service Corps under the direction of Chuck Minneman. They started a tutorial program, a
breakfast program, and a Big Brother/Big Sister program on the south side of Ypsilanti.
Jocelyn spearheaded the breakfast program. She recalled:
I was one of the persons who initiated the cooking because I was a home economics
student, so I was really involved in trying to find the resources that we needed to
prepare breakfast every day. And the other part was developing relationships with
children and those in the projects over on Harriet Street. Each one of us had our own
adopted children. You’re probably going to hear everybody talk about that. Mine was
Nina. And so Nina had a big family, so of course, all her sisters and brothers and her
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mother. It made me connected to the community in Ypsilanti and gave me some
relevance, some meaning outside of the classroom that I was helping somebody.
When asked about her involvement in other organizations or activities, she responded:
I was kind of consumed with the Black Student Association. I was really consumed
with our tutorial and Big Sister/Big Brother program on the south side. [That’s] how I
was raised. Remember, I came from Black Bottom. You’re always giving back.
You’re always trying to help somebody. You’re not just there for yourself.
Mable made a nearly identical statement when asked the same question. She stated: “The
Campus Service Corps and feeding those kids on the south side of Ypsilanti was enough
because we were giving back to the community at that point and time.”
Both Jocelyn and Robert credit their activism and their community affiliations with
helping them to persist at EMU. Jocelyn detailed:
At Eastern, we had a real culture of black students. We had old students who never
left the campus. We had new students…and it was a positive experience and probably
the most meaningful part of my experience in college was being a part of the Black
Student Association. Yup, all those people that you’re visiting, we became very, very
close.
Robert echoed this sentiment:
Looking back on it, it was not so much my own personal interactions or what
happened to me personally that was sort of a negative experience. It was really sort of
the institutional racism of kids coming to Eastern paying their money or getting their
grants and the school not—the only reason I made it through was just through luck
and sheer determination and because I had developed this camaraderie with these
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activists that helped me stay focused and get me through school. But had I been a kid
maybe not involved, with the skill sets that I had, I may not have succeeded. I may
have dropped out.
As he reflected on that historical period, Robert feels that the requests of black students were
not at all unattainable. The fact that the university had not confronted the issues before the
protests is the most baffling aspect, especially with their efforts to attract black students to
the campus after 1965 and with the assemblage of the Human Relations Committee in 1968
to rectify such disparities. He concluded:
And if you look at the demands we made, they reflect our interests really in black
kids getting educated. The core of our demands was to increase the student
enrollment. To provide them support and to address the issue of teaching them black
history. The rest of the stuff, you can throw away. But that was really the core of what
we were asking for. In many ways, when you look at those demands, in retrospect,
they were not that radical. As a matter of fact, to some extent, when you look at
universities today and education today, they were really forward-thinking because we
were essentially asking the university to make it possible, because the education
system had not adequately educated black kids in these inner cities, so we were
actually asking for them to provide the support services, so if they’re going to invest
in education, to help make them successful. And that was pretty much – but at the
time, it was obviously radical thought, but now, it’s something that universities find it
in their interest to do.
“We weren’t microwave woke.” Yet 50 years later, the struggle for greater equity
and inclusion on campus continues. In the 21st century, Eastern is far more diverse than it
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was in 1969, but the rate of attrition for black EMU students remains higher than that of any
other demographic, racist incidents continue to occur on campus, and many black students
today still feel as if they exist on the outskirts of the greater campus community. Black
student activism continues because the need for black student activism continues. And as was
the case during the Civil Rights Era, student activism for some was rooted in service to
Ypsilanti’s south side community.
When asked about why she chose to be so involved, Ebony indicated: “I had to be. I
think that that was a way to push myself and really get myself out there. I had things that I
also wanted to do that I knew I couldn’t accomplish without being involved.” In addition to
her involvement in an art organization and EMU’s chapter of the NAACP, she was involved
in a community service-based organization. She explained:
I was involved in the Society of Africology. That was basically through the African
American Studies Department. We focused a lot on the community, so at the time, we
were going to Park Ridge Community Center in Ypsilanti, helping the students there,
teaching them about African American history, just reading to them, and just helping
them because the education in Ypsilanti wasn’t up to par.
I wanted her to clarify whether she felt that the education of all Ypsilanti students was not up
to par or if she was referring only to the education that the children who attended the
community center received. She clarified: “Not all of Ypsilanti, just where the students were
going to school. Their reading levels were not where they should be, so we would help them
through that.” I asked how often she spent time at the community center, and she stated: “We
were doing that every week. So typically, we would meet on Mondays and we would go
Tuesday and Thursdays and help out there.”
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Anthony lived on campus for only two semesters, and he was not involved at all in
the community at that point. However, as soon as he left campus housing, his involvement in
the community materialized. He explained the reason behind the change:
I got into the community more. I was with Michigan Works and we had, as part of the
Older Youth Program, we did a certain amount of community service things. I was
part of a youth leadership team that they were building and they wanted to have youth
go out into the community and do positive things. And they had us help out with the
Joe Dulin Day/African American Festival at Park Ridge Community Center. And I
was there and I was like, “Yo, this is Saginaw. I’m home. I’m in a community center
like I grew up in. I’m with people who look just like the people I grew up in. The
language was the same, the style—this is home. Joe Dulin reminded me a lot of my
grandfather and a lot of other men in my community who taught me on African
American Studies. Because as a kid, my grandfather would take me canvassing with
the A. Philip Randolph Institute, so I would pass out voter registration and voter
education to people and talk to them about the importance of voting. I grew up doing
that, so it was kind of my interest in African American Studies.
Anthony recounted that in 2014, he took a trip to Alabama to visit the archives at Tuskegee
University in a quest to answer deep-seated questions about its founder and long-term leader,
Booker T. Washington. He was then further inspired to continue his activism and leadership.
He detailed:
I kept thinking that I got to go to school and find a plan to save Saginaw. And I was at
Tuskegee and I was reading Washington’s work and it was all saying to do what you
can now. Stop waiting for the moment to come. So when I got back to Ypsi, I did
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another community day at Park Ridge and I met Anthony Williamson….the director
of Park Ridge Community Center.
He had hoped to implement the same events back home in Saginaw. He continued:
I’m ready to start doing, practicing, what I want to do in Saginaw now. Let’s try it, let
me fail now, and then when I’m done, I can do something in Saginaw that’s going to
be dope. So my activism on campus was really about getting people from campus to
the community.
Anthony was inspired to continue and expand the services that the Society of Africology
provided to the south side Ypsilanti community. He recalled:
We were the only group on campus that I can think of that was in the Ypsi
community to the point that we even adopted Park Ridge Park and did monthly
maintenance of the park and cleaned it up. So that is where my activism came from,
working with the community.
The more active and engaged in the community he became, the more disillusioned he
grew with other black student activists and organizations on campus. He felt frustrated by
their lack of concern for or involvement in the very community that envelopes the campus.
He stated:
I would harp that to student organizations. We can see their houses from the top of
our buildings and they can’t read. And we’re in college and we’re from these same
communities. How are we not here every day? It doesn’t make sense to me. I was
upset and it really kind of turned me sour against the activism on campus. Y’all just
here for the picture. Because it would be like, “We need to keep black men alive.
We need to black women alive.” I’m like, “Cool. Let’s save some right now. Let’s
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talk to some right now that’s living. Let’s not wait until they’re dead to care about
them and say their name. Let’s do it now.”
Like the CRE participants that preceded him, Anthony felt a duty-bound to the community.
He felt no connection to other black student organizations for what he felt was a
lackadaisical attitude to the plight of black children and families on the south side. He
confessed:
And at that time, I was really disappointed with BSU [Black Student Union]
because they weren’t connected—well, I had an idea of the history of BSU and its
connection with African American Studies departments, and this BSU had no
connection with the African American Studies Department. And most of the
meeting was about social issues. “How do y’all feel about this post? How do y’all
feel about what this celebrity said about black people? What do y’all think about
Jewish people coming to black communities and helping?” It was that and I was
like, “This is BS, right?” I was like, “This isn’t real. People can’t read. People are
hungry. We’re here in a safe university with food every single day, and we ain’t in
the community at all.”
In his role as president of the Society of Africology, he sought to bridge the gap between the
campus and the Ypsilanti community in an effort “to create community relationships.” When
asked if he was involved with other organizations, Anthony’s response mirrored that of
Mable and Jocelyn whose consumption with BSA and CSC left them little time for
involvement in other organizations. He stated:
I didn’t want to do any organization outside of the Society of Africology because
when I was at the archives, I saw letters that Booker T. Washington got from other
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diplomats and other universities to go there. And to go there and have a broader range
of experiences, money, and things of that nature…I think Toledo was one of them
that offered him the presidency of the other university, and I believe the quote was, “I
can do more focusing all of my attention on Tuskegee than I can doing multiple other
jobs at once.” So I embody that. If you can do one thing, do that one thing and do it
right. So that was my whole purpose.
Both Jennifer and John were compelled as well by a sense of purpose. While the
focus of their activism did not extend into the Ypsilanti community in the way that Ebony’s
and Anthony’s did, both worked tirelessly to effect change within the campus community, at
the institutional level, and in Jennifer’s case, at the state level. They sought and held
positions of leadership anchored in their duty to activism. Some student activists were
compelled by a sense of dutiful urgency, while others like Jennifer were coaxed into action
for other, more unconventional reasons. She stated that the dissolution of her relationship
with the boyfriend who made her decision to attend Eastern less painful activated her
involvement in student organizations.
Early in the interview, Jennifer admitted that she went to Eastern “kicking and
screaming, but it all worked out in the end because it was probably one of the most lifechanging experiences ever.” She concluded her interview by stating that “the part that was
really life-changing at Eastern was really student involvement.” During her sophomore year,
she had gotten into trouble and was spared university sanctions if she simply became more
involved on campus. She stated:
That is literally what started it. I had to do these things that I had to go and observe. I
picked the easy stuff. I signed up for student government, and with student
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government, I wound up having to do constituent contact hours….the thing is I
wound up going through that, it was a like sigh of relief because they didn’t put me
out of school and…I think that getting involved in that way saved me because I
would literally just sit under this man. I would just kick it with him. Wherever he
wanted to go, I would go. But then I started to move away from him.
Jennifer rose through the ranks of the EMU’s NAACP chapter and even served as president.
She reminisced:
So when I was in school, affirmative action was a thing. We were one of the only
college divisions that was always committed to showing up when the Michigan
NAACP needed us to show up and say some words. And I remember we went to the
Capitol, I want to say because, yes, I met Jennifer Granholm too. But we went to the
Capitol to talk about affirmative action. So when other people weren’t having them,
we were having them. My mentor who I was looking up to who was the president
before me made sure. “You have to be in here, Jennifer. These are the conversations
that you have to have.” It was a thing. You just learned from those folks. Student
government, like I had a black student government senator who was a person that I
looked up to. This person had the Rules Committee all on lock. It was a thing. We
had strong, dominant, and most important, confident leaders. It wasn’t that you had to
go and find one. It was which one you were going to pick. And that is what we had
from 2000, at least I would say from what I was told from at least from 1997 to all the
way up until 2008. And I would even go as far as to say 2010. After that, all the stuff
they got going on is really shaky.
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Jennifer’s focus centered on the infiltration of spaces that she felt from which black students
historically had been excluded. She explained in detail:
There was one group called Student Leader Group and we infiltrated that. So Student
Leader Group was one of the top groups that you could have been on. I’m almost
certain Student Leader Group sat in the Board of Trustees meetings. They were on
different university committees, and the black and brown people started showing up
on that group and it was more than just one of us. So we were doing one, two, three
people at a time…that was the prime leadership position to be in as an undergraduate
student. So we started showing up in spaces like that. And I do remember there was
some level of discomfort there. But then we also got the second or third black student
body president so we had the male student body president and then he wound up
putting a lot of people in his cabinet. We were doing things and you couldn’t tell us
that we weren’t because we showed up and we actually were good.
To elucidate the reason that she considered herself to be an effective student leader and
activist, Jennifer concluded:
The reason I was also the best leader is because iron sharpens irons. And some of
the students that were before me were outstanding student leaders, and we taught
each other. It went down the line. We taught each other how to be great. And I was
able to look at what those people before me were doing in order to be a better
student and a better leader. And I know specifically with the NAACP stuff, I would
never have been able to do this stuff without having the – being able to talk to the
BSU president, the BSOA, which at that point stood for Black Student Organization
Alliance. Really us coming together and having conversations, so when we were
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planning these rallies and addressing issues that were in the community, we were in
seats together. We may not have always agreed, but we were in the seats together.
And we were literally putting things on and doing things and really bringing
awareness to issues that people weren’t thinking about.
John hoped to raise awareness as well of the state of race relations on campus. He
explained:
I got a 3.5 and at the end of December, I was so exhausted that the next semester, I
said I’m going to join a fraternity. I’m going to really get involved and so I started
getting involved in a lot of things. I got into student government.
After joining EMU’s NAACP chapter and serving as treasurer in student government, a role
which he credits provided him with the tools he still uses in his career today, he was called to
act in response to an incident that occurred on campus. He explained:
I did not have any challenges in that way with white students or black students, if
you will. But what I did was I was observant and I saw things that were happening
and so the Community Creed really came out of a racial incident that happened...I
don’t remember which residence hall, but it was in 2003, a residence hall where
someone wrote “Nigger” on someone’s whiteboard. A lot of us had whiteboards on
our doors in our rooms, and so that happened towards the end of, if I remember
correctly, that semester, so in March sometime that happened. Actually, it might have
been February because I think it was snowing outside when that happened…so I
stepped up to be the chair and I asked for a co-chair. I had a co-chair, but she didn’t
do anything the entire time. So there was a co-chair on paper, but really [my best
friend] pretty much played the role. He was not the co-chair on paper, but to get it to
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actually happen that last semester, to actually get it adopted, he’s the one who helped
me, and so he’s my best friend, so I was like, “You’re going to help me do this.” And
he always obliged, so that was the Community Creed Task Force. So Student
Government likes to take credit for it, but we were an independent organization. We
actually filled out to be an actual student organization and we were a two-year
process. We did focus groups. We did interviews of like eight hundred some odd
students and faculty on campus. And we used all that information to come up with
what the student community valued. And we created the Creed from there.
A commonality among the participants of both generations was not only the desire to effect
change on campus, but also the activation of suggestions of solutions and other ideas to bring
that change to fulfillment.
Summary
Activism among black youth is most often associated with the Civil Rights Era, but
nonviolent resistance began in the Reconstruction Era when blacks were granted
emancipation, citizenship, and suffrage (Dray, 2008; Egerton, 2014). During the
establishment of universal education, black families had hoped to achieve the rights of other
Americans to an education, but they learned soon thereafter that the three Amendments
would not guarantee equality Gates, 2011). Despite the taunts from the Klan, landowners,
and political leaders who implemented policies that promoted white supremacy, black
families were adamant that their children gain literacy and access to education (Bullock,
1967. Even in Reconstruction, black students rose in resistance.
All eight participants self-identified as student activists. They were involved in
organizations like the Black Student Association (CRE)/Black Student Union (21C), Campus
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Service Corps (CRE), Society of Africology (21C), and NAACP (21C). The CRE student
activists and two of the 21C student activists were devoted to serving the south side Ypsilanti
community. All four CRE students assumed leadership roles on campus in various capacities.
One CRE male won a position on the Student Senate. The other CRE male was arrested
during the protest for threatening to “burn this motherfucker down” during a protest on the
edge of campus. This same student ultimately was also instrumental in negotiating with
President Sponberg and other Administrators the list of demands for greater representation of
black culture and attention to the needs of black students on campus. Concurrently, after the
takeover, CRE females were at the helm of the breakfast, tutoring, and mentoring programs
on the south side of Ypsilanti through the Campus Service Corps.
All eight participants indicated that their staunch activism was ultimately what
propelled them to become student leaders Like a CRE male participant, a 21C male won a
position on the Student Senate. His focus was “getting a seat at the table” to represent black
students on campus. He was an NAACP member. This student also spearheaded the EMU
Community Creed task force which drafted the EMU Community Creed. One of the 21C
females served as president of EMU’s chapter of the NAACP, and the other 21C female
served a member. She and a 21C male counterpart performed community service at the Park
Ridge Community Center in Ypsilanti as leaders of the Society of Africology. All eight
indicated that they felt compelled to give back to causes greater than themselves and all
remain devoted to social uplift in their post-college lives.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The experience that a person has includes the way in which the experience is interpreted.
— Sharan Merriam

Summary of the Study
Federal education legislation that affects black Americans specifically has been
passed twice in American history, both times to the chagrin of other Americans (Bullock,
1967; Carter, 2007; Butchart, 2020). Even in the 21st century, they express an aversion to and
disdain for federal oversight of its educational institutions for what they deem to be an
overreach of authority of states’ autonomy. Others have lauded the efforts of the federal
government to level the playing field and afford opportunities previously denied to segments
of the American population (Kennedy, 1997; Gates, 2011; Harper, 2012; Isenberg, 2016).
The purpose of this study was to delineate the role that federal and institutional policies and
practices had on black collegians at Eastern Michigan University during two distinct eras 50
years apart. I sought to discover whether the social, educational, and even financial
experiences of these students were at all similar in scope, breadth, and depth or whether they
were markedly different given the passage of half a century. I wanted to know as well
whether or not Eastern Michigan University’s institutional policies and practices were in
lockstep with federal policies and practices, or whether the university carved out its own lane
in which it remained defiantly despite federal regulations.
As racist incidents reported by black EMU students continue to occur on campus well
into the 21st century, I was curious to decipher whether these numerous events were merely
isolated incidents perpetrated by ignorant and insensitive actors, or whether they were part of
a greater, more long-standing racial culture permeating the campus community. If the latter
was true, then Eastern has an obligation to confront such a culture and work vigorously to
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combat it, using every tool in its vast arsenal. As society increasingly globalizes, the
institutional culture at the former normal school should align empirically with its normative
mission of diversity, equity, and inclusion (President’s Commission on Diversity and
Inclusion).
Grounded by symbolic interactionism as the guiding conceptual framework, the
culmination of this inquiry resulted in the construction of three research questions:
1. What federal education policies and practices for black students were enacted during
the Reconstruction and Civil Rights Eras?
To gauge the experiences of black students at Eastern, an understanding of the history
of black education was crucial. From the federal legislation that enabled formerly enslaved
adults and children to receive an education to the Supreme Court ruling that segregated
education systems to the Supreme Court ruling that overturned the preceding ruling,
education for black Americans historically has been anything but conventional or even
partially equitable to that of white Americans. Civil Rights Era legislation sought to redress
these disparities, but many blacks believe that it has failed miserably to do that. I consulted
numerous literary sources to unearth the policies and their implications for formerly enslaved
Americans and their descendants in their quest for literacy and ultimately, racial, political,
and educational equality and upward social mobility.
2. Do the federal education policies and practices of the Civil Rights Era align in any
way with institutional policies and practices affecting black EMU students?
The history of EMU is unique in that it was established initially to serve a singular
purpose: the training of the nation’s teachers, a task with which the University of Michigan
down the road, as a research institution did not wish to be burdened. During the antebellum
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years, Ypsilanti was a desirable destination of escape for the enslaved. However, as de jure
segregation established a foothold in the postbellum South, de facto segregation seeped into
Northern institutions, colleges and universities included. EMU was no exception. I wanted to
learn whether or not Eastern as an entity embraced civil rights legislation in the mid-1960s
and did the difficult work to bring about institutional change that aligned with the regulations
of the federal legislation or if it buried its head in the sand and maintained business as usual.
3. Were the experiences of black EMU students during the Civil Rights Era aligned in
any way with those of the 21st century black EMU students?
Using semi-structured interviews as the mode of data gathering, I needed first to know
the experiences of black students at EMU. Through purposeful sampling, I recruited eight
black EMU students, all alumni, who attended the university during two distinct eras: the
Civil Rights Era and during the first two decades of the 21st century. I sought four female
participants and four male participants in the event that gender dissimilarities materialized
and were pronounced. I asked each participant ten standard questions prepared and additional
spontaneous questions based upon their answers to previous questions. The additional
questions derived from the symbolic interactionist framework, which centers on their
interactions with others and the language and symbols, figurative or literal, which inform that
interaction and the interpretations of the interactions that result from them. Upon the
completion of thematic analysis as the central analytic method, four themes emerged.
Summary of the Findings
The culmination of an extended review of the literature, in addition to the appraisal of
various artifacts and the completion of semi-structured interviews with eight black EMU
alumni, provided answers to the three research questions. The findings are as follows:
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Research Question #1
 What federal education policies and practices for black students were enacted during the
Reconstruction and Civil Rights Eras?
The Freedmen’s Bureau was initiated by President Abraham Lincoln before his
assassination with Commissioner O.O. Howard at the helm. Congress allotted Howard
autonomy over the agency, but after the death of Lincoln, it allocated neither clear objectives
about how to acclimate formerly enslaved blacks to free life nor a budget to aid in those
efforts (Foner, 1988). Freedmen schools relied heavily on the charity of private benefactors
to maintain solvency. The Republican-controlled Congress appointed a General
Superintendent of Education to oversee the State Boards of Education, and the following
year, the Freedmen’s Bureau gained authority to fund the schools by way of the foreclosure
of plantations. Congress increased taxes to property owners, forcing their contribution to the
education of the freedmen. This legislation established an early framework for universal
education (Butchart, 2010).
Despite these strides, the funding was ill-sufficient to meet the needs of millions of
illiterate citizens. Schools lacked the material and monetary resources needed to provide the
literary instruction to adults and children. Teachers often possessed little more education than
the students they instructed, and they were paid far less than teachers of white students were
paid (Anderson, 1988; Butchart, 2010). When the Democrats regained control of Congress
eight years after emancipation, they decreased taxes, crippling the education efforts of
freedmen, and they stripped the federal government of its control of education. Southern
Congressmen, many of whom were former slaveholders, bequeathed unto local power
brokers the control of the education system, where it remains to this day (Foner, 1988). This
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measure, along with the Compromise of 1877 three years later, paved the way for de jure
separate and unequal education, which remained in effect until 1964.
By the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a great majority of black Americans
were locked in a perpetual cycle of poverty, disenfranchisement, and social degradation in
Southern states due to rogue state and local politicians who blatantly scoffed at the Brown
ruling a decade before, and lack of quality education nationwide that was the direct result of
the Plessy ruling (Irons, 2002). The effects of the Supreme Court decision three generations
before the descendants of former slaves and their children could still be felt in the education
of blacks in the mid-20th century (Irons, 2002; Pendergast, 2002). De jure segregation
policies in the South and de facto segregation in the North prevented black Americans from
the fulfillment of the promises of emancipation.
While the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was a bold attempt to stamp out racial
discrimination where it lay bare and offer federal oversight and regulation of the Act, as a
whole it failed to redress, let alone atone for, the impact of the institution of slavery and
subsequent policies that impeded the advancement of the black race. It was much easier to
appease Southern and many Northern members of Congress to agree to include gender,
religion, and sexual orientation in legislation originally designed to combat racism. Like the
affirmative action executive order before it, policies meant to redress slavery, and Jim Crow
benefited to a greater degree groups other than black Americans. Bell (1980) describes
compromises such as these as interest convergence, the notion that civil rights legislation is
passed only when it preserves white supremacy and maintains the stratification of minorities.
Because of this failure, the Act absolved political leaders of the obligation to confront
the wide achievement gap that existed between black students and white students in
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predominantly black rural and urban environments all over the country. In essence, black
students had access to integrated postsecondary educational institutions, but many black
students lacked the readiness to attend them (Irons, 2002; Pendergast, 2002). Those who
were admitted often struggled to graduate. Although society in 1964 was no longer
segregated legally, educational inequality persisted, and the same remains true even in the
21st century. The Civil Rights Act in many regards has failed to redress the policies of the
Reconstruction Era that placed blacks at a gross social and educational disadvantage.
Research Question #2
 Do the federal education policies and practices of the Civil Rights Era align in any way
with institutional policies and practices affecting black EMU students?
Based on the review of institutional artifacts and the interviews of black EMU
students during this period, institutional policies indeed aligned with federal policies related
to race. Eastern admitted black students in large numbers in the early 1960s and after the
passage of the Civil Rights Acts, enrollment numbers in general swelled (Smith & Heaton,
1999). The passage of the Higher Education Act the next year provided funds to students of
all races who would previously not have been able to attend college, even if they were
admitted.
Institutional practices, however, did not always align with the HEA. Educational
access was touted as the great equalizer, but the retention of black students at Eastern have
proven that this belief is not empirically accurate (Growe & Montgomery, 2002). Further,
black students who attended the institution during this period revolted not because it was fun
to do so, but because they felt largely ignored. In other words, they felt that Eastern was
interested in doing only the bare minimum: admitting them with no interest in their
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matriculation and graduation. Because many black students from urban and rural
environments were not adequately prepared academically to succeed in college, many were
not able to gain admission to selective institutions. Those who were admitted to moderately
selective institutions were left to their own devices and as a result, many did not complete
(Harper, 2012). Unfortunately, institutional practices were not unlike the legislative practices
that resulted from HEA.
Research Question #3
 Were the experiences of black EMU students during the Civil Rights Era aligned in any
way with those of 21st century black EMU students?
Interestingly, many of the experiences of the 21C participants mirrored those of their
student counterparts 50 years earlier. Students from eras were forced to confront and contend
with micro-insults and micro-invalidations from white peers and faculty. Many participants
stated that they were forced to question whether the motives and actions of campus
community members, including faculty, were racially motivated. This inquiry included the
dissemination of course grades as well. Students from both eras grappled with feelings of
isolation within the larger campus community, and participants from both eras sought solace
in micro-communities that formed on campus.
Early in the data analysis process, themes began to emerge and they remained
pronounced up until the completion of this stage of the research process. Six of the eight
students stressed that higher education was an expectation in their families. Because of this
expectation, the participants never considered dropping out. This familial expectation, not the
campus climate, allowed them to remain focused on the end goal of college graduation
(Eimers & Pike, 1997). The two students who did not have strong familial support possessed
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an internal drive to complete college. This equally strong influence was, perhaps, all the
encouragement they needed to persist.
Positive interactions with black faculty and staff had a strong impact on the
participants, despite both positive and negative interactions with white faculty. Participants
credit the interactions they had with black educational leaders as a catalyst to the completion
of their college education and a sense of familiarity in an environment that, at times, made
them feel different. Despite a great appreciation for the positivity they received from white
faculty, they did not regard those interactions as equal to or more than the interactions they
had with black faculty and staff.
Likewise, the participant who indicated that she had an unpleasant interaction with a
black faculty member stated that the interaction has had a lasting impact on her not because
she was flagrantly accused of plagiarism, but more so because her accuser was a member of
her own race. Black students expect their interactions with black faculty and staff to be
inspiring and fulfilling (Kobrak, 1992; Darden, Kamel, & Jacobs, 1998).
Next, participants expressed a strong sense of racial identity and racial pride. This
assurance was key to helping them navigate the racial climate on campus, which they
indicated was at times hostile (Fries-Britt, 2001). They sought out relationships with other
black students and some indicated that lasting friendships were formed and kinship networks
established, many of which remain in existence to this day. Although some participants had
white roommates, none of them remained in contact with those roommates beyond college.
The need for a sense of kinship and community is vital to black students at PWIs and to those
who attended EMU.
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One interesting discovery was the favorable relationships that campus police built with
the black student community. Perhaps, the reason that such effort was made is that the
historically contentious relationship between blacks and law enforcement was constantly at
the forefront, and both parties actively sought various means to bridge the divide (Theobald
& Haider-Markel, 2009). Campus police served as advisors to student organizations and they
were present while in uniform and outside of uniform. According to participants, more effort
was made to personalize the department and connect to black students by this campus body
than by any other faculty or staff entity on campus. The positive interactions between these
groups could serve as a model for change among other campus community members and
black students on campus. Other Michigan PWIs could use the findings of this research as a
model to bridge the gap between law enforcement and black students on campus.
Lastly, all eight students were involved in extracurricular activities on campus that
allowed them to meet other like-minded students, lead organizations that promote the needs
and interests of black students, and service the Ypsilanti community. Their interactions
outside of class shaped their college experience like that of their curricular experiences.
Participants felt a sense of duty to serve as representatives for the black student body on
campus (Harper & Quaye, 2007: Rogers, 2012a) and advocates to the black community near
the campus. All eight described their leadership and advocacy as fulfilling and purposeful.
Recommendations for Educational Leaders
After the takeover of Pierce Hall in 1969, President Sponberg and his cabinet met to
discuss the events that unfolded that day and during other protests on campus. They ensured
that nothing of the sort should happen again on Eastern’s campus. Participants and panelists
at the 50th anniversary panel discussion indicated that during talks with the students in the
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BSA and other student leaders, President Sponberg, like other university presidents of the
day, appeared to be more concerned with keeping the peace and controlling the crowds of
protesters than he was with hearing student concerns and addressing them (Rogers, 2012a).
One demand of black students was the creation of a Black Studies program. It took five
years, the end of Sponberg’s tenure, for the Black Studies program to be established, and 15
more years for the African American Studies Department to arrive on campus (Smith &
Heaton, 1999).
This “band-aid” approach to solving racial problems on campus had far-reaching
implications. If issues are not addressed head-on and are constantly placed on the
backburner, the same issues will again bubble to the surface, creating a chasm larger than the
previous one (Harper, 2012; Pilkington, 2013). Because the findings of this study highlight
the reality that much work still needs to be done and more progress needs to be made to
ensure educational equity for black EMU students, I have outlined four recommendations for
educational leaders.
First, educational leaders should readily and openly acknowledge that racism exists in
every area of society, including within America’s higher education institutions (Chesler &
Crowfoot, 2005; Harper, 2012). Eastern Michigan University is not exempt, and university
leadership should be brutally candid with the university community about that. Blanket
statements that indicate on a press release that racist incidents will not be tolerated on
campus do little to change the institutional culture that allows for the continuation of such
incidents. Stricter sanctions for incidents like the hanging of a black doll in a shower or
students dressing in a white sheet to simulate the Ku Klux Klan should warrant not only
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expulsion from the university, but also a criminal investigation much like one that was
lodged in the manner as the graffiti written on the side of campus buildings.
Such serious measures send a strong, bold message that acts of racial bigotry will not
be allowed on campus, making Eastern less attractive to students, faculty, and staff who
readily engage in such activities. Also, it sends the message that students are worth the
advocacy at all times, not just when racial incidents are tried in the court of public opinion.
The university should hold itself accountable for the actions of its students, staff, and
professorate, not actively separate itself from controversy. If racist incidents occur at Eastern,
they become part of the fabric of Eastern.
Next, when investigating incidents of racial constituency, educational leaders should
do their due diligence to treat each incident as one of the numerous racial incidents dating
back to the early 20th century as opposed to expending their efforts to mitigate a groundswell
of backlash. Students should never feel that any incident is addressed only as part of a public
relations campaign to protect the image of the university or treated as an exception and not
the rule. They need to sense that their feelings are valid and that educational leaders hear
their concerns and will address them to the fullest extent. Long after the media coverage
ends, the university should continue its efforts to ensure that previous racial incidents never
occur again. The penalties for such breaches should be well defined also, lacking no
ambiguity, and should include the pursuit of criminal charges where applicable.
Third, like diversity of perspective, cultural diversity is an asset, not a liability. The
notion held by many that students, faculty, and staff on campus are members of one race, the
human race more specifically, is fallacious (Marshall, 2003). Although expressed with good
intentions, such broad sweeping sentiments do more damage than good. It dismisses the
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prevalence of racism, essentially perpetuating a false narrative not unlike those in corporate,
organizational, and institutional brochures. In essence, such thinking is a form of forced
assimilation, and students may feel more compelled to assimilate to fit into this Eurocentric
collective identity. Also, this ideology allows the university not to confront the harsh truth
that cultural differences exist and should be respected, if not embraced, by all members of the
campus community. Thinking that runs counter to this perspective can wreak, unknowingly
or unintentionally, of a “my way or the highway” sentimentality.
Instead, the recognition and acknowledgment of past discriminatory practices at the
university and the expressed desire not to repeat them can go a long way to changing a
culture that makes black students feel that they need to conform to the “Eastern Way” to
persist. While black students who persist while defying the odds deserve all the accolades
they receive, the fact that odds are stacked against them at all is of greater concern. It is those
odds that educational leaders at colleges and universities across the country should seek to
understand and work tirelessly to dismantle.
Finally, the literature on the persistence of black students highlights often their
perseverance despite challenges and setbacks. All PWIs, EMU included, should be willing to
confront institutional barriers. To focus on individual challenges, or even black students’
persistence despite them, removes institutional accountability for the matriculation of the
students they admit (Harper, 2018). Numerous policies and practices in existence currently
impact black students adversely to a greater degree than they do white students. EMU’s high
attrition rates of black students, majority male, are proof of this, and EMU’s Degree and
Retention Plan of 2014 failed to acknowledge the role of institutional policies in the attrition
of black students. Black students should not have to suffer the micro-aggressive statements of
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white students, faculty, or staff, and all campus community members should receive training
on such statements and the impact on their intended targets. This training should be cyclical
as opposed to a singular mandatory training exercise (Kruse, Rakha, & Calderone, 2017).
These four recommendations could begin to redress an institutional history wrought with
racial strife and discriminatory practices masked as something less sinister.
Recommendations for Future Research
During the course of the study and as the answers to the original research questions
were answered, several additional questions emerged that warrant future in-depth inquiry.
Participants in this study were asked a question about the experiential differences among
genders and the answers to that question were as intriguing as they were unexpected. In
short, differences did exist among genders in both generations, but the extent to which they
existed would need to be gleaned further in a future research study. Gender schisms among
the CRE generation were more notable than those expressed among the 21C generations.
Specifically, responses to gender were tied closely to their roles in the activist realm.
For example, Robert stated: “I think that the experience of black men and women at Eastern
was pretty much the same just in terms of how we were treated and dealt with.” Floyd
acknowledged, though: “They felt that black men needed to be in leadership positions to
some degree.” Both acknowledged, however, the important role that women played in the
background. This acknowledgment was confirmed by Mable, who stated: “Women were
there as part of the protest, but we had no real leadership roles. There were no Angela
Davises in that group. There was no woman with a microphone.”
Rogers (2012b) confirmed that such dynamics were not uncommon during the black
campus movement. He stated:
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Even though Black women were centrally involved in the protests for the discipline,
in the theoretical and structural production of the discipline, gender took a back seat
to race. That created another searing divide, which like the other ideological splits,
only grew as the discipline matured. (p. 27)
Both 21C females acknowledged that gender shaped their collegiate experiences, but
they acknowledged that great gender strides had been made on campus. Jennifer proclaimed
proudly: “You had black women in strong top leadership positions.” Ebony stated as well:
“There are a lot of [black] women who were doing it, you know, really putting themselves
out there in leadership, in organizations.” The answers to this question were captivating
enough to pique my interest further on that topic and are worthy of further exploration.
Second, the two 21C female participants, Jennifer and Ebony, also made compelling
statements about how their experiences were shaped by their immersion into campus life.
According to them, such immersion occurred because they lived on campus. Ebony stated: “I
think that there is a separation between people who stay on campus and commuters.”
Likewise, Jennifer spoke about life as a commuter student consequentially. She said: “I
would have gone to class, gone to work. That’s all I would have done if I had embraced the
true commuter lifestyle. I didn’t. I just didn’t.” When I heard each participant make these
statements, I felt instantly that I had missed out on a different college experience. I was a
commuter student, and I did exactly as Jennifer spoke about. I went to my classes, which I
scheduled strategically back-to-back on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and I went back to Detroit.
Newbold (2015) outlined the challenges faced by commuter students and Kodama
(2015) offered solutions for educational leaders in higher education to serve commuter
students of color specifically. Further exploration into the experiences of black commuter
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students juxtaposed with those who live on campus could provide a wealth of information for
educational leaders, especially at Eastern, a university known as a commuter-friendly
institution. A study of the experiences commuter students of various races and ethnicities,
ages, and genders could also lead to useful findings that could aid in the institution’s
admission and recruitment initiatives.
Finally, although this study did not address this topic at all, it remained in the back of
my mind during the entire data collection and analysis processes. I felt that if students were
able to recount vividly numerous experiences on campus that they attributed to race, then
experiences of black faculty on campuses of PWIs, if not at EMU, could be recounted as
well. The assumption that black faculty never confront racial issues in their predominantly
white professional environments is naïve. Robinson, Williams-Black, Smith, and Harges
(2019) indicated that while diversity and inclusion in higher education have improved,
professional equity remains stagnant. It would be interesting to know if black EMU faculty,
in particular, have experiences similar to those expressed by my study participants, and if so,
how they as professionals and educational leaders reconcile with these experiences.
Conclusion
The goal of this qualitative historical case study was to determine any potential link
between Reconstruction Era education legislation for blacks and that of federal education
legislation a century later. Also of importance to learn was the impact that Civil Rights Era
legislation had on the ethos of Eastern Michigan University, which would directly impact
black students attending the institution during that time. Rounding out the inquiry was the
comparative analysis of black students attending Eastern during the Civil Rights Era and
those who attended in the 21st century.
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Semi-structured interviews offered in-depth access into the lives of these students
during their time on Eastern’s campus. Upon the completion of the analysis and codification
of the data, four themes emerged. The findings indicated that although their respective
attendance was 50 years apart, similar experiences and ideological beliefs were present,
while the scant differences that emerged were equally noteworthy.
First, college attendance and completion were expected in the family units of most of
the participants. Perhaps, the expectation of college completion allowed students to maintain
perspective in what some deemed to be a hostile and unwelcoming environment. Next, their
experiences with black and white faculty and staff had a significant positive or negative
impact on their college experience. Participants could recall both pleasant and unpleasant
interactions equally, but the interactions with black faculty, nonetheless, had longer-lasting
effects that impact them even today.
Also, black students were adept at navigating the campus climate and handling the
racial issues with which they were confronted. They exhibited a strong sense of racial
identity and racial pride and sought out micro-communities in the greater campus community
with those with whom they shared cultural identity and pride. Lastly, all eight participants
indicated that campus involvement via leadership roles and activism made their college
experience all the more fulfilling. Additionally, they used their influence as student leaders to
advocate for the causes of concern to black students on campus and the black community
surrounding the campus. In addition to these findings, four recommendations for educational
leaders were proposed and three recommendations for future research were offered,
effectively bringing this study to its close.
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Appendix B: Interview Questions
1. Can you talk about how you became a student at EMU? Were you recruited by a staff
member or did you seek admission on your own?

2. If you sought admission to other institutions, both in-state and out-of-state, why did you
decide ultimately to attend EMU?
3. How did you fund your education at EMU? Did you receive a scholarship or a grant?
Were you required to take out student loans to supplement costs?

4. Did you live on-campus or off-campus during your time at EMU? What was the reason
for your decision?

5. Did you feel like you were part of the greater campus community? Can you describe a
memorable experience that caused you to feel that way?

6. Do you feel that your minority status had an effect on any experiences during your years
as a student at EMU? If so, in what way(s)?

7. Do you feel that your gender identity had an effect on any experiences during your years
as a student at EMU? If so, in what way(s)?

8. Is there anything else related to this topic that I have not asked you that you would be
willing to share?
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Appendix C: Informed Consent
Project Title: A Comparative Analysis of the Experiences of African American Students at Eastern
Michigan University during the Civil Rights Era and in the 21st Century: A Historical
Case Study
Principal Investigator: Maria A. Jackson-Smith, Doctoral Candidate, Educational Leadership
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Theresa Saunders, Professor of Educational Leadership
Purpose: The purpose of this research project is to determine the impact of federal and institutional
education policies and practices on the experiences of African American students at Eastern Michigan
University during different eras 50 years apart.
Study Procedures: Participation in this research study involves one or more recorded interviews with
open-ended questions about the participant’s experiences as an undergraduate student at Eastern
Michigan University (EMU). Interviews, which will be conducted in person or via video conference,
will last between 45 and 60 minutes.
Data Collection: I will ask questions that center on your perception of events and your experiences
as an undergraduate student at Eastern Michigan University (EMU). Questions will be related to your
admission to the institution, financial and housing arrangements during your tenure at the institution,
your academic experiences, and your interactions with faculty, staff, peers, and student organizations.
Risks: No physical or psychological risks to participation in this research study are expected.
Benefits: You will not benefit directly from participating in this research study.
Confidentiality: I plan to publish the results of this research study. With your permission, I would
like to publish your identifiable information. I will ask you to sign and date a statement at the bottom
of this form to permit me to identify you in publications. Please note that once your identifiable
information is published, it cannot be removed, even if you are unhappy with the publication. If you
elect to remain anonymous, I will keep your identity confidential by assigning the transcripts of the
recordings an alpha-numerical code and they will be kept locked in a filing cabinet in my home or a
password-protected computer file.
Costs: Participation in this research study will not cost you anything.
Compensation: You will not be paid to participate in this research study.
Contact Information: If you have any questions about the research study, you can contact me, Maria
A. Jackson-Smith, Doctoral Candidate in Leadership & Counseling, at mjackon7@emich.edu or by
phone at (313) 384-4150. You may also contact my adviser, Dr. Theresa Saunders, Professor in
Leadership and Counseling, at tsaunde6@emich.edu or by phone at (734) 487-0255.
If you have questions about the approval process or about your rights as a research participant, you
may contact the Eastern Michigan University Office of Research Compliance at
human.subjects@emich.edu or by phone at (734) 487-3090.
Voluntary Participation: Participation in this research study is wholly voluntary. You may refuse to
participate at any time, even after signing this form, without repercussion. You may choose to leave
the study at any time without repercussions. If you leave the study, the information you provided will
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be kept confidential. You may request, in writing, that your identifiable information be destroyed.
However, we cannot destroy any information that has already been published.
Statement of Consent: I agree to participate in one or more interviews conducted by Maria A.
Jackson-Smith as part of a research study on African American students at Eastern Michigan
University (EMU). I understand that the interview(s) will focus on my perception of events and
experiences as an undergraduate student at EMU. I will be asked questions related to my admission
process, housing arrangements during my tenure at the institution, my academic experiences, and my
interactions with faculty, staff, peers, and student organizations.
I understand also that if I choose to remain anonymous that my identity will be protected at all times
and that a pseudonym will be assigned to me after the interview(s) are completed and that any
identifying characteristics about me will be deleted. The transcripts of the tapes will be assigned an
alpha-numerical code and kept locked in a filing cabinet in the home of the researcher and a
password-protected computer file. I further understand that if I decide at any point after the
interview(s) that I no longer wish to participate, my tapes will be destroyed and no materials from the
interview(s) will be utilized.
I agree to allow research findings from my interview(s) to be included in EMU presentations and/or
disseminated in future publications, conferences, and other professional or academic settings.

Interview Respondent’s Printed Name: ______________________________ Date: ______________

Interview Respondent’s Signature: _________________________________ Date: ______________

Consent to Waive Anonymity: I agree to waive anonymity in this research study and allow all
information that will directly identify me to be disseminated in future publications, conferences, and
other professional or academic settings.

Interview Respondent’s Printed Name: ______________________________ Date: ______________

Interview Respondent’s Signature: ________________________________ Date: ______________

